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ABSTRACT .

'

The effectiveness of a short-term training program and

specific models;; of change for enhancing the quality of life
were evaluated.' A workshop on "Wellness" and improving the
quality of life!was used to make the assessments.
of change offered in the Workshop were reviewed.

Models
A deepei:

understanding of the theory, philosophy, and methods of
each model was sought in order'to evaluate what might be

effective in cahsing change.

W^orkshop participants v/ere

interviewed before and after" the Workshop,

Subjective

reports, tape-recorded and written, v^ere used to evaluate
results.

Need Satisfaction was assessed through a quality

of life questioiinaire to obtain data on;

(a) behavioral

changes, (b) implementation of new behaviors, (e) environ
'i
•
mental support, iand (d) self-awareness.

Tciped interviews

were transcribed verbatim to offer a more complete picture

of the participajtiOn.

A follow-up questionnaire consti

" .i\\ ■

tuted the secoxidi interview a"t the conclusioh of the
.

Workshop.

■

3!

,

'

■

■

Learning new ideas and attitudes, rudimentary

behavior changes-i, and general satisfaction with the Workshop
■ ,'i

■

'

resulted from this short-term training program.

■

■

It is

indicated that a| short-term training program is effective
in enhancing the:'quality of life.
!

iii
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INTRODUCTION

' i|

■

:

The, purpose of this iTicister's px-oject v^as to evaluate
!

the effectiveness of a short-terni training prograra and
ji

specific models]of change for enhancing the quality of
life.

;

The motivation for this project was concern for the

psychological and physical well-being of man.
Towards this end an extensive literature review was

conducted to explore models of change that are in current
and popular usage.. The rationale of an in-depth perusal
of change models,; is based on the necessity of a deeper

■imderstanding of| the theory, philosophy, and methods of
each, model in order to better evaluate what might be

important v?ithin; these models to effect change,
A short-term training program v^as used to assess the

effects of change models and short-terra interventions.

This training program was a workshop v/hich. offered .
I
four meetings over a period of.three weeks.

It.was

entitled "High Level Wellness" and consisted of appr-oaches
that are believed to facilitate human change.

The major

focus of the Workshop v;as the upgrading of the quality of
life.

•

.

The Workshorf offered a logical vehicle vjith which to
examine the problems in this study.

Workshop participants

were interviewed before and after the VJorkshop to collect

the necessary data.

Interview schedules were developed

with the purpose of obtaining data on a number of levels.
This study was not designed with the purpose of ^

testing a 'hypothesis>

expected.

There were no particular outcomes

Rather, it was designed with the purpose of

developing a clearer understanding of what can facilitate
change and upgrade the quality of life.
Evidence weighs light that dramatic changes occur

on any large scale in response to short—term interventions.
Theoretically, however, there are indications that the

experience, social-support, and learning that take place
in workshops can and do make in-roads toward change, even
• though the process may be slow.

This study examined the subjective responses of the

participants in relation to their experiences within the
Workshop setting.

Because of this approach, taped xnter

viex<7s, in a discussion format, and personal profiles

recorded by the participants have been transcribed verbatim,
These have been included in Appendix C.
This extra information has the advantages of:

1.

providing additional background information

against which to assess results;

2.

affording.a humanistic approach to data as it

offers a more complete picture of the participant and' the

opportunity to viev; him or her as a real human being v;ith
feelings, problems, and lii fe-situations; and

3.

providing an oppoi'tunity to posit theoretical

connections and correlatio: s between any number of observ

ances and reported outcome
new areas of study.

This, in turn, can create

LITERATURE REVIEW

This review addressed the problems of discovering

psychologicaL and physical well-being.

The purpose and

focus of the material presented here were to discuss and

uncover paths that lead to "wellness" and concoraitantly
lead to the enhancement of one's quality of life.
This review consists of models of change presented

in four separate categories in the following order;
(a) models within a psychotherapeutic frame%'^ork;

(b) models within a physiological-therapeutic framework

(commonly known as body therapies); (c) models within a
physical health framework; and (d) models within a transpersonal psychology framework.
In conclusion, there is a brief overview of well.ness
training programs.

.

Psychothepapies

Nine psychotherapeutic methods are presented in this
literature review:

(a) Gestalt Therapy; (b) Psychoanalysis;

(c) Client-Centered Therapy; (d) Encounter Groups;
(e) Behavior Therapy; (f) Multi-Modal Therapy; (g) Reality
Therapy; (h) Rational-Emotive Therapy; and (i) Biocentric
Therapy.

All of the theories posit a personality theory upon

which the techniques and goals of the therapy are based.

Likewise, the theoiies are influenced by the therapeutic
methods and what the therapists find of value in their
methods.

A general overview of each model is presented and
some of the differences and similarities wifhin the models
are discussed.

Also included, are C.a) the essential pre

conditions for change, and (bl the range of possibilities
for change.

A concluding summatry is presented .to discuss the
relevant factors within appropriate models to the Wellness

Workshop that is being studied in this project.
The Workshop leaders were especially familiar with

particular models and intended to use some of the methods
and theories from those models during the Workshop.

This

provided an expediency with which to examine their effective
ness for change.

Some of the therapeutic theories and methods were not

used in the Workshop but have been included to give a more
complete view of the psychotherapeutic models in current

usage and the possibilities of using more and varied
approaches in subsequent workshops.
These psychotherapeutic methods are only one component

of a much larger approach—-the approach that includes all
of the disciplines, ntethods, offerings, and techniques that

are available for maH to use to becoiue integrated and whole;

in short, to find that state of being called wellness.
Gestalt Therapy

A gestalt is a pattern, a configuration,, the
particular.form of organization of the individual,
parts that go into its make up. The basic premise
of Gestalt psychology is that human nature is
organized into patterns or wholes, that it is
experienced by the individual in these terms, and
that it can only be understood as a function of
the patterns of wholes of which it is made.
(Perls, 1973, pp. 3-4)

Homeostasjs.

Another important premise of Gestalt

Therapy concerns the process called homeostasis or adapta
tion.

The homeostatic process is how the organism■maintains

its. equilibrium and consequently its health when responding
to different conditions.
satisfies its needs.

Through this process'it also

Because the organism has many needs,

and each, need upsets the equilibrium, the homeostatic

process is ongoing.

This continuing play of balance and

imbalance characterizes life.^* If the organism remains in
a state of disequilibrium for too long and cannot satisfy
its needs, it becomes sick and the homeostatic process has

failed to some degree.

If the homeostatic process fails

altogether, the organism dies.

,

The concept of homeostasis applies to both psychologi

cal and physiological needs.

The psychological needs are

^This concept is similar to the balance of psychic
energies postulated by Freud.

met thiTQugh what could be called the psychological counter

part of the homeostatic process.

Regarding these functions.

Perls stated, "Let me make it very clear, however, that this

psychological process cannot be divorced from the physio
logical one; that each contains elements of the other" ■
(1973, p. 6).
Peris felt that the more intensely certain needs are
felt to be essential to life, the more closely we identify

with them and the more intensely we will direct our activi-.
2

ties toward satisfying them.

Pesrls also felt that if the instincts do exist, they

cannot be repressed.

Since they are not accessible to our

awareness, we cannot choose to act on them.

We cannot repress the need to survive, for example,
but we can and do interfere with its symptoms and
signs. This is done by interrupting the ongoing
process, by preventing ourselves from carrying out
whatever action is appropriate. (Perls., 1973,
p. 7)

When several needs exist simultaneously, there is a
hierarchy of values in meeting needs.

The healthy organism

attends to the: dominant survival need before it atteiids to

any others.

Before there can be satisfaction of needs, the

ability to sense or know one's needs must be present.

Also

there must be the ability to meet the needs through the
interaction of the organism and the environmedit.

^This idea contrasts sharply with the "instincts" of
psychoanalysis where the guiding forces in life and neurosis
cire the result of the rep.ression of the instincts.

The holistic doctrine♦

Perls introduced a concept

called the holistic doctrine, which sets aside the psycho

physical parallelism which is inherent in psychologies.

Thoughts and actions are made of the same "Stuff," and when
this fact is recognized we can translate and transpose from
one level to another.

This concept can give psychology a

holistic base which, according to Perls, it is badly in
need of—"the concept of the unified field which scientists
have always longed to find and towards which the contemporary

psychosomaticists have been groping" (.1973, p, 14) .
In psychotherapy, this concept gives us a tool
for dealing with the whole man. Now we can see how
his mental and physical actions are meshed together.
If mental and physical activity are of the same
.order, we can observe both as manifestations of
the same thing: man's being. Neither patient
nor therapist is limited by what the patient says
and thinks; both can now take into consideration

xvhat he does. What he does provides clues, as to
what he thinks, as what he thinks provides clues
as to what he does, and what he would like to do.

(Perls, 1973, pp. 14-151
There is an intermediate stage between the levels of

thinking and doing.

This is the stage of playing at.

Perls pointed out that if we observe keenly during therapy
we will notice that the client plays at many things.

The

client will provide his or her own interpretations of the

play-acting, fantasies, and actions.

All that must be done

is to bring them to the client's attention.

Self-understanding

will come to the client through this iiev? awareness of the
three levels.

Psychothercipy then becomes not an excavation of
the past, in terms of repressions, Oedipal conflicts,
and primal scenes, biit an experience in living in
the present. In this living situation, the,patient
learps for: himself hov/ to integrate his thoughts,
feelings, and actions not only while he is in the
consulting room, but during the course of his
everyday life. The neurotic obviously does not
feel like a whole person. He feels as if his
conflicts and unfinished business were tearing him
to shreds. But with his recognition that he is,
being human, a whole, comes the ability to regain
that sense of wholeness which is his birthright.
(Perls, 1973, p. 15)

The holistic doctrine of -Gestalt psychology is impor
tant as it explains away the dualistic concept of the

mind/body split, clarifying the concept of the organism as
a whole-working unit and offering a tool fpr working with

the whole man.

Through this premise it is possible to see

how mental and physical actions are meshed together.
Most therapies still view man with physical and psycho
logical components exclusive of one another, or at best,
having a causal relationship.

These therapies dispense

their treatment or therapeutic methods from a one-sided
viewpoint.

Contact boundary.

The next important concept in

Gestalt theory is the "contact boundary."

The study of the way the human being functions
in his environment is the study of what goes on at

the contact boundary between the individual and his
environment. It is at this contact boundary that
the psychological evexits take place. . . .
With this concept v/e come to a parting of the
ways with the older psychologies. They established
another split. Like the mind-body split, they
proceeded to treat their postulated abstraction as
a factual reality, and then compounded the confusion

10

in their effort to extricate themselves\.from the

mess they had gotten themselves into. They split
experience, into inside .and outside and then were
faced with'the insolubie question of whether man
is ruled by forces from without or from withdn.
This either-or app,roach, t.his need for a simple
causality,, this neglect of the total field, makes ■

problems put of situations which are in reality
indivisible. {Perls, 1973, pp., 16-17)
Contact and withdrawal are the ways we meet psycho

logical events and the means with which we deal at the

contact boundary with objects in the field (an individual's
environment).

This contapt with and withdrawal from the

environment (acceptance and rejection of the environment)

are the most important functions of the total personality.
They are the positive and negative aspects of the psycho
logical processes by which we live.

An important point

here is that these aspects are dialectical opposites.

They are part of the same thing, the total personality.
Those psychologists who maintain a dualistic
conceptioh of man see them operating as opposing
forces which tear the individual into pieces. We,
on the other hand, see them as aspects of the
same thing: the capacity to discriminate.
(_Perls, 1973, p. 22)

Neurosis.

Perls offered four major premises in his

theory of neurosis;

(a) introjection, (b) projection,

(c) confluence, and (d) retroflection.

Introjection is "the neurotic mechanism whereby we

incorporate into ourselves standards, attitudes, v/ays of
/ ■

■■ ■

.

.

'

acting and thinking, which are not truly ours" (Perls, 1973,

11

p. 35).
Projection is:

'

shifting the boundary between ourselves and the
rest of the world a little too much in our own

favor-~-in a manner that makes it possible for us
to disavow and disown those aspects of our per
sonalities which we find difficult or offensive

or unattractive.

(Perls, 1973, p. 37)

(IntrojeGts lead to feelings of self--contempt and selfalienation that produce projection.)
Confluence is "when the individual feels no boundary
at all between himself and his environment, wiien he feels

that he and it are one, he is in confluence with it"
(Perls, 1973, p. 38)..
The man who is in pathological confluence
ties up his needs, his emotions, and his activi
ties in one bundle of utter confusion until he is

no longer aware of what he wants to do and how he
is preventing himself from doing it. When the
man who is in pathological confluence says "we,"
you can't tell v/ho he is talking about, himself
or the rest of the vrorld. He has completely '
lost all sense of boundary. (Perls, 1973,
p. 40)
Retroflection literally means "turning back sharply

against." . In this case, the retroflector is himself.

The Introjector does as others would like
him to do; the projector does unto others what
he accuses them of doing to him; the man in patho
logical confluence doesn't know who is doing what
to whom; and the retroflector does to himself what

he would like to do to others.

(Perls, 1973,

p. 41)
According to Perls, therapy is rectifying false identi

fications.

Neurosis v;ould be the product of "bad"

ide.ntifications and health would be the product of

12.

identifications.

"Good" identifications are classified

as those v/hich promote the satisfactions and goalfulfillments of the individual and his environment.

"Bad"

identifications are those which would stunt or thwart the
individual or cause destructive behavior towards his or
her environment.

Therefore, the goal of therapy would be to re-establish
the neurotic's capacity to discriminate.

Successful

therapy V70uld help an individual rediscover what is himself
and what is not himself; what fulfills him and what thwarts

him.

It serves as a guide towards integration and finding

the. proper balance and boundary between oneself and the
rest of the world.

Gestalt therapy is a "here and now" therapy.

During a

therapy session the client is, asked to turn all of his

attention to what he is doing at the actual present during
the session.



The framework from which this approach is formed is
based on a definition of the neurotic individual (someone

whose difficulties make his present life unsuccessful).

The neurotic (according to Perls), chronically engages in
self-interruption, has an inadequate sense of identity
(cannot distinguish properly betv^ebn himself and the rest

of the world), has an inadequate means of self-support,
his psychological horaeostasis is out of order, and his
behavior arises from misguided efforts in the direction
of achieving balance.

X3

Therefore, the Gestalt approach says that the client

must learn, through therapy, to live in the present, and
his therapeutic sessions must be his first practice at
this hitherto unaccomplished task^

Gestalt therapy is an experiential therapy, rather
than a verbal or an interpretive therapy.

Clients are

asked to not talk about their traumas and their problems

in the past tense and from memory, but to re-expex"ience
their problems and traimas—-which are tlieir unfinished
situations in the here and now.

This is in contrast to traditional therapy where the

assumption is that by recalling and reinterpreting the

events of the past the effects that these experiences had
on the patient can be pieced together.

Once this is done

the patient will no longer be disturbed by his problems as
he will either learn how to live with them or resolve them..

A school of psychotherapy which has a unitary
approach to the unitary organism, m.an, cannot
concern itself only with mental material, repressed
or expressed. It must concern itself with the
total pattern of behavior, and must direct itself
towards making the patient aware of as much of
that total pattern as is necessary for health.
Thus, as opposed to the orthodox schools, which
put their emphasis oh what the patient does not
know about himself, we put ours on what he does
know---on his areas of av;areness, rather than his
areas of unav/areness. Our hope is to increase his
avrareness of himself progressively on all levels,
(perls, 1973, p. 55)

In this approach the therapist helps the client to

self-discovery by acting, figuratively -speaking, as a

;14

magnifying mirror for him.

The therapist does not, nor

cannot, make discoveries for the client.

tate the process in the client.

He must facili

By asking certain guestions

he can bring the client to see his own behavior more

clearly and he can help the client determine for himself
what that behavior represents.

The therapist's questions are based on his observa
tions.

Gestalt therapy makes the basic assumption that the
client is lacking in self-s;ipport,

To bring about the

transformation from external support to self-support, the

therapist must frustrate the client's endeavors to get
environmental support.

If the therapist withholds himself

in empathy, he will not be using his intuition and sensi
tivity to the client's on-going processes.

The therapist

must learn to work with syrapathy and at the same time with
frustration.

Perls said, "He must be cruel in order to be

kind" (1973, p. 84).

One of the effective techniques used in Gestalt

therapy comes from what has become known as the topdog
underdog split.

Perls referred to this as one of the

most frequent splits in the human personality.
is known in psychoanalysis as the
conscience.

The topdog

superego or the

According to Perl (1973), Freud left out

the underdog, and he did not realize that usually the
underdog wins in the conflict between topdog and underdog..

-15

The undeldog is a good frustrator and the topdog does not

let him get away with it and so the conflict rages, but

nothing ever happens,

■

!

In Gestalt, therapists put this theory into practice
and have the individual play the role of topdog and underdog
to bring the essence of the conflict to the awareness of
the individual.

t

The topdog is the righteous bully, the one who tells

the underdog how to behave and what to do.

The topdog is

straightforward in his demands and coimnands.

The underdog

says, "O.k., I'll try my best, if I can do it."
dog usually wins.
in control.

The under

The topdog controls and the underdog is

'

Another technique to integrate the personality is
"dream work."

This involves the dramatizing of an indi

vidual's dream by telling it in the present tense.

This

process allows for the reowning of many parts of an indi
vidual that he considers unpleasant.
Gestalt therapy and meditation practice have some

basic principles in common.

Staying in the present and the

awareness of one's thoughts and feelings as they come and

go are identical practices in both techniques.

Psychoanalysis.

Sigmund Freud created and developed psychoanalysis-.
Non-empirical clinical observation of middle-class neurotic

■ 16

patients provided the setting from which this personality
and behavior theory grevT.

Freud vie\i?ed man from a perspec

tive of psychic eaiergies and the pathology of an individual
was attributed to the degree of imbalance in these energies.

He postulated that man is essentially passive but is always
, reacting in order to reduce the tension created by his
mostly unconscious instincts (sexual and aggressive) (1949).
Psychoanalysis considers personality as a relatively
stable entity whose structure can be divided into three
interconnected aspects:

Id, Ego, and Superego.

The Id "contains everything that is inherited, that
is present at birth, that is fixed in the constitution"
(Freud, 194Q, p. 14),

The Ego is a "region of our mental life arisen as a

special organization . . . which . . , acts as an inter
mediary between the id and the external world" (Freud,
1940, p. 15).

The Superego is- "a special agency formed within the
ego, during childhood, in which parental influence is pro
longed" (Freud, 1940, p. 16).

Freud stated that there are pre-determined biological
stages for personality development.

The personality is

formed contingent upon how one moves through these geneti
cally pre-determined stages of development; normal

personality development entails the successful resolution
and integration of biologically deF-ermined stages of

17

psychosexual developmeft't.

Psychoanalysts contend that no

adult is. free of neurotic conflicts because it, is not

possible to develop through the various psychosexuar stages
without, experiencing sortie trauma<

Unresolved conflicts

hold energy leaving the ego weakened and less able to use
its defense mechanisms, thus, the impulses are discharged
in the distorted form of symptoms (1940).

The basic premise in psychoanalytic theory is the
concept of the.unconscious.

Psychoanalysis:

explains the supposed somatic accessory processes
as being what is essentially mental and disregards
for the moment the quality of consciousness. And
the general dissatisfaction v;ith the usual view of
what is mental has resulted in an ever more urgent,
deiaand for the inclusion in psychological thought
o.f a concept of the unconscious, though the demand
has been of such an indefinite and vague nature that,

it could have no influence upon science.
1940, p. 35).

(Freud,

In the course of our work the distinctions

which we denote as mental qualit-le-s force
themselves on our attention.

There is no need

to characterize what we call aonsoious •.

,

it is

the same as the consciousness of philosophers and
of everyday opinion. Everythi,ng else that is
mental is in our vxe.'^ unconscious.

p. 37)

(Freud, 1,940,

_

The sole quality that x'ules in the id is
that of being ■unconscious. Id and unconscious
are as intimately united as ego and preconscious;
indeed, the former connection is even more exclusive.
(Freud, 1940,. ,p." 43).
'
A furthe.r premise of psychoanalysis is that the .pre
conscious and hnconscious condition can be changed one into
■ the other.

' ,

,
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Two important therapexitic concepts in psychoanalysis
are transference and free association.

A psychoana2.yst

would most likely ask a patient to free associate (i.e.,

to say anything and everything that, came to mind).

In

Freud and Psychoanalysis, C. G. Jung stated, in a chapter
entitled "Therapeutic Principles of Psychoanalysis"s
Since we cannot pretend that we know from the outset
what the solution of such problems is, we have to
rely on the clues furnished by the individuality
of the patient. Neither conscious questioning
nor rational advice can aid us in the discovery

of these clues, for the obstacles which prevent

us from finding them are hidden from the patient's
consciousness.

There is, therefore, no clearly

prescribed way of getting at the unconscious
obstacles. The only rule that psychoanalysis lays
down in this respect is; let the patient talk
about anything that comes into his head. The
analyst mUst observe carefully what the patient

says and, to begin with, simply take note of it
without attempting to force his own opinions upon
him. (1961, p. 233)
In a variety of subtle ways the therapist encourages

his patient to "transfer" to him the intense emotional
feelings; in'a sense he becomes a father figure on whom

his patient can rely and trust.

Interpretation is another

important aspect of psychoanalysis and is the process
whereby the analyst can lead his patient back towards
mental health.

The analyst interprets the thoughts,

feelings, and actions of his patient in light ofipsycho

analytic theory.

Theoretically he can then discover both

the content and the dynamics of the patient's unco.nscious
mental processes—the id speaks in terms uncensored by the

ego and the buried problems can be brought to conscious
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awareness.

It is assumed in this theory that the conscious

awareness of a problem will eliminate the problem.

Jung (1961) posited the follov;ing viewpoint:
Here the question arises as to whether it-is
still advisable to bring to light all the patient's
fantasies by analysis, if we now consider them, of
no aetiological significance. Hitherto psycho

analysis has set about unravelling these fantasies
because they were considered aetiologically
important. My altered view of the theory of
neurosis does not affect the psychoanalytic pro
cedure. The technique remains the same. Though

we no longer imagine we are unearthing the ulti
mate root of the illness, we have to pull up the
sexual fantasies because the energy which the

patient needs for his health, that is, for adapta
tion, is attached to them. By means of psychoanalysis
. the connection between his conscious mind and the
libido in the unconscious is reestablished.

Thus

the unconscious libido is brought under the contrvOl

of the will. Only in this v;ay can the split-off
energy become available again for the accomplishment
of the necessary tasks of life. Considered from
this standpoint, psychoanalysis no longer appears

I

as a mere reduction of the individual to his prim.i
tive sexual wishes, but, if rightly understood, as
a highly moral task of immense educational value,
(p. 250)

Psychoanalysis, more than any of the other therapies,
explains the present in terms of past experience and
unconscious motivations.

Another po;int here is that it is assumed in this
theory that there is something to "Cure."
j

It is a medical
,

model with a patient and pathology that needs treatment.

Client-Centered Therapy ,
i, ■

,

■

■

•

In contrast to ^the analyst's interpretative powers in
the psychoanalytic mode, client-centered therapy puts the
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responsibility and power in the clientVs hands.

emphasis is oh[free^w

rather than determinism so that

the therapist

to attempt an understanding of

the client on ihe client's terras.
Client-centered therapy was developed by Carl Rogers,
a humanistic psychologist.

Rogers did not want to impose

his own standards or values on his clients so he devised

a method that attempted to provide a"psychological mirror"

in which the qllient could see himself (1961).
Client-cehtered personality theory was developed out

of clinical experience and actual personality change.

The

theory posits a positive forward-moving vie^bint beginning
with, the human organism from birth.

It states that the

human infant has in his world one basic motivational force.

This force is the tendency towards self-actualization and
it continues throughout an individual's life.

Self-

actualization is defined as "the inherent tendency of the
organism to develop all its capacities in ways which serve

to maintain oi phhance the organism" (Rogers, 19&1,
p. 196).

According to this theory, in the process of normal

growth a setf-bpnoept starts to develop and within this
developing self -concept there exists a universal need for

positive regatii from significant othefs, from which or in
response to a sense of setf-regavd develops.

Self-regard

regulates the behavior of the organism accbrding to certain
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introjected oonditions of worth.

When organismiG needs do

not fit the individual's valuing processes 'because of

introjected conditions of worth, conflict develops between
organismic needs and self-regard needs.

This conflict

between needs exists in most of us and is the pattern and

basis of all psychological pathology.

Thus, experiences

are perceived selectively according.to the individual's

conditions of worth or are denied aitogether (Rogers,

Client-centered therapy emphasizes the importance of
the client/therapist relationship and the direct experi
encing within the relationship.

This relationship is the

cornerstone upon which this therapy was"built.

Rogers

states the overall hypothesis of his therapy as follows:
If I can provide a certain type of relation
sliip, the other person will discover within himself
the capacity to use that relationship for growth,
and change and personal development Will Occur.
., p. 33)

Rogers further elaborated on this general hypothesis by the
following statements;

If I can create a relationship characterized
on my part; by a genuineness and transparency,
in which ,I am my real feelings; by a warm acceptance
of and prizing of the other person as a Separate

individual; by a sensitive ability to see his world
and himself as he sees them, then the other indi

vidual in the relationship; will experience and
understand aspects of himself which previously he
has repressed; will find himself becoming better

integrated, more able to functidn effectively;
will become more similar to the person he would
like to bei; will be more self-directing and selfconfident; will become more of a person, more ^i^isue

aB4 more sfeIf-expressive; will be more understanding,

more accepteant of others; will be able to cope with
the probleihs of life more adequately and more
comfortably. (1961> pp. 37-38)

Rogers feeils that this general hypothesis is key to
the development of creative, adaptive, autonomous
persons. ■

Basic to this therapeutic relationship is the attitude

of the therapist.

To be effective the therapist must have

the three basici attitudes of empathy, positive regard and

genuineness. jGlient-centered research has shown that these
attitudes are heeessary and sufficient to effect positive
change in a client.

It is believed by client-centered

theorists that ;with- the necessary and sufficient conditions
present, certain actualization processes will free themselves;

"the actualizing potential of the client will be releas®"^

and the client:will begin to allow the processes of change
and growth to pccur" (Corsini, 1973, p. 139).
Encounter Groups

In 1968 Gafl^ogsfs >?rote, "The encounter group is
perhaps the most significant social invention of this

century" (Schuj|-z, 1973f p» D.
What is encounter?

Although there are many diverse

answers to thi^ question, there appears to be general
agreement thatra function of encounter is to enhance selfawareness CLieberman, Yalom & Miles, 1973; Rogers, 1970;

gchutz, 1973; Shepard & Lee, 1970). ;

.
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A main purpose of encounter is to help you
become more aware of yourself; to break through

: s^lf-deception, to know and like ypurself, to feel
your own importahce, to respect what you are and
can do, arid to learn to be responsible for your

self.

You:achieve these best through self-

av^areness.! . (3chutz/ 1971r

/

'

1^1

The cohco;^ts of sick or well, psychotic or normal,

neurotic Or hdppy,are not needed (Rogers, 1970; Schutz,

1973). "Choosi|ng to go to an encounter group in no way
implies sickness; it implies only a desire for more joy,
honesty, self-acceptance, awareness, and so on" (Schutz,
1973, p. 18). ^

Schutz spoke of encounter as being involved in removing

psyGhological blocks so that an individual may be free and
natural.

Body methods, which are used in certain encbunter

groups, are aimod at removing physical blocks so that one's

energy may flow! more freely (HOwaird, 1970; Lieberman, et
' al.,, ■1973'; 'Schutz

1973);.

^

Attention to the muscular system is important.

The

rationale is that a person suppresses fOelings when museles
are,..'tense w,. ■

■

Encounter provides a setting in which there can be much

experimentation in relating to others.

Ideally it provides

a way for human I beings to relate to each other that is
different from the norm (Howard, 1970; Shepard & Lee, 1970) .
For the most part, the encounter culture (which assumes

the philosophical precepts of the counter culture) stresses

body methods f non-verbal techniques, and guided daydream

fanfeasxes.

It emphasizes seif-*responsibility, which.also

extends to the responsibility for the state Of the body

^ (good'■heaithb.r- j.
If a person wants to make contact with another person/
encounter leadelrs would encourage the individual to toUGh

the other person rather than just talk to the other person.
It is believed- Ithat to stay immobile/ except for verbalizing,

is a way to suppress feelings.
The key psychological notion in the encounter theox'y of

Schutz is the |se:lf-concept:.

The self-concept is largely

derived from rajlations with other people. Theofetically
there are threerbasic interpersonal needs.

They are rooted

in the feelings one has about the self (the self-concept),

and they are mahifestecJ in behavior and feelings toward

other people^, l iihese three need areas are ineVusion^ oontro
and affeot-ton, ' 1 ;,
Inclusion; refers t

feelings about being important/

significant/ oriworthwhile.

Inclusion behavior refers tO

associations between people.
Control refers to feelings of cQmpetence, including

intelligence, appearance, practicality/ and ability to cope
with the world. ,

Control behavior refers to the deeisioh

making process.befween people in the areas of power,
influence, and authority.

The need for control varies along

a continuum from the desire for authority over others to the

need to be conttolled and have others take responsibility
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for oneself.

Affection revolves around the feelings of feeing lovable,

of feeling that if one's essence was revealed in its

entirety, it will be seen as beautiful.
Affection behavior fefers to close, personal, emQtiohal

feelings between >two people;

Affection is a dyadic relation;

that is, it occurs between pairs of people whereas both
inclusion and control relatidns may occur in dyads orr
betwesC one person and a group Of persons.

Schutz (1973) explained that since affection is based

on building emotional ties, it is usually the last phase to
-

emerge in the development of a human relation or group. ,
In the-inclusion phase, people encounter each other
and decide whether to continue their rleation; control

issues lead them to confront one another and to v^ofjc out
how they will relate.

A,s the felation continues, if

affection ties form, people sither literally or figuratively
° ■

embrece-.

These three dimensions of inclusion, control, and

affection, in that order, usually predominate in the

development of a group.

Within each of these phases, group

members seem to concentrate first on their relations to

the leader and then on their relations to each other

(Schutz, 1973). ' ^
In a chapter called ''The Encounter Group" in his book.
Elements of Encbunter, Schutz discussed the rules of
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encountar. . The rules are meant to implement the principles
of honesty, awareness, responsibility/ and body
The fifst set of rules establishes open and honest

'coramtihicatlon::.\|

;

'

1.

Be honest with- eyefy6he, inciuding^

2.

Pay close attention to your

3.

Concentrate on feelings.

4.

Start with the here and now.

5.

Meet in ropnis and in clothes that allow

■

maximum freedom of movement.
6. Sit or stand in a position such that you
can move towards any other person easily.
7. Don't drink coffee or eat during a
meeting..

8. Whehever therO' is :
express soinething physically, rather than -verbally
..:do-.it..phys|..chlly.

\

9.

10.

Fight when it feels right.

Take off your clothes when it feels right.

■\';-- ;.;V^';\.ll,. -DOn.'h^ smoke. 7'
Ponft'take :drugs..'

13. Don't wear glasses or contact lenses.
(Schutz, 1973, pp. 61-65)

-

The following rules encourage taking self-responsi

bility and establishing identity.
1.
2.

j

Take responsibility for yourself.
/Make; statements/

3.

Thke responsibility for your choices.

4.
5.
6.

Speak for yourself.
Speak directly to the person addressed.
Don't use globalisms.

7.

Avoid nOn-commital words.

8. If something is happening that you don't
like, take? responsibility for doing something about

'' ■ ■ ■

9.

/:- ■ ' /

If you are saying something about yourself

that you have said before, stop, and say something
else.-' ^
i:///'- ' . ■
10. Do whatever you are piost afraid of doing.
(Schutz, 1973, pp. 66-69)

,:

••

'v: ■''v;''"'

•
: SuiRitiary..

• .i '
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Eilcounter is a mode of human relating based

■ on o»penness, honesty^; seXf-awareriess, self-responsibility,

,
:

awarehess of the body,; attention to feelings, a:nd an

emphasis on: the here-and-HQw.

As:a therapy/ it focuses

on removing blocks to better funetioning. . As an educa
tibnal/ recreatiohal/ and spiritual method, it attempts to,
create conditions GOnducive to a more satisfying use of

, personal Rapacities and to improving the quality of life.
Encounter deals with the whole person.
V

It is assumed

that the emotiohs of most of us have been suppressed by

the GUlture/ and that/ in order to recover these feelings,
we must become more aware of our;bodies.

being bpenand^a^
,

Encounter stresses

and taking full responsibility for one's

, self/ including one's manner of taiking, feeling, reactions

to others, and physical health, ;
Behavior Therapy

Behavioral influence in therapy has evolved
1
.

in two directions, one basedon Pavlovian concepts
of learning which has as its major focUs emotional
learning, and Skinnerian methodology with its

,

contingent,: reinforcement. ■ The former has developed
in the outpatient setting, is Usually a one-to-one
tfierapy regimen/ and is applicable to neurotic
problems, while the latter has developed in
inpatient settings, such as state hospitals and '

'

em

behavior and change through

institutiohs for the mentally retarded.

(Corsini,

137^, ^, 2Q1)

This section deals only with the concepts of learning
which are called ''behavior therapy,"

V

The Skinnerian

applications are Usually referred to as "behavior modification."
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Behavior therapy was developed primarily by Wolpe in
1958.

He defined neurosis as the learning of unadaptive

behavior through normal learning processes.

He also stated

that anxiety is the main ingredient of neurotic behavior

because it is almost always present in the causal situa
tions (p. 212).

Normal learning processes are the responses

to stimulation, external and internal, and therefore the

goal of therapy is to modify (change) unadaptive stimulusresponse (S-R) connections.

One of the strong points of behavior therapy, Goldstein,
1973, emphasized, is how it empirically tests its therapy
methods.

Through the use of scientifically evaluating

its results, it continues to strengthen its basic concepts.
Behavior therapists absolutely deny the concept of
free will in the sense that a human being ever behaves in

a way which is not contingent upon antecedent events.
Therefore, determinism is the most basic concept relative
to the development or change of personality.

Behaviorists generally believe that the therapeutic

relationship is a necessary but not sufficient prerequisite
for successful outcome.

This idea is in sharp contrast to

client-centered therapy.
Goldstein (1973) explained that in the therapeutic
relationship an atmosphere of trust must be established if

therapy is to be effective.

This is accomplished by the

therapist establishing that (a) he understands and accepts
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the patient, (b) that the two of them are working to^tlier,
and (c) that the therapist has at his disposal.the means
to be of help in the direction desired by the patient.

Through an explanatory and planning phase, the therapist
and patient agree as to the goals of therapy.

This invGlves

what behavior is to be changed and a treatment plnn is
developed by the therapist.
Past events and unconscious conflicts are never con

sidered in behavior therapy for "it ,is sufficient to deal

with present responses to obtain lasting and uncomprpmised

therapeutic results't (Goldstein, 197.3> p. 213). HoWeverk
if a client is bothered by a specific fear, it is takeh
into consideratioh that the fear could be secondary to other

factors which are not immediately apparent.

The point that

Goldstein makes is that although the fear may be a "symptom"

in that it is a "signal" that something else is wrong, it is

not a symptom of a disease~like process "lurking beneath
the surface" which is independent of present circumstances.

Although the responses that the therapist is working

with, may be from earlier learning experiences, the important
point is that they are responses used in present-day
situations.

Thdse are the behaviors that behavior therapy

attempts to change.
Some of the techniques used in behavior therapy are

modeling, role-playing, systematic desensitization (a
technique that can reduce anxiety using relaxation as the
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"counter-conditioning agent), aseertiveness ttain^^^

relaxation training.;'

^

and

j,.

The b^sic prenvise is that change occurs due to the
awareness of contingencies.

Multi-Modal Therapy
Multi-modal therapy is a behavioral approach.

Arnold

Lazarus^ who deyeioped multi-mbdal therapy, is a past
president of the Association for Advancement of Behavior

Therapy and is perhaps best known for his innovative
achievemehts in;broadening the base of behavior therapy.
It is significant to note that one of his books is

entitled Behavibr Therapy and Beyond.

He deveIpped this

therapy because he foUnd the strict behavioral view too
rigid and narrow,
Lazarus took the stand of not wanting to reach pre
mature conclusions about the developitieht of human beings,

but to stay open to new ideas and possibilities.

He

posited that if there were rigid and set concepts of why
man is as he is and does what he does, then by the same

token there will tend to be limits and rigidity in methods

used to help man (1974).

As the namb implies, multi-modal therapy is not limited
to a single therapeutic method or modality.

It has seven

interactiye modalities which are continuously being moni

tbred during the course of therapy.

These areas are:
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(jSl) overt behavior, (b) affective processes, (c) sehsory
reactions, CD emotive imagery, {e) cognitive components,

(f) interpersonal relationships, and (g) a biochernical
modality (the use of drugs or medication).

The initials

from each of these modalities spell BASIC ID (Behavior,

Affect, Sensation,1^

, Cognition, interpersonal and

Drugs) which is used as the design by which the therapist
checks each area of functioning with the client in order to
discern which areas are problematic and then to apply

appropriate techniques from other therapeutic methods.

For

example, if a client is having problems with affect of

feelings, the therapist might use Gestalt techhiques; Or if
there are behavior problems, the therapist might use pro

cedures from behavior, therapy.

This is called technical

eclecticism which means using a certain technique without

necessarily accepting the theories behind it.

This approach differs from a strict behavior approach

in that n®w styles of coping are explored with the client
and therapy is not simply terminated at the end of the
behavior contract or when the presenting symptoms are
removed as in behavior therapy.

Reality Therapy

Reality therapy, developed by William Glasser, also
believes that behavior is the responsibility and in the

control of the individual.

However, Glasser sees the

pe:rsoii as the re

of interpersonal experience.

The

suCGess of ajj iadiyidual arid the ability to take respoh'si
bility for one's behavior is■determined by how successful
one' s interactidris have been 'with others.

If interactions

have been unsuGcessful, a failure identity develops and
the individual therefore does ^Ot take respensibility for

his'':'pr.-hear■ behayibr.: - ' ■

' ■: ■ ■ ■ -■ '"V

The importarit point here is whether or not responsi
bility is takeri;for one's life.

This is similar to client-

centered notions about responsibility and how it leads to

a successful and fuifillirig existence.
Reality thetapy sees the client as ignoring or deriying
reaiity and also as refusing to take responsibility for
behavior choices.

Therefore, the goal underlyirig the ,

principles of reality therapy is to teach clients to take
resppnsibility for their actions.

: The therapist attempts to provide an environment which
is a safe place:to experiment and experience successful
outcomes with hew behaviors.
directive.

The therapist is fairly

The clients are asked to focus upon their

behaviox rather:than on their feelings.

Glasser's (1965) belief that human beings have little

control over their feelirigs gives rise to his apprQach of

working with behayior.

A

can be drawn here With

RET in tlist Ellis works on beliefs and Glasser works on

actions.

The goal is similar but the focus is different.
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^

a session of reality: tfe

the client

expresses feelings, the therapist ^

to relate those

feelings to behavior.

The therapist does not ignore or

deny feelings but attempts to diseoyer what the person is
doing to feel a partiGular way.i;

Similar to i tb® '^'isw held by behavior therapy, if is

believed that by changing behaviors the client's feelings
and attitudes will also change and that t^ie client will be

more willing to bake responsibility for changing behavior
which has been determined by outside influences in the past.

In contrast to psychoanalysis, this therapy recognizes
only the preseht; the past is seen as a way of avoiding

responsibility ferpreseht problems.
Rational-Emotive Therapy :

'Some of thb technigues advocated by Albe^^^^ Ellis,
founder of rational^emotive therapy, are used in multi

modai therapy, especially in the cognitive modality.
There are also similarities in personality theories between
rational-emotive therapy and some of the "free-will"

therapiea> Such as clienttcentered therapy.
Rational-emotive therapy, referred to as RET, posits
a theory that centers around four basic points:

(a) a

significant activating event, (b) an individual's belioh

system, (c) a highly changed: emotional consequence/ and
disputation^

The theory w^^^

the following mahner;

:{

If one has an emotiohal readtion (g) foilpv/ing an event (a),
it may seem as thpugh the event caused the reaction but
actually what triggered the reaction was the individual's

erroneous (irrational) beliefs (b).

Therefore, when a

reaction occurs^ it usually can be traced to an irrational
belief, and theh When this belief is effectively confronted

or disputed (d)^ the reactions should start to disappear
■and:.:eventually stop.



REIT emphasises strdngly^^ fhat inah is a rational thinking
being and does hot haVe to be a victim of his emotions.

RET is unusual in that it stresses thinking rather than

Following is a sunparization of Ellis' personality
theory:

' ■ ' ■^^ ■

.:/.■ ■ ':■■ ■ ■'".■i.' : .^ ^ ■ ■ ^

A.

Man has vast resources for his potential growth
and he is able to change his social and personal
in important Ways.

B.

Man also has powerful innate tendencies to think
irrationally and to harm himself.

C.

Man has strong tendencies to be self-defeating

and socially uncooperative in the following
^ ways:
_ ■ ■ ;-' . ■

y

a.
,

to be overwhelmed by inertia or inability
to change thinking patterns even when the
results are eontinuousiy Unpleasant,

b.

to;desire harmful goals and things and to
tell himself he needs or must have what

he really wants or prefers.

c.

an inability to Unlenfn extremely ineffici
ent habits.
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d.

to remain attached to myths and prejudices
from childhood.

e.

to be overcautious rather than just careful.

f.

to always need to prove he is superior and

g.

tO:jump from one extreme to the other.

h.

to be automatic and unthinking rather than
cohsciously thinking and, rethinking.

i.

to keep forgetting something is harmful.

j,

to spend too much time in wishful thinking.

k.

to be inconsistent in valuable efforts and

self-disciplihe (instead he has a proclivity

for laziness and procrastinatioh).
1.
'

(

to demand just treatment and to be constantly
upset about not being treated justly.

m. stO:condemn himself totally When he makes a
■ mistake.

n.

tolover-generalize about past and future
■ events. ■

o.

■

to!become physically affected when he makes
himself emotionally upset,

(Cprsihi, 1973, p. 174)

This list, beginning with B, constitutes what Ellis
terms "natural".but unhealthy tendencies.

He further states

that man is born with a strong tendency to want and to

insist that the best happens for him and when he doesn't
get what he wants he condemns (a) himself, (b) others, and
to) the world.

Ellis (1961) concluded that it was true that

man has impressive self-actualizing capacities but that

"they are frequently sabotaged by his in-born and acquired
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self-sabotaging way
He stated that: einotibnal disturbance is created froirt

the individual earring too much about what others think of

him and can only accept himself if others accept him.
Hpotional maturity, in ot:hef words, is a fine
balance between the individual's caring and over-

caring about having good interpefsonal relations
(as well as a balance between his caring and
overcaring about the satisfaction of his nonrelating desires). (Cofsini, 1973, p. 176)

,

Ellis believed human beings largely created their own

emptional disturbances, that they are born with a proneness
to do so and that man learns to maximize rather than to

minimize this proneness.

Nevertheless, he can clearly

understand what he believes is upsetting him and can
train himself to Change these beliefs.

RET Believes that the chances for radically changing

"symptom-creating" beliefs are greatest if the therapist is
a "highly active-directive, didactive, philosophic, homework

assigning therapist (who may or may not have a warm, personal
relationship with 'the client*)" (Corsini, 19.73, pp. l79>-80).
RET attempis to change a client's irrational beliefs

through cognitive, emotive, and behavioristic techniques.

Biocentric Therapy

*

The art of being is the art of owning and
accepting who one is and what ohe is--at any and
every moment of one's life.
It is the art of self-awareness without denial
or avoidance. It is the knowledge that one does not

exist for the purpose of fulfilling anyone else's
expectations or demands.
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"

It i&rttfe ability to rela

onaVs

;

own t6; live and that one must

take respohsibility for it. (Nathaniel Branden,
1972> takeh from a brochuie from the BioGentriG
Inatitutelr,.,-'i''

This stateiiieht exemplifies the essence of biocentric

therapy developed:by Nathaniel Branden.

Branden believed

that the human febibg has volitioh and free will to Ghbpse
to think or not to think.

■therapy/reseinbiesiRET. ^

In this regard, bidcentric

'

y,/.

^

■

The ultimate goal Of this therapy is increased selfesteem.

Brandeh posited that self-esteem is the key factor

to a healthy, integrated personality.

self-esteem is the experience of being compe
tent to live and worl^hy of living.
eontaihed in the experience of seif-:-dSteem
is the sense of living at the yital center of
one's eXistence--of being the active cause of

i,one's respbnses, the generator Of one's goals,

^ t^^

directs the flow of one's energy

and the course of one's life.

(Branden, 1972)

This statement explains why biocentric therapy sees the
individual as having the choice of recognizing internal

reality or not;

in other words, choosing to feel what one

feels, think what one thinks, and then acting on these
thdughfcs and feelings to achieve self-esteem.

Again, it

is the individual who must take responsibility for self-

definition rather than leaving the "self" to be defined by

others.

The unhealthyperson, in this viey^oint, is one who

chooses not to have volition and who does not seek selfesteem.

Otte of the:distinguishing faGtprs of this approach is

the integration of the embtional and the cognitive.

During

therapy there is a continuous movement back and forth
between the experientiai and the conceptual.

Branden's techniques can also be described as techni-'
cal eclecticism, a factor in common with multi-modal therapy.

He finds sentence completion coupled With hypnosis very
effective.

Sentence completion is the technique of giving

a phrase to a client and then tbe client completes it with
the first words that enter his or her mind.

features of biocentric therapy are;

Some other

Cal explicit teaching,

(bl leading the client to insight or Understanding,
(cL emotional release worki and; Idl encourage

client to experiment with behavior

The most rinsique feature of biocentfic therapy, which
it has in common with RET, is Branden's theory tha:t man is
not

■

helplessly determined product of his genes and
environment [but that] man's biologically dis

tinguishing characteristic, and basic means of
Survival, is his power of conceptual thought—his

ability to reason.

CBranden, 1972/ p. 170)

The Relevancy of Psychotherapies
to Wellness Workshop

Gestalt.

Two separate sessions of Gestalt therapy

were offered in the Workshop.

One technique stressed was

According to this theory, we sabotage oiirselves and

are resistant tb change.

The technique presented in the

Workshop showed:a way to become aware of how we sabotage
ourselves, and that awareness of and in the present moment

brings about an insight to oneself that can in turn biing
about change.

Gestalt therapy teaches self-awareness and self-

responsibility and was an important contribution- to the
Workshop,

Psychoanalysis.

Psychoanalysis is relevaht to the

workshop from its premises of the "unconscious."

This theory

is that many of our actiOns are unconscious; if we can

bring these aspects of ourselves to awareness (conscious
ness), we can bring about change.

Glient-centered therapy.

The interpersonal relationship

between therapist and client is the key factor for change
in this theory. : The therapist must haVe warmth, empathy/

and positive regard.

This was exemplified by the Workshop

leaders during the group sessions.

Encounter groups.

Essentials for change in encounter

group therapy are within the dynamics of the interpersonal
relationships tbat occur in the group.

Each session of the

Workshop had some of the components outlined in this theory.
Inclusion, control, and affection occurred in the mini-

workshops and also in the Workshop as a whole.,

' Behavior therapy
therapy.

therapy and reality

These, three therapies are; "behavior" based and

use cOntingehcyi methods to bring about change.

The Workshop

offered three techhiques of this type•

1.

Behavior Monitoring Record Sheet.

The behavior

to be changed is plotted as tO frequency of Odcurrence and
time of occurrence.
2.

^

Awareness Record Sheet.

The hate/ behavior,

immediate feeling, and after-effect (thoughts or feelings)

are reeorded for the partictlar behavior to be changed.

3.

Change Contract.

This is a cohtract with oneself

to introduce or increase a behavior.
contract sheet are: .

Recorded on this

;

a.

The specific behavior to be changed.

b.

The fplaces that support the behavior change.

c.

ways, if any, of ihtroduCing or strengthening

positive forces (those that facilitate change).
d.

Forces that restrain behavior change.

e^

Ways, if any, of eliminating or diminishing

negative forces (those that block change).

f.

Ways to know if there is success.

There is also a chart to record the date and the

frequency and nature of the behavior.

All of these methods are based on the premise that
change occurs as a function Of the awareness of contin

gencies.

y :y^

■ ;vy,.

Rational-emotiye thera^:and biocentric therapy. ;; Key

to change in bo^h of theee therapeutic approaches is selfresponsibility and rational thought

" A basiG premise of the workshop was self-responsibility,
it presented a vehicle for learning and support, but the
bottom-line in wellness approaGhes underscores self

■responsibili-ty

-T''' . J: ■

,

^

.

Body Therapies

. :;

; Ida Rolf and Fritz Perls taught me that one
can keep "tape loops" from earliest childhood
going in one's body-muscle-brain circuits.

■ ■:?'aiilyia972::;,:\p.
Body therapies were mentioned briefly in the section

on enfcounter grpups.

These techniques aim at rembving

physical blocks So that a person's energy can flow freely.
It has been found, through experience with body work, that
the body has many rigid structures

many elastic parts.

or blocks, and also

These blocks influence the body's

physical structure and function, including facial expres

sion, posture, ^rowtb, flexibility of.movement, skin tone,
and distributipn of fat.

It is a thesis of body therapy theories that emotional

traumas are held in the musculature and cause rigidities
and postural abhbmalities,

;

There is an interrelatedness among all body therapies.
They fall into a hamber of categories, however, including
healing methods;, movement teGhniques, martial art forms,
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and dance forms.

There are many important therapies but

they are too numerous to include in the scope of this
paper.

The therapies presented here have been chosen as

repfesentative samples of different approaches so as to

give as complete an ovei-view as possible in this area.
The body therapies presented here are:

1.

Structural Integration (Rolfing)

2.

Bioenergetics

3.

Acupuncture

4.

Shiatsu Massage

Body therapies are often called "healing" techniques.
One could expect a release of psychological and physical
pain and muscle tension from having therapy (Lowen, 1958;
Namikoshi, 1974; Rolf, 1975).

There is an assumption in these therapies that the

healing power is already within the organism (DuBrin &
Keenan, 1974; Namikoshi, 1974).

The stimulus from the

particular technique being used simply reawakens or
triggers the innate power within the organism to heal
(Samuels & Bennett, 1973).

Acupuncture encompasses procedures derived from
ancient Oriental wisdom in the healing arts, as does

Shiatsu massage.

Although"Shiatsu is a more recent

development from Japan, it is still derived from ancient
principles of healing (DuBrin & Keenan,;1974).
The principles upon which these two healing arts are

based are noteworthy because they eraJDody prinGiples of
energy which ard being used ip inore contemporary
such as Feldenkrais

massage, and

pplaritymassage, to name justa few.

Structuraljintegration and bioenergetics are Western
innovations andfwere developed in this century.

The

methods of these two therapies differ, ttie underlying
principles are more similarr and tho goals and putcome

, ^are;':;even,more/siitiilar.'. ■ ,

■ ^■/ .

Each one of us is a composite Pf tissue, fiber, bone
aud fluid.

This Cpmposite has feeling, memory, intelli

gpnce and experience—not only Of this life-time but back
to our primordial beginnings.

We know everything we need

to know to lead healthy and vital lives—but most of us

have forgoften.

Body therapies can help feacquaiht Pur-^

selves with ourselves and help us to reawaken to our

wholeness and beauty (Downing,: 1972).
Structural Integration
(Rolfing)

Ida Rolf deyeioped structural integration, based on
the premise that man's outer world is a projection (for the

most pPrt;uncohscious)Pf What mah is within.

She felt that

some of the problems of our times might be resolved by

studying the physical aspects of man himself.

She wondered

if through reorganizing (realignment) man's physical ;
structure there could be a reduction in mental and cultural
confusions (Rolf, 1975).
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Similar to i most modern therapeutic approaches, Rolf's

approach disects the medical professioh, laying open its
''bits and pieces'' ahalysis of man and asks "but where is
■man?" ■■ '

■

■■

■

„

. '

Rolf wanted to develop a method of synthesis—working

with the whole man to make possible a better human.

What

has become a,familiar : theme in many of the approaches
reviewed in this paper is also true for this approach-

a technique is being sought for the integratioh of man.
Rolf looked at the contours and postures of the body
as a portrait of an individual*s emotional health.
Feldenkrais (1972) based his premises ph these satee obser
vations..

Rolf Subscribes to the premise that the physical body
is actually the personality rather than its expression.
She reasons that man is an energy unit and;

the pattern is only the externalization of the
energy unit. Conversely, the level and quality
of the inner energy is limited by its pattern.
Furthermore, this particular pattern is the only
one that this energy unit, at its present level,
can manifest.
(1975, p. 6)

The tensions and irregularities in the muscle struc

ture of a persori can demonstrate psychological attitudes.
This premise has been accepted by several schools of
thought.

For instance, Reich (1942) in his book. Function,

of the Organism,: discusses psychological causes as becoming

pelvic displacements, and the immobilizations arising from
•them.
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Rolf reasons that it is probable that phYSXGal p^

result from psychological attitudes and that the conyerse
is also true.

She feels that there, are psychblogical

attitudinai sets which have a purely physical genesis.

Such aberrations; originate from various causes, such as

childhood accidents, automobile accidents, etc. (Rolf, 1975),

A basic premise here is that psychological sense of a

person Can be affected by a rather simple ac^cident, which
nevertheless leaves the body malaligned and out of balance.
The same is true for emotional trauma. ' The body reaCts to

fear, grief, or?anger and often this attitude is carried in
the body and is;recognizable as the outward manifestation of
a particular emotion.

If a reaction is consistently repeated

and a habit pattern is established, the muscular,arrangement

becomes set.

Changes in the musciossnd tiscues occur in

■ ■ ■ , responseto ■■ this ■ ;Set

The setting of a physical response alsG; establishes
an emotional pattern.; The thesis here is that since a

free flow (of ehergy) through the physical flesh is not
possible, theVerabtional"flexibility becomes more end more
limited/'tending' to remain in a Small and restricted area. ,
The outcome of ithis "set" is that an individual loses the

capacity to respond to an immediate situation (here and
nOwl but instead "lives, moves and has his being in an
; attitude"'''lRolf;,,/'i91S

-IQl'v

Gravity is of central importance ih this theory of
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integrcLtion.

The field of gravity can be a heneficial

support to man.

Rolf (1975) explained:

The duality of the .role played by the earth's force
in the economy of the human is becoming a matter to
be reckoned with in our definition of wholeness.

On the one hand gravity can be seen as an unrerenting
adversary who never sleeps, a destructive force;
against which, we wage constant warfai^e merely to
retain our effective position among the living.
On the Other hand gravity may be experienced as a
creative force whose integrating quality is the
Great Healer; (p. 12)

The body must be properly aligned, however, in order to

benefit from the support of gravitation forces.
The technique of rolfing realigns the major segments
of the body so that it can function with optimum efficiency
tPierce in a brochure, "A Brief Introduction to Rolfing").
Rolftng usually Tengthens the body striving towards an
ideal of balance throughout.

The skeleton should support

the body's weight leaving the musculature to do its
function of balancing and moving weight.

This technique stretches and repositions the fascia
(fascia gives the body its shape) of the whole musculature.

The procedure is usually done in ten sessions of one
hour each.

The rolfer manipulates the body«with his

fingers and sometiines his knuckles;' it could be described
as deep massage.

Strong emotions are frequently released during treat^
ment.

SometimeS intense childhood memories never before

recalled come to consciousness.
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Usually the work proceeds froin

towards deeper ieyelSi^^ T^ first seven hours work
toward relieving Sp^^^fi^ local areas of contraction and

displacement. During the last three hours the reorga.ni"
zation of the rClatiofiShips hetween major Segments of the
;hQdy \is"attentpted

Effects for the most part are permanent and often deep

changes in posture have led to equivalent psycholbgiGal
changes.

One of the claims is that one has more energy,

a greater sense of. well~heihg and mbre directness in
relating to others.

An adjunct to the manipulative work of structural

integratibn is sti^ucturai patterning. This is the conscious
retraining of phttsrns of movemeht and resting. Pierce

explained that ha:tterning brings awareness of new possl^
bilities for movement and reinforces them through slow
movements.

The following is a quote from an unidentified person

who was in the piocess of structural.integration and

These :glimpses into a different physical and
psychplogicai. level of consciousness made it
possible for me to change some of my daily old

habits and: patterns ■ : that by contrast' were unnec
essarily restrictive, deadening, and painful. I

began for the first t.ime-to really prefer doing
what was necessary;to:help mehb® 1^

fully alive.

The;most important factor in all of this change
is attitude—I found it so, inspiring to feel

raotivatedy byf positive,forces in my self-criticismT■
tQ be aware 'of what I do to myself in a gentl© and
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allowing way. What this meant to me was that when
I did put /energy inho watGhing myself and changing
myself, I did it lovingly and because I wanted
myself to feel good (as opposed to a harsh,
driil-sergeant STAND UP STRAIGHT approach). I'm
totally convinced this is the only way to do it

for me, and maybe for all of us

It works in

harmony With the principles that patterning is
based on;
.energy to flow, rediscovering
both a natural physical balance and an emotional
balance by opening oneself to the experience.
The Relevancy of Rolfing tb Weliness Workshop;

Structural integration encompasses basic principles upon
which the integration of man rests, according to "body"

theories.

It was not presented in the Workshop but is

included here to underscore its important premises.

Bioenergetics

^ ■

;

Bioenergetics and structural integration wprk from

some of the same premises concerning mind and body relation
ships.

The basic premise is that there is a functional

identity of a person's character with his bodily attitude
or muscular armoring (Reich, 1942);

Bioenergetics is derived out of psychoanalytic theory

which explains.neurotic symptoms through sexual or energy
binding in muscular tensions.
Alexander Lowen, the deyeioper of bioenergetics,
learned the foundations of his theories from Wilhelm Reich.

3

Armorxng:

the pattern of chronic muscular tensrons

in the body that/protect against painful and threatening
emotional experiences.

■

•

:4:9

Lowen (1975) described bioenergetics as being a tech

nique to integrate a person, furidamentally to "rejoin" the
person with his.body to enable him to enjoy that dimension
of himselt.

Inherent in this view is the roind/body split

which is typical in the older psychoiogies.

Lowen developed the basic positions and exercises
through working on himself.

,

The positions and exercises

have the effect of generating energy to areas of the body
that have become insensitive or "cut off."

Grounding is a concept of bioenergetics.

The exer

cises used in giounding are designed to bring a person to

"get in touch" with reality.

This means, literally, the

ground he stands on, and also his body and sexuality.
Breathing exercises are an important too! in bio

energetics.
and fully,
purpose. V

The goal is to get people to breathe deeply
Lowen devised a "breathing stool" for this
'I

,

Two sets of exercises are used in bioenergetic therapy.

These exercises are designed to help decrease muscular
tensions that prevent discharge of stress.
One set of exercises is to free the pelvis and open

up sexual feelings.

In most of the exercises vibrations

will be felt, especially in the legs.

Lowen explained that

besides releasing tension through vibrations, another

important function of this process is to have the person
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experience his body's invdluntary mpveinents.

The ttifsis

of this point is that if a person feels he must always be
in control and is afraid of letting go, he will become

rigid and automatized.

By experiencing these vibrations

a person can overcome this fear (Lowen, 1975).
' Lowen postulated that most energy is in the head and
that bioenergetics brings a person's energy back into the
senses--and intb other parts of the

Bioenergetics is an adventure in self-disGovery.
It differs!; from similar explorations into the

nature of |:he self by attempting to understand

the' human personality in terms of the human

body. . . . My pdsition is that the energetic
processes of the body determine what goes on in
the mind just as they determine what goes on in
the body. ;! (1975, p. 44)

'The Relevancy of BioenergeticsrtoWellness Workshop.

The workshop oftered three separate experiences using bio
energetic exercises.

These exercises were offered as an

example of this j approach and as an experience of the
results of the exercises.

Acupuncture

ij

Acupuncture divides the body into twelve meridians
and talks about energy flowing through these meridians.

Acupuncture's purpose is^ to regulate this energy so as to

create and maintain a balance in the energy flow.
To better "Understand what is meant by energy, a brief
explanation :ipii6ws.v-''

' -f
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Basically energy is composed of opposites.

These

opposites are directions of force:

yin
yang

feminine
■«-

masculine

negative

positive
inward

-»•
outward

(Taken from Psychic Massage, Miller, 1975, p. 83)

or they can be depicted as directions within a circle:
yin

yang

(receiving)

(giving)

inhale

exhale

These opposites that are within energy can never really
be separated, although we divide them when we speak of them.
However, one cannot exist without the other.

Positive and

negative pulls are both necessary for movement.

This is

also an explanation for the principle of yin and yang.
Together the two create vibrations.

fSs ■

Balance^^^^^

opposites.
pletion.

relationship between the

BalanGe is the St^

equilibrium, of oom

It is I having needs fulfilled.

,

A second factor of:energy is that it is balanced.
Balance is the natural state of the universe; it is the
essence of health and life.

Several of the psychothera- ,

peutio theories speak of balance.

;

What happens, and why therapies are needed, is that
the human organism can become uribalanced and, indeed, it

does.,.-;;-. : '

T

^

' v

The principle Of yin and yang energies and the

unbaiance of these energies is basic in the understanding
of the mechanisitis of acupuncture.

When there is disequilibrium of yin and yang energy,
a manifestation!;of abnormal amounts of energy will take

place.

This is reflected in the nervous system and in the

blood pressure.!; All the systems of the body are affected

in their functibns.

Thus, adjustments must be sought until

the ill-balance has been brought to normal equilibrium.

The science of acupuncture is one method of restoring this

An acupuhctura treatmeht inyolyes the insertion of
lohg needles, not deeply, at certain points of the body.
DuBrin (1974) speaks of acupuncture as a treatment of

the circulation of energy through the body, "the equalizing

of the pattern hi its daily revolution" (p. Ill).

;
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'

Five thousknd years ago the Yellow Emperor Qf China

said, in the ahdientGhinese treatises:

■

' The Yin and Yang :energies circulate in the
outer and inner parts of the body without ceasing,
and in studyihg the state: of the Yin and Yang

enOrgy of theitwelve meridians, we are able to find
the origin;;of illnesses and if there is an e^j^ceSs

or a deficiiency of energy;, thus we can localize
the disturbances, and if we know the places where
we can cause an exchange Of energy between differ
ent meridians, we chn.reestablish the uninterrupted
circulation of energy and thus the equilibrium
between the Yin and Yang. (DuBrin & Keenan, 1974,

■ ■ ■ '.ppV; 111^112) ■ d'"'

The
Relevahcy
of Acupuncture
to the Wellness
Workshop.
;
.
: |
l'
^
■■ ■ ■
■
^
. '

Acupuncture has l| been included here because its principles
Of energy and balance ai^e important in understanding inte
gration and wellness.

These principles underlie many of

the approaches presented in this study and that were
offered in the Workshop, such as yoga, meditation, nutri
tion, and Gestalt therapy.

Shiatsu Massage (Therapy)' :

Shiatsu (pronounced Shotsu) has been gaining popu

larity recently|along with structural integration and other
body therapies.

The Japanese word shiatsu is composed of

a character meaning finger (shi) and another character
meaning pressure (atsu).

Its supporters claim that ;it is a therapeutic system

thdt is in compljete accord with nature and is designed to
help the body recover its owrt strength.

Shiatsu relies on the proper application of carefully

judged pressure^ on "specific" points of the body.

This

pressure eliminates fatigue and stimulates the body's

natural healing||abilities; it is applied with the fingers

and hands., ' ■" |
Namikoshi (1974) made the statement that medical
science has tended to have a weakening effect on the human
body's natural resistance.

The theory!behind the curative powers of Shiatsu is

that it Stimulates, through pressure, the body's natural
recuperative poWers.

(The pressure "points" are of the

essence in this therapy.I

The way this works is that

fatigue is removed through this process because the
accumulation of lactic acid and carbon dioxide in the

tissues is diffused.

Lactic acid and carbon dioxide

cause muscular stiffness and stagnation of the blood.
This therapy is in almost direct accord with struc

tural integration; the variations are slight.

It posits

that the accumulations of the fatigue-causing materials
apply abnormal pressure on the nerves, blood, and lymph

vessels.

This condition,, in turn, causes irregular internal

secretions and abnormalities in the skeletal system and
internal organs.

The diffusion of the accumulations, by

shiatsu pressure, restores flexibility to the muscle
tissues and relieves pain.

ir

The ReJ-evaftGy of Sliiatsu Massage to the Wellness

Wor1<shbp*

Principles of Shiatsu similar to other weliness

approaches wereji;incorporated into the Workshop in the fOrm
of foot massageiy,:^/
: •

Physical.Health

Fitness is determined by what you do twentyfour hoursi;a day, how yoh live/ work/ sit, walk,
think, eat end sleep. Its purpose is to help
you enjoy life, not to punish you or make you

feel guilty.

(Morehouse & Gross, 1976, p. 32)

Two models: are presented in this section.

They are:

(a) Ekercise, and (b) Nutrition.

Exercise

"A good run makes you feel sort Of holy," (Fixk

^®^'

"Some promoters of exercise claim that it is more

important to good health and well-being than a good diet"
(Jack LaLanne on the Merv Griffin Show).
Whether this is true Or not is difficult to know, but

there is a mass of documented information to support the

fact that physical exercise is vital to gOod health and

longevity, perhaps to the evolution of mankind (Cooper, 1968;
Fixx, 1977; Lilly, 1972; Morehouse & Gross, 1976; Sheehan,
1978; Spino, 1977).

' Cooper (1968) complained that doctors are still

reluctant to pr|eScribe exercise, yet exercise is crucial
for the prevehtion and rehdbilltatiop of diseasei

J

^

/

■■

•

- -V;, ■

Pritijiin (1974) was in Strong agreement on this point arid

has developed t^ie Exercise 2100 to prevent or cure dsgen
:erative\.:diseases'.;:':'',.,,

Cooper (1968) who developed the scientifically tested

aerobics encourages "eridurance fitness" (the ability to do

prolonged work without undue' fatigue).

This type of fitness

has little to do with pure muscular strength or agility.
Its focus is ohlithe body's oyera

health, the health of

the heart, the iungs, the entire cardiovascular system
and the Other organs.

His system rests on the premise that most of us do
not get sufficient oxygen to all the places in the body
thdt need it.

If an individual builds Up the capacity to

deliver oxygen, the energy demands will not surpass the

body's capacity to produce it.
Aerobic exercises force more oxygen through the body.
The total amount of oxygen that your body can process is
a measurement of your health. ^

The "training effect," which results from following

Cooper's exercise plan, does many things for the body.
Following is a iistihg of these benefits:

1. Helps tjhe lungs bperate more efficiently.
2.

Enlarges blood vessels, making them more pliable

and less resistant to blood flow.

,

3. Increases blood supply, especially the red blood
ceils and hemoglobin.

■ ■xV':-.,; . ' , . : ' • ■ ■ ■ ■■S'T
4.

Makes healthier body vfcisstie/ supplying it with

more'Oxygeh. , •
5.: Conditions the heart.

6.

Helps appetite, digestion, and eliminatiGn.

7.

Helps mental and emotional health.

Cooper (1958) stressed that the above points are nOt
idle speculation but well proven facts.
According to the President's Council on Physical

•

Fitness and Sports, 45 perGent of the American people

never exercise (Ardell, 19771.

This could have grave

impiications for the mental and physical health of this

country. ■ ■ ■!

, V' h'

'

There is overwhelming agreement in the literature

that lack of exercise is definitely linked to degenerative

diseases, chronic fatigue, physiological inefficiency>

premature aging| poor musculature> and inadequate flexi
bility.

In turn, lower back pain# tension, obesity, and

injury all result from the conditions listed above

(Ardell, l977;^orehouse & Gross, 1976; Pritikin, 1974) .
Ardell C1977) stated that it does not matter how aware

one is of nutrition, how relaxed and unstressed one is, or

how much self-responsibility is practiced, a person is not
''f
■ . ■ 'l.' •
4
healthy if not physically fit.

, .^According, to certain psychotherapy theories and
especially Schutz and encounter group therapy, selfresponsibility Should inelwcie body fitnesS.
/
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a

regimen is;,of,fe^gdr by

Gross C1976) to|ach^ieve "ininirauiit inairit^nanee" for
"functiorial wellness."

They offer this "easy way" to

fitness because^they want to reach more people, the /people

who have been negatively conditidned or discouraged about
exercising,- ■ ■ |
\
Exercise programs are often so rigorous that
those who attempt them are injured. The goals Of
fitness are placed beyond the average person's
reach. Theinystiquefosterdd by the fitness

; cult, encdutages the belief th

physical

condition gomes slowly, that wort to exhaustion

is necessary> that the pirocess requires special
equipment, ijSpace, supervision, and an abundance
of time.

Men shpuld look like Tarzan,

>Jgi|ien

should resdmble; his- Jane,, It's ail nonsense,

^

tMorehOuse S: Gross, 1976, p. 19)

Running.

Evidence of the popularity of running and

tennis is becoming more and more evident.

A recent news

paper article reported Dr. FtedAllman as Saying that
doctors need postgraduate training to give advice on

training and nutrition for their newly athletic patients.
Allman, director of the Sports Medicine Clinic in Atlanta,
said,"Just 15 years ago, it was rare to see a jogger
running along thd street.

Now you can't go to any city

without seeing them all over the place."
James Fixx (1977), George Sheehan (1978), and Mike

Spino (1977), all experts on running, give detailed testi
mony to the benefits of this sport in their books.

(Two

of these books ate dn the ''best-seller" list.)

Each of these authpr/runners also speaks Of "mystical"
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or "spiritiial" istates they experience while running.'
Sheehan (1978)1 says the following about his experi
ence while running:.
In this

ease of movementV this harmony, this

rhythmic breathing of life into life, X am able
to let my mind wander. I'absent myself from road .
and-wind and the warm sun.

I am free to meditate, ,

to measure-the importance of things.

(p. 221)

Most runners claim that running becomes addictive
physically and psychologically and that it takes willpower
not to run (Fixx, 1977; StLeehan, 1978; Spino, 1977).

Even people who have only been running a short time
(a month or, two)1 claim the same thing.: "Running is ener

gizing and uplifting," they say.

Besides the feeling of

well-being, running authorities claim it will slim and

firm and add years to one's life.

Perhaps the following poem will say what inspires so
many people to fpn:

Once i was a child and ran for the joy of

■ movement.

■ -V-'' ; 'v',

I grew older and my body and the image of
what happiriess it could give changed. .
I grew much older and all I can think of is
an elderly :lady looking out at a leaf falling to
the ground wondering where my life has gone.
Today ; I ran once around a running track as
hard as I could and rather than feeling I was

dying, it felt as though I was saying my life.
(Taken from "Six-Week Training Program Diary/"

Spino, 197^/ p. 79)
John Lilly (1972), author of The Center of the Cyclone,

emphasized in a chapter entitled "Physical Barriers to
Positive States:

Physical Exercises" that beyond being

physically and ;lnentally clear one must haye a responsive,
highly energetic body to achieve the higher posative states
of cohsciousnes|s>

He undefwerit a vigorous and- cGnsistent

exercise prograbv including Hatha/Ydga/AikidO/ callsthenics/
dance, and running which, he claimed, enabled him to reach
a state of conseidusness called Classical Satori or
•;Samadhi

Whatever one chooses to do in the realm of physical
fitness, it is evident that exercise is an integral part of
the state called wellness.

The Relevancy of Exercise to the Weilness Workshop.
Physical exercise was discussed during the all-day Workshop

session.

Different strategies were offered, and a guestion

and answer period was held.

Exercise is an important Component of wellness and

a vital area fob the integration of the wbdie person. For
these reasons, it was iricluded in the WOrkShdp and presented
here.

i;v
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Nutrition

"Although nutrition is not the only factor in high ievei

wellness, sustained: good, health without godd nutrition is
inipossible" (Dri. vLopmis, founder of Meadowlarkl.
There are many diverse opinions as to what is the best

nutritional apprpach; thereforCv it is expedient to present

different schools of thO;Ugi>t as separate units.

Paavo Airola is a world-renowned lecturer on nutrition

and natural healing.

Airola advocates a lacto-vegetarian

diet/ with emphasis on the three basic foods:

(a) seeds,

grains and huts; (b) vegetables; and (c) fruits (in this
order of importance)/ Supplemented with milk and milk

products/ fermented lactic acid foodS/ cold-pressed vegetable
oils/ honey/ brewer's yeast/ and a long list of vitamins
and rainefal supplements.

Airola stresses that proper nutrition is a number one
factor affecting one's health.

He claims "100 percent

glowing health" and "perfect" health if his regimens are
fbllowed (1974).

s

Airola presented seven basic"macrobiotic" diet rules
for long life:

1.

j."- -

/ ^

Eat only natural foods—that is/ foods grown on

fertile soil under natural conditions and consumed in their

natural state (e.g./ fertile eggS/ unpasteurized milk).

2.

Eat only whole foo^s—-not those that are concen

trated, fragmented/ or refined (e.g./ no white .sugar Or
white, enriched flour).

3.
■

Eat fresh, raw "living" foods as much as possible
■

'

'

'

■

■

.

''

'

-

'

("cooked food is dead food").

4.

Eat only "poison-free" foods (no residues and

5.

Eat high natural carbohydrate/lOw animal protein

-foodsv

^

'■
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6.

Systematically undereat in conjunction with periodic

fasting (with enemas).

7.

Practice correct eating habits (slow, calm, and

complete mastication in combination with a food-mixing
science).

Pritikin, who is founder of the Pritikin Institute in
Santa Barbara, has some variations to nutrition in contrast
to Airola.

Based on research of degenerative diseases, Pritikin
has come up with the following suggestions for a longer,
stronger, and healthier life;
1.

Don't eat fats or oils.

Avoid:

fatty meats;

oils; oily plants (olives, avocados, nuts, etc.); all
dairy products except nonfat products.
2.

Don't eat sugar.

Avoid:

sugar, honey, syrup,

etc.; pies, cakes, and pastries; breads, cereals, etc.,
which contain sugar.

3.

Don't eat salt.

cooking pot.

Avoid:

Do not salt your plate or the

salty products (crackers and salted

herring).

4.

Don't eat cholesterol.

Limit:

to 1/4 pound of lean meat per day.

your meat intake

Avoid:

animal organs

(brains, liver, etc.), animal skin, shellfish, eggs.
5.

Don't drink coffee or tea (drink herb teas).

Pritikin lists the following as essential for health:

fruits; nonfat dairy products; vegetables (raw when possible);

■

.

:■ ■ ■ :

-
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■■

.■

■■

m^ats and fish; fats and oils (do not add to the diet);
bread and cereals (free from sugar or other additives) .
Adelle Davis is a well known name in nutrition.

She

emphasizes what'nutrition means and the values of certain
foods, such as proteihs, essential fatty acids, vitamins
A, B, C, D, and E, iron and iodine, magnesium/ sodium,
potassium, and calcium. (1970).

She recommends yitamin supplements only when wholesome

foods are unavaiiable.

She advocates food supplements and

red meat--not necessarily a popular view; With some people

claiming nutritiohai awareness.
Michael Abehsera (1970)

cooking for health.

ascribes to macrobibtic

This approach to hutritipn is based

on the principles of yin and yang.

This is the inter

related feminine and masculine principle in nature;'

harmony sums up all the definitions.

Cereals are a major part of this approach.

Grains

such as brown rice (the Staple of the cerealian and "the

bnly grain which contains nearly all of the ingredients our
body needs, either directly or through the process of trans- ,

mutation'' (Abehsera, 1970, p. 16) ; wheat, bulghur, cracked
wheat, barley, bnckwheat, millet, rye, corn and oats all

play an important part in this approach to nutrition.
Poetically,;;Abehsera (1970) explains:

A grain-eater is like a jeweler who artfully
prepares and displays a.rare diamond. Although
grains may not be as varied as gems, they have
dazzled just as many eyes in history. The
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stone-lover uses platap.uin, silver and gold for
showing off his rarities; the man of .rice/ wheat
and corn possesses ah egual cost* He sets grains
off with condiments, vegetables and black and
green seaweeds from the bottom of the Japanese seas.
He has numerous teas, fine oils and salted plums

for vinegar.

He is an artisan not only of flowers,

but alSo of rootsi
craft.

Nor are sauces fbrgotten in his

(p. 17)

Abehsera lists numerous beans, noodles, seaweeds, wild

vegetables and condiments that make up his diet.

He also

lists acceptable fresh fruits, fresh vegetables, fish, and
beverages.

These foods are combined in recipes and itieals

to follow the principles of yin and yang.
In a littie book entitled Natural Remedies for Better
Health, Ingrid Sherman (1970) says, "You are what you eat!
Eat everything in its raw and natural state if you can"

Cp. 22).,

She follows this with a "Formula for Good Health":

Lemonade, not fountain beverages
Fruits or Iioney, not chocolates or candies
Dried fruits, not pastries
Herb teas, not regular tea

Postum, barley malt or dandelion coffee, not
regular coffee '
■
Fruit juices, not alCohplic beverages

Lemon juice on salads, apple cider vinegar-—
sparingly
Honey, date sugar, not refined sugar

Nuts, seeds', meats sparingly
Sun dried fruits, not chewing gum
Unpolished-brown rice, not white rice
Bakery rye-or whole grain bread, not packaged
white bread

Grain foods, no starchy foods
FreSh fruits and vegetables, not canned, frozen
or processed. (p. 23)

V

There is cu|rrently much interest in what is called
mega-vitamin therapy.

Health problems, both physical and

gsychQlogicaly that have been difficxilt to treat are
jfinding relief through this systern.
Watson asserts that mental and emotional disorders

are caused almost exclusively by physical malfunction of

the body's metabolism (19.72).

He clhiraed that a great

portion of these problems are caused by faulty,diet and
therefore should be treated with vitamins, minerals and

other nutriments, rather than psychbtherapy/ He further
claimed that through his approach he has restored health
to scores of mentklly and emotionally disturbed individuals.

These people had; little response to psychotherapy.
Adams and Murray (1973) reported the same kind of

success with megavitamin therapy.

They have treated drug

addiction, alcbholism,.schizophrenia,,low blood sugar,

hyperactivity, and seriously disturbed people.

It is apparent that whateyer nutritional approach
one takes, it is of vital importance what a person chooses
to put in his or her body.
One cpnclusion is that each individual needs to under
stand what, for them, is the best nutritional and dietary

approach—and to know that this can change.

It is without

question that health and well-^being are closely inter

related to one'S;nutritional needs and habits.

It is the

responsibility of each individual tp disdoyer v/hat this
means for him or her.
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Trahspersona1 Psychology

"Anyone who practices yoga properly and sincerely _
becomes a Siddhh (accomplished)/ be he young, old or even

very old, sickly or weak" (Hatha Yoga Pradheepika).
The literal meaning of yoga is union or-achieving

unity with universal consciousness.

yoga is in a process of integration.

One who practices

Stern (.1965) defined

yoga as "a controlled effort toward self-integration and
self-reaiization so that the individual spirit may merge
with the Universal Spirit in a spirit of oneness" (p. 343),
Yoga is a Sanskrit term embracing a number of

spiritual disciplines, includihg doctrines, bodily pos

tures, breathing exercises and meditation (Kapleau, 196?).
There are four major branches of yoga.

Each are con

sidered paths of self-realization that ultimately blend

together to the same destination CStern, 1965).
four branches are;

1.

These
°

Karma Yoga.

This is the yOga of right action*

It involves selfless service without thinking of what one

will get in return.

Through practice of this ypga, a

perception develops of how Divine Will works in outer
events.

2.

Truth and honesty are basic to this yoga.

Bhakti Yoga.

tion to God.

This is the yoga Of love and; devo

Through love, thought and service, the

individual transcends the lipiited personality or "ego" and

■ ■V- - 'v •

v

v'v

attains Cosmic Consciousness (Hittleman> 1962; Satciiidananda,

, 19Yo)-.0'
3.

' ■ 1\
Jnana Yogd.

way of knowledge.

ness.

This is the yoga of wisdom, or the

It consists of self-drialysis and aware

Knowledge of the self is gained by ceasing to

identify oneself with the body/ mind, and ego.

There is

a complete identification with the divinity within oneself
and everything. : The realization of oneness comes through
this identification (Satchidananda, 1970; Stern, 1965) .
4,

Raja Yoga,

This is the yoga of meditation.

Through controlling the random wandering of the mind;
mastery is achieved over thought an<i consciousness.

In

this state the mind can be stilled from its thoughts and
then all limitations are transcended.

This is the state

of Samadhi or superconsciousness (Satchidananda, ,1970;
■'Stern, 19651.

V

Raja Yoga includes:

a,

Hatha Yoga,

,

is the yoga that has

achieved the mosit popularity in the Western world.

In fact,

in the popular iriind yoga is synonymous with Hatha Yoga; it

is also kiiowri as the physicai yoga.

This branch of yoga

contains body postures (asanas)/ deep relaxation, breath
control (pranayama), cleansing processes, and mental
concentration (Kapleau, 1967; Satchidananda, 1970) .
Taylor (1969) claimed that first one must study Hatha

Yoga to build the body and health^ "since the studies of
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the liigtier

of a sound

body and a sour|: Mrid'V
Hittieman (1962) is in partial agreement with Taylor's

view abd feels that through the benefits of Hatha Yoga

Miericabs wouldIreach more evolved States of being.

Wood Cl959|j/vinahls cla

entitled Yoga, did

hot concern himself with the benefits of one branch of

yoga over another.

In explaining the phyeical part or

"postures*^ Of ydga, he offered: the following;

i

The term nsana or seat is used to connote a

large variety of different postures which mostly

involve behding and stretching the trunk of the
body, and serve to keep it Very supple.

There is

this vast differenee between Indian and Western

physical exercise&--the latter are largely
intended to deyelop muscular strength, the
former not at all. In the yoga school, at any
r
is to cultivate poise and
balance which, whether in sitting, or in stand
ing or in walking, will call for the minimum
of muscular effort, and if possible no compensa

tory effort at all.^ (p. 106)
Wood went on to eXpiain that the postures are divided

into two groups:

(a) those to be retained for a long time

in a meditation state; and (b) those intended for bodily
fitness, which are to be retained for a very short time.
In a recent hewspaper article, Hatha Yoga was defended

on a :^scientific basis" ih^^ a letter published in the Journal

of the American IMedical Association.

Drs. K. N. Udupa and

R. H. Singh of Benares University in India conducted a study

^This is the exact idea behind Ida Rolf's theories on
balance hn the gfayitationai field.
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of 12 young males in a six'-nionth systematic treiriittg e
of Hatha Yoga.

The beneficial effects reported were:

"reduction in body weighty improveiiient in respiratory

(breathing) functions, lowered rate of respiration, increased
rate of chest expahsiohv increased vital capacity and breath
holding time." |The Indian investigators concluded, "The

Yogic postures appear . . . to influence and rehabilitate
the vital organs without affecting the muscular fuhctions"
(L.A. Times, Sept. 12, 1977),

These findings are in keeping with claims made by

Hittleman (19621, Satchidananda (1970), Stern (1965), Taylor
(1969), and Wood (1959).
b.

Japa Yoga.

,
Japa means repetition of a mantra.

A mantra is a sound structure of one or more syllables which

represents a particular aspect of the Divine vibration,
Repetition of naities of God are often used, of which the
principal one is the syllable aum or dm (Satchidanahda,
1970; Stern, 1965).

e.

Kuhdalini Yoga.

This yoga arouses latent

powers to produce mental iliuinination and superconscious
perception.
chakras,

This involves breathing and concentration on

or vital nerve plexuses,, in the spine and head

^Chakras: liiterally, wheels; vortices of psychic
energy. These vital centers (7) situated along the Spine and
in the head serve as points of reception for constahtly cir
culating "pranic forces" which stimulate the individual into
action. Chakrasjare also cadled Lotuses because they are
composed of whirling streams of energy which radiate outward
in petal-like emanations. The: chakras do not exist in physi
cal matter but are regulators of higher psychic and spiritual
forces which condition all bodily responses (Stern, 1965).
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in order to liberate the dormant forces in human nature
(Stern, 1965). ;

Swami Satchidananda offers a system called Integral

Yoga which is a synthesis of all yogas.

Satchidananda

says;":

A body of perfect health and strength, mind
w
all clarity, calmness, and control. Intel
lect as sharp as a razor, >?ill as pliable as steel,
heatt full of love and compassion, /life full of
dedication and realization of the True Self is the

goal of integral yoga.

Attain this through asanas, pranayama, chanting
of Holy Names, self-discipline, selfless action,
manthra Japa, meditation, study and reflection.
C1970, Preface)



Meditation

'

"if you und:erstand, things are just as they are;

if you do not understand, things are just as they are,"
(jZen verse).

There are many forms of meditation.

will lead to another.

Often, one form

Meditation can be practiced simply

for relaxation purposes or to ultimately attain oneness

with universal cdnsciousnessl
Whatever the goal, ineditation is becoming more and
more popular.

■

■

Practices of meditation may inyolve whirling, chanting

singing, or concentration on the movement of the breath,
on Koans (special questions given by a Zen Master), or on

an internal sound (Downing, 1972; Ornstein, 1976).

It can

have a very "ordinary" quality where one is engaged in the
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praetice of "TOipdfulness" 03- it may involye prayer.

Some

advanced techniques involve the control of vafious

"centers" in the body and receptivity to cQiiimpnicatibris
beyond the norm (Naranjo & Ornstein, 1971; Ornstein, 1976).
The diverse techniques of meditation have the primary
function of quieting the mind and being abler to begin to
answer the basic questions of life; for example, "What is

the purpose of existence?" or "What is death?" (Ornstein,
1976)..

These questions, however, cannot be answered in

the same rational, verbal manner as qviestiOns concerning
the nature of the physical or social environrcient
(Buksbazen, 1977; Ornstein, 1976),
Transcendehtal Meditation,

Ornstein. (.1976) made the

follovring statement:
As we often encounter them today, the ancient

esoteric traditions are accidental conglomerations
of useful techniques and outmoded cultural trappings.
In such an atmosphere, a reduced form of meditation
can be mass-merchandised.

And fdr many, their entire associatipn with the
techniques of meditation has been with the most
rudimentary and minor form, that of a cbncehtrative
repetition,: divorced from any cultural background,
'

and divorced from other techniques that are

Organically associated with it. It is like learning
how to spell, without ever learning how to read,

''-.Cp, ■■ysb)-" ,
Transcendental meditation is one form of this concentrative

meditation, and according to Ornstein, it is the most
elemental and least transcendent form of meditation

existing today.
■name.;): '

(Transcendental meditation is a t^^bemarked
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02-Bsfeein's argument with "TM," as it is commpnly

referred to, is "that the promoters of TM claim that it is
an answer to ali one's proBlems but that nowhere in all
the brochures and posters is there reference to the major

mental purpose of meditation; only a reduction is offered.
Common to many of the franchised systems are
these commercra-l claims to improve every aspect
of human life.

This is a mark of a ,cult system.

Participants believe they have in their grasp a
.
technique good for everyone at all times--not one
that might have selective benefits and detriments.
(Qrnstein, 1976, p. 93)'

TM claims to be a synthesis of Easf and West.

Ornstein

feels that if there is a synthesis, it is an unfortunately
comic one, "the lack of scientific rigor in the East

.

joined with the lack of spiritual advancement pf the

West" fPrnstein, 1965, p. 93). This, Prnstein feels, is a
debasement of both science and meditation.

Zen Meditation.

"The way of practice is just to be

concentrated on your breathing with the right posture and

with great, pure,effort.

This is how we-practice Zen"

■CSuzuki>,. , '19:70,., p:.\ ,37)-.

Although there is much literature desCribihg correct

postures, breathing and counting techniques and the do's
and don't's of Zen meditation, these facets are simply the

preliminaries of practice.

Once there is a comfortableness

in knowing how to begin, the practice can be well underway.

Usually in this practice an individual sits in the full
lotus position, with the left foot on the right thigh and
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vice versa. ■

V,'"

This positidn expresses the oneness of duality.
However, this position is nOt absolutely necessary; rather
it demonstrates an attitude.

Suzuki says that the most

important toaGhing in Zen is; not two, and not one.
body and mind are not two and not one.

The

The body and mind

are both two and one (Buksbazen, 1978; Suzuki, 1970).

Another important aspect of this practice is following
one's breathing.

One must attend fully to the breath

coming in and going out.

This kind of activity is the

fundamehtal activity of the universal being (Suzuki, 1970).
A third precept of Zen practice is to understand that
it is necessary to have some rules.
there is a chance for freedom.

If there are rules,

To try for perfect freedom,

which is why Zazen is practiced, without being aware of
rules, means nothing (Suzuki, 1970).

To have imperturbable composure in the essence of mind
is the way one is to practice Zazen.

This means that one

has no dualistic thinking and has no emotiohal fears nOr

suffering.
joy.

Concpmitantly ohd is nbt attached to excessive

"Right practice" will bring about this state of being

tBuksbazen, 1978; Suzuki, 1970).

We shbuid try to continue our effort forever,
but we should not expect to reach some stage when

we will forget all about it. We should just try to
keep our mind On our breathing,- That is our actual
practice. That effort will be refined more and
more while you are sitting. At first the effort
you make is quite rough and impUre, but by the
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power of practlc^^

pprer.

and mind become',^p

Zen.

will become purer and

When your effort becomes pure, ^our body
This is the way we practice

Once you understand our innate power to purify

ourselves and our surroundings, you can act properly,
and you will learn from,those around you, and you

will become friendly with others. This is the merit
of: Zen practice, B-Qt the way of practice is just

to be poncentrated on your breathing with the right
posture and with great, pure effort. This is how
we practice Zen. (Suzuki, 1970, p. 37)

Training Programs

The following is a brief overview Summarizing a few

ongoing Weliness Training Programs in operation at this
i ,■ .

::time.

Weliness Resource Center, Mill Valley, California.
"There are as many degrees of weliness as there are degrees
of illness.

The idea

Of measuring weliness and helping

people attain higher levels of weliness is relatively new"

GJohn Travis, M.D.; founder of the Weliness Resource Center,
as quoted in Ardell, 1977, p. 9).
A program lasting approximately eight months is offered

stressing self-responsibility and the "whole" client as an
interconnected being of mind/body/spirit.
Methods highlighted include relaxation techniques,

nutritional counseling, weliness assessments, experiential
exercises, comraunication skills, creativity enhancement,x
and a "love yourself" emphasis.

Meadowlark, Hemet, California.

"Meadowlark is a place

to awaken one's awareness of oneself, within and without.



in relationship to people, the wp

and the universe"

(Dr. Loomis, founder of Meaddwlark as quoted in Ardell,
1977,

20).

Methods highlighted include;

meditation, nutritional

awareness, music, body movement, art workshops, and selfresponsibility awareness.

The New England Center, Leverett, MassaGhusetts.

The center provides "education and treatment in the various
therapies in the humanistic movement" (Katie Baker, executive
directorf as quoted in Ardell, 1977, p. 25).
Methods offered include transactional analysis, Gestalt

therapy, body integration, bioenergetics, psychodrama,

massage, and coirective body integration.

An internship/

work/study program and workshops are also offered.

Hviman

istic psycholog]^, pSychosynthesisj Feldenkrais, movement
awareness, meditation, and yoga are emphasized,
Wholistic Health and; Nutrition Institute (WHN),

Mill Valley, California.

WHN offers "whole person" human

istic health care "dedicated to high level wellness and

unity of body/mind/spirit" (Ardell, 1977/ p. 28),
Services offered include medical, nutritional, psycho
logical, acupuncture, and podiatry.

Spiritual, herbal,

homeopathic and Iphysical fitness consultation is also
'available.
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Easi; West Academy of Healing Arts, San Francisco,
California.

Conducts major conferences offering:

(a) holistic approaches to health, care; (b). holistic health
and healing energies; (c) the rituals and practices of other

cultural healing systems; and (d) stress and tension in
connection with cancer, death, and dying.

Esalen Institute, Big Sur, California.

Esalen is

available "for individuals to use to realize their own

healing and growth through self-responsibility."
Our primary emphasis is not on teaching par
ticular truths or personal and interpersonal tech
niques for daily life; rather our primary concern
is with a particular consciousness and developing
an environment to support the evolution of that
consciousness-—the consciousness of self-awareness/

self-responsibility.

(Ardell, 1977, p. 43)

The models that have been presented in this literature

review discussed a number of "paths" leading to integration
of the person and consequently to the enhancement of the

quality of life.

Similarities in principle and approach

were discussed in some of the models and in others differ

ences were pointed out.

The following section discusses use of these models
in the Wellness Workshop.

METHOD

At the beginning of the first session of the "]

Level Weliness" Workshop/ held at California State College,
San Bernardino, an announcement was made requesting volun

teers for this study.

Fifteen people (who will be called

participantsI vblunteered and were subsequently interviewed.
There were 6 males arid 9 females.

As far as marital

status, 2 of the males were married, 4 were unmarried; 7
of the females were married, and 2 were unmarried.

There

was one married couple.

The participantsV ages ranged from 25 to 60 years.

Each participant was told that he or she would be
interviewed twice.

The first interview was tb be held

that week and would take approximately one hour.

The

participants agreed to have sectiohs of the interview
tape-recorded.'
It was explained that a second interview would take

place following the conclusion of the Workshop. ,
Names, addresses, and telephone numbers of the

participants were collected.

Each participant was

cbntacted in the next few days and appointments were
made for the initial ihterview.

.
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The interviewer used a cassette tape-recorder and

standard 60 minute tapes.

Schedules A and B (Appendix A)

were used in the initia:^l interview.

Appendix B was used

in the final interview.

'iBifoCedure'

,V;,

The Interview

Each participant was interviewed for approximately
one hour.

The interviews were private and took place at:

Ca). the participant's home, (b) the interviewer's home/ or
Cci California State College, San Bernardind.
The initial ihterview was designed to have three

The first phase was the Quality of Life Questionnaire.
The interviewer explained the types of questions that would
be asked and gave the riecessary instructions.

The atmosphere

was kept relaxed and casual to allow for spontaneous
■conversation. ,

The second phase of the interview consisted of the
general format of Schedule B CAppendix A) .

This section

was tape-recorded with the permission of the participant.
It was kept casual and spontaneous.

The third phase of the interview was a brief personal

profile tape-reGorded by the participant.
The concluding ihteryiew consisted of the Follow-up
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'

The participants were given the questionnaire at the
end of thsiast meeting of the Workshop.

*

All the guestionnaires were collected within 10 days

following the conclusion of the Workshop.
The Workshop

This study was conducted in conjunction with an

Extension Workshop at California State Gollege/ San
Bernardino.

The Wdrkshop offered four sessions over a

period of threeIweeks.

There were tkfee evehin(j meetings.

One each week, of 3 hours each and one 8 hour meeting

held during the first Week.
The Workshop was entitled "High Level Wellness—Much
More Than the Ahsence Of Illness."

Models of change through expetiential and lecture
formats were presented at all the sessions.
The instructor who offered the Workshop conducted
each of the evening sessions and the first part of the

all-day session.

Two "guest presenters" offered mini-

workshops at the all-day session.

Thirty-five people

were enrolled and actively participated.

Following, in chronological order, is a summarization

of the events offered at each session of the Workshop.
Session #1.

Three hours, one ihstfuctor.

Groups

of three people were joined according to their area of
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resideneG.

Each group was instruct

with

each, peitiber of their group, names and telephone humbers.

This was fdr the purpoise Of providihg suppQ^^
another, if needed or wanted, during^^^^^^^^t

to one

duration of the

Workshop. ,v,

The groups;participated in a sentence-completion

exerciSie using the following sentences:

;

' now I am aware of (or feeiingi . , .
The best and worst things that could.happen
to me in the course of this class are , . i

One thing I could do to help the best thing
materialize'-is-

'

One thing I could do to sabotage myself
is;-.t:-.
^
V, -: 

•

Each group Was instructed to discuss what the three
,of';them.:had^:in,\Commonv- ';' -;

The instructQi^ gave an overview of the concepts of
'Vellness" (see Appendix D, Schedule E),, with discussion

The participants were asked to bring; recipes, books,

and inforTOation on programs that related to wellness.

Basic; ways to be goodtto !oneself were disOussed.;; WOllnesa
resource materials were distributed and a "Wellness;Self-

EvaluatiQn" test was administered.^
Behavior monitoring charts were distributed and

^john Travis, M.D., WellnesS Resource Genter, Mill
yall,ey::,;'-Galifornia,- -1977.

■ -SI

;

explained (see Appendix D/ SGhe^ule A),
Five books were suggested for reading and reference:
Hittleman, R.

Yoga 28 Day Exercise Plan

Benson, R.

The Relaxation Response

Ardell, D.

High Level Weliness

Lappe, F.

Diet for a Small Planet

Ewald, E.

Recipes for a Sitiall Planet

The session ended with yoga exercises being demon

strated and explained, concurrently with group participai;ion.
Session #2.

Eight hours, three instructors.

Yoga*

and bioenergetiG exercises were demonstrated and explained
concurrently with group participation.

This included a

grounding and centering exercise.
Similarities between holistio niedicine and weliness

concepts were introduced and discussed.

o

The prinGiples of awareness were discussed, stressing

guilt avoidance, eSpeGialiy after Over-indulgence in
eatingvDimensions of high-level wellness were disGUSsed.

These included:

self-responsibility, principles of

nutritional awareness, stress management, physical fitness,
and environmental sensitivity.

Participants reported on their progress (individual

chango efforts and experiences).
•

Change contract forms (see Appendix D, Schedule B)

and awareness record forms (see Appendix D, Schedule C) were

distributed and explained.

Copies of high nutritional recipes were distributed.

The participants were divided into two separate miniworkshop sessions th^t were conducted simultaneouslY.
These Same workshops were held in the afternoon at which
time each group took tde other workshopi
Mini-Workshop A.

A hand-out sheet listing the prin

cCiples of "high, level wellness" was distributed and
discussed (Ardell, 1977).

, An explanation of the wellness-illness continuum was
presented accompanied by an illustrated hand-out sheet

tsee Appendix D, Schedule ©).
An explanation of "wellness" was presented Csee

Appendix D, Schedule E)>

A "needs grid" form was distributed for work-related
activities (see Appendix D,: Schedule F).

instructions

were given and the. participants completed it.

JA second "needs grid" form wah distributed for;
personal activities (see Appendix D, Schedule F).

Instruc

tions were given and the participants completed it.
"20 loves" form was distributed (see Appendix D,

Schedule G).

Twenty activities, states of being, or

things that a person loved the most were to be listed.

Then, 20 different circumstances were given and each par
ticipant was to check which "loves" and which "circumstances"

The ro^l

awarehess, nutrihi^^^

and stress

in relation to high-level wellness were explained in detail

showing diagrarnatibally the donnectibns between these
factored'

vV : "'v

•

ivBbohs; on health,' weight redugtion^ stress, hnd higb
leyel wellness were introduced and discussed^

Mini-Workshop B,

A gestalt group was held.

The prin

ciples of gestalt therapy Ctheory and methods) were explained
relevant to experiences that took place.
Specifically the theories underlying the terms "payoffs"

and "topdog/underdog'' were exemplified and explained.

Group sharing took place.
Bioenergetic exercises were conducted and explained.
Group "rounds" were held.
Session #3.

;

Three hours/ one instructor.

A

meeting in "Alcoholics Anonymous" format (self-disclosure)
A-/- ■ '''V 'v A'.-,

was'vheld.

/

Feelings were expressed about expectations of the

Workshop.

A A .'A' A'

Participants were asked to express if they were

getting what they wanted or needed from the Workshop.
A session of yoga and bioenergetics was conducted.

"Ah>nrneys into fantasy" were led^
A A^

presented.

8^4.

■The session ended with an eight minute meditation.
Session #4.

Three hours, one instructor.

The partici

pants exchanged ideas, recipes, resources, and books relating
to high-level wellness.

The participants shared their experiences as a result
of their endeavors to change.

Yoga exercises were conducted.

Foot massage was demonstrated and explained.

Chanting and meditation with music concluded the
session.

Following is a suramarization of the 15 partiGi^^^
responses on the Follow-^Up Questionnaire:

1.

Did you enjoy the Workshop?

//No :■-■ ■;/l,
2.

■/////- /'-V -V

Was the Workshop a suGGess for yoh?
.Yes — 11■ '

"

.

/
■ ■

Moderate - -1 •
3.

;

'

• /'

The Workshop was:

Definitely informative - 6
Somewhat informative

- 6

More infpriaative than uninfor^

4.

5.

The Workshop was:
^ Definitely helpful - 6
Somewhat helpful
- 6
More helpful than un^®lpfnl~ 3

Did you try an^ of the change methods and strategies

outside of the Workshop?
YesV'.'-'-1.0-

V;.^; V

/.;V-No6.
■ '.V

.

,

■ ^ ■ ■ •/./://■ ^/■ ;'

Do you feel that you will us^^^ any of the change methods
and strategies in the fut^ire^
^
^
,
Yes - 13

//./■ ^/■ ■ ■ •\

;

: ■ ■/ :No;-/;-t; 2/' 1, /^// -.v/-/ :
7.

,//:■ ■ ; ■ " ■ .V'

Did you use any of the suggestions, ideas and teGhniques
outside of the: Wbrkshop?^ !/
'
Yes - 12

No
8.

-

3

1/

■ ■l^/:,/'/

/.l-v ■ ■ ■.

//:■■/■ ■ ■ ' ■ : ' / '■ ■ ■ /

/l/

Do you feel that you will use any of the suggestiohs,
ideas and techniques in the futute?
Yes - 14

No

•-

1

1'

,

1• V/:-

■ It-

."'1 t rl:. '■

/ Z; '. ' s v, ■
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9.

As a result of the VJorkshop are you;

a.

Less aware of yourself?
No - 15

b.

Confused?
No - 15

c.

More aware of yourself?
Yes - 13
No
2

d.

No change?
Yes 2
No
- 13

e.

More aware of your emotional and psychological needs?
Yes - 12
No
3

f.

More aware of your physical and material needs?
Yes - 11

No

g.

-

4

More informed on ways to improve your quality of life?
Yes - 15

b.

More informed about high level wellness?
Yes - 13
No

in

-

2

More motivated to improve your quality of life?
More motivated - 13

No change
10.

-

2

As a result of the Workshop have you:

a.

Learned new ways to change behavior?
Yes - 12
No
3

b.

Tried to change a behavior?
Yes - 11
No
4

c.

d.

Been successful at changing a behavior?
Yes -

8

No

7

-

Been unsuccessful at changing a behavior:
Yes 7
No
7
No answer - 1
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e.

Been. sucGessful at changing a behavior for a short
time only?
Yes
3 : : ^
■ -■ ■ '10 ■

No

■

No answer.

' -v

■ 1. ; ' "

..v

Do not know - 1

f.

Improved your qhality of life?
Yes

10'

■V No

^

■ - ■ '. '■Do.: not know - 2

11.

Was the first interview beneficial in any way?
■ ■ ■ Yes ■, ■- 12 .
■ ' '■ ,
No •■ ■-

,' ■ ■ ■■ ■:• ■

■ 2 ■ .

Do not know - 1

12.

Following are the methods and strategies for change that
the participants recorded as having used outside of

.the .wo,rkshop: ' ;

Y ■•
Response

No. of Responses

Meditation

3

,
Behavior frequency record
; .■ ■ ■ .■ . ■ ■ ■ . • ■ExerciSeS'

3

Revision Of eating habits

3

'

Awareness record

3

■contract

^ . 2,

nutritional recipes

. . . :■'■ ■ ■ ■

. . ■. , ■' .

■ ,_ 'Y ■ .' . ■ ; '. "Eunning-,'

■ ■/: ■ ■ ■.■;. .

1

Verbalizing feelings truthfully
Breathing exercises
"Thinking small"
13.

,

2

C

■■' ' ' ■ ■ ■-;■ ■ .

^
1
1

Following are the suggestions and ideas from the

Workshop that the participants recorded as having used
outside of the Workshop:
Response

No. of Responses

Meditation

' ■-

Yoga.

7

,

Eating natural foods
■ ■ ■ '.'.Exercises' .
Reading the books

_
■

Breathing exercises
Relaxing
■ ■ - .; Running
■
'
Walking
Not using the word "never"
More realistic

7 . ■'■ . ,

6
■ ■ ■ ■ ■ . ■ ' ■ 4 iv
4

3
2
2
1 ^ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■'
1
1
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14.

The most significant or beneficial aspects to each

participant as a result of the Workshop "as recorded
by the pafticipants affe: '
Response ;

,No. Of Responses

Meditation

'■"Yoga

4

^

,. .■ ■^■^^■■■^' ,

4

' ■ Stress management :

3 ■

Group expefience',' ^

'3 ,

Awareness of not being,well
Need for commitment to make change
, Learning ways to felak
Change contract
Growth strategies

2
2
2
2
1

Understanding myself

1

■ '■ ■ '., . New ideas ■ : ■ '. .

Reinforcing ideas of body awareness
Awareness of needing exercise
Running
Massage

15.

1

1
1
1
" ■ i

20 loves exercise

1

To have feelings that I have had
for a long time put into words
To realize v/hat needs v^ere being met

1
1

Participant statements in response to the question of
how their quality of life had improved as a result of
the Workshop:
Learned to take small steps
Working harder on a few behaviors
More body awareness
Feeling stronger
More aware of diet and exercise

Found new ways to; use when I'm ready
Drink less pepsi/ smoke less, and definitely
feel more relaxed

■
"

Paying more attention to v/hat I eat and
having a better diet
Taking time to become aware Of tensions
Becoming more aware of my needs and that I
don't need anyone's permission to do what
is right for me
Very difficult to ahswef
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16.

Participant responses to the question of what was
- learned about high-level wellness:
Response

No. of f

It is a growth process/ to
learn and pursue

3

What wellness is (what the term

■"■ ■■ means)- ■ ■
Awareness of the integration

-5.;

, necessary,for wellness

3

How diet and exercise are extremely

important for good mental health

17.

3\

Participa.nt self-ratings on the quality of their life
at this time (A scale of 1 to 10 was used with 1 as

low and 10 as high);
Rating
. ■

■

No. of Responses

1^

i,.; 2

■ ■ ■- " 1
V.

-l-

2,S
.- -l ■

:■

4
:: 5 ■ ■
■ -i-",'
.

.

■

■

■

■

2 ■■
2 ■ .

6

2

1

3-'

V

^ , 8' ^
9 :
10 ■

18.

.

1
: ■ I.'' , ■

i

i

■■

I- ' 
0;' ■
0, '

Participant responses to how the first interview Was
beneficial;

Response

No. of Responses

Helped evaluate values and needs
Awareness of discrepancies

6

between values and needs

5

Self-reflection

3
2

Identification with interviewer
Sharing goals and ideals with
interviewer

'

2

Helped by hearing myself affirm

what I intend to change in my
life':.
Surprise in finding out I feel

as good about my life as I do.

.

1

1

I'm not sure

1

It was therapeutic ,
Helped me understand where I am at
It gave me something to stop and

1
1

think about

1

,

DISCUSSION:.. ; ;;

The participants' reactions to the Workshop were

definitely positive.

All but one participant reported

enjoying the Workshop; 11 responded that it was a success
for them.

All the participants reported that they had

learned something; 10 reported they had improved their

quality of life.
Fourteen participants indicated that they would use

suggesitions and ideas learned in the Workshop in the
future, and 13 indicated they would Use change methods

from the Workshop in the future.
Evidence to indicate actual,behavior change is less

supportive.

Ten participants tried change methods outside

of the Workshop; 8 partiGipants actually tried changing a

behavior and were still in the process of, doing soi
The majority of participants reported an incr®3:S®
personal awareness or insight as a result of change Strate

gies, woikshopekercises and/or the initial interview.
Thirteen participants indicated an increase in self-

awareness and emotional and psychological needs, while 2
pafticipahts indicated there had been no change.

■

These figuies indicate that the Workshop was effective
in enhancing; the quality of life.

There can be no statement

Bi

as to the duration of effects, however.

A longitudinal

study would have to be done to determine that issue*
, The models of change that appeared to be most effec
tive were meditation, yoga, exercises, and stress management.

These were mentioned most often by the participants.
Revision of eating habits, befiavior monitoring strate
gies, and breathing exercises were the next models mentioned
most often.

In addition to evaluating a short-term training program

and models of change, the participants were of equal interest
and concern to this projee't.

There were three major areas of focus;

(a). The

evaluation of the effectiveness of a short-term training

program arid specific .models of change; (b) an exploratipn
of models of change in order to have a deeper understanding

of these models1 and (c) the people who were participants
in this study.

/,

These three areas are dynamically interrelated and to

study one without proper inclusion of the others would seem
to be incomplete.

This project, therefore, had three main

areas and together they made a whole.

?

The interviews were conducted with, the yiew of estab

lishing rapport with the participants and having an open
and positive experience.
The three phases of the interview were developed with
this purpose in mind.

Also, it was an intent of the

interyiewer that the interyiew sessions be infprmatiye^^ t^
the participants.

The first phase, of the interyiew was

designed to give iitimediate feeidback regarding need satis^
faction.

It also offered the opportunity for more

awareness regarding the importance of certain life factors.

(Many people do not know what is important to them.)

Most

participants discovered some disGrepahcies between what is
important to them and how well those factors were being met
„or.-^fulfilled.

In summary, the questionnaire offered the participants

the ojiportunity to:

(a) learn about life factors that are

important to them; (bl how well these factors are being met;

and (c) high correlations and low correlations between the

two.

Too many low correlations Cdiscrepancies) could be an

indication that the quality of life is not as high as it
could bO.

This informatioh could help the participants

make necessary adjustments.

(Each partiGipant has his or her

quality of life factor sheet included with the other inter-^
view materials in Appendix G.).

The taped interviews were open and spontaneous.
section of the interview has been typed verbatim.

provides a realistic view of each participant.

This

It

The partici

pants spoke with candor and feeling about their lives,
problems, fears, goals, regrets, hopes, desires, pleasures,

and joys.

It is a privilege to teadtteir"stories."

The quality of life factors, the personality profiles.
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and the change contracts, which were initiated during the

Workshop, all provide additional information with which to
sense and know each person.

/:

The majority of people interviewed expressed the

Cpinion that the most significant factpr in facilitating
change and thereby upgrading the quality of their lives
was the desire within themselves to do so--in short,

. themselves,.

APPENDIXES
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APPENDIX A

■

QUALITY OF LIFE QUESTIONNAII^ AND INTERVIEW QUESTIONS:

,

Schedule A

Quality of Life Questionnaire

The questionnaire was developed and modified from a

study by the Field Initiated Studies Progtam of the National
Institute of Education and the Administration on Aging,

Office of Human Development, Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare.

It was published in the American Psychologist,

1978 C2), 33, under the title "A Research Approach to

Improving the Quality of Life" by lohn C. Flanagan.
In the questibnnaire there are five major categories
that represent different areas of life.

are:

These Categories

(a) physical and material well-being:; (b) relations

with other people; (c).social, community, and civic activi

ties; Cd). personal development; and (e) recreation.
Sub-headings divide the major headings into separate

areas of focus.

.

A nvimber of individual items are listed under each

sub-heading (see Schedule A following).

The questionnaire is the first phase of the initial
■ interview.

For each sub-heading and individual item listed

96.' ■ ■ .

v.- ■ ■

the participants were asked how important each Of the items
were to them at that time and to select one response under

the five available responses Of:

(a) very important/

(b) important, (c) moderately important, Cd) only slightly
important, and (e) not at all important.
In addition, the participants were asked how v/ell
their needs or wants were being met in relation to the

same factors.

They were asked to select one response under

the five available responses of:

Ca) very well, (b) well,

(d moderately well, Cdl only slightly well, and Co) not
at all well (see Appendix C, Quality of Life Factors).

The questionnaire was designed to indicate:

(a) What,

level of importance the different factors held; and (b| how
well needs or wants, relative to the factors, were being

met. In addition, the correspondence between the level of

importance and the level at which each factor was being met
was an indication of the participant's quality of life.

Schedule A

Physical and material well-^being
Material comforts

B.

1.

A desirable home

2.

Good food (what the individual desires) '

3.V

Possessions;'^ ■

4.

Conveniences

5.

Art ihcreasing income

6.

Security for the future

Health and personal safety

1.

To be physically fit and vigorous

2.

To be free

3.

To avoid: bodily harm

anxiety and: distress

Relations with other people

C.

Relationships with your parents, brothers, sisters, and
;;:other' relatives

,

1

Communicating with them

2.

visiting them

3;

Being understood by them

4.

Understandirig them

5.

Doing things with them

6.

Helping them

7.

Being helped by them
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D.

Having and raising children
1.

Being a parent

2.

Helping your chiid(renl

3. Teaching your child(ren)'
4.

E.

Caring for your child(ren)

Close relationship with a husband/wife or signifieant
• other ;

F.

'

,

'

Close friends

1.

Sharing actiyities

2.

Sharing interests

3.

Sharing views

4.

Being accepted

;

-■5.. , ViS-iting .
6.

Giving help

7.

Receiving help

: 8.

Love■ .

9.

Trust

10.

Support

11.

Guidance

Social/ community, and civic activities

G.

Helping and encouraging others (other than relatives or

close friends) through membership in organizations,
volunteer work, or on your own
H.

Partieipation in activities relating to local and

national government and public affairs
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Personal development

I'. - Learning ■

J.

1.

Attending school

2.

improving your understanding

3.

Getting additional knowledge

Understanding yourself .

K,

1.

Knowing your assets

2.

Knowing your limitations

3.

Knowing what life is about for you

4.

Making decisions on major activities

5.

Religious or spiritual experiences

6.

A philosophy of life

'

Work (job or home) :
1.

Interesting

2.

Rewarding

:
^ IV-^'^JWorthwhile^'i. ^ ■
L;

Expressing yourself in a creative manner in music,

art, writing, photography, practical activities, or
in leisui^e-time activities

Recreation
.\

M.

'

Cj- ■

Socializing
1.

Meeting other people

2.

Doing things with other people

3.

Giving parties

4.

Attending parties
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N.

Indixridual activities

1.

Reading

2.

Listening to music

3.

Observing sporting events

4.

Other types of entertainment (plays, lectures,
ooncerts, etc.)

O.

Participation in active recreation

'

Schedule B

Interview Questions

The interviev/ questions were the second pha,se of the
initial interview.

This phase consists of four distinct

sets of questions although there is no apparent break from
one set to the next.

These sets are:

(a) Behavioral

changes, (b) implementation of new behaviors, (c) environ
mental support, and (d) self-awareness.

This phase of the interview was tape-recorded.
The general format of Schedule B was followed although

at times, in keeping with the flow of the interview, the
order varied.
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■ Schedule B

Have you ever tried to change a behavior?
Were you successful?
did it last?

What was it?

How long did it take?

How long

How did you do it (what method)?

Did you

ever engage in the behavior again?

Have you ever tried to implement a new behavior (or
behaviors) in your life (examples:

exercise program,

relaxation techniques, meditation, etc.1?

often Have you tried to do this?
(method)?

What?

How

HOW have you done it

Have you been successful?

Do you feel that

learning and implementing new beliaviors has changed your
life?

If so, in what way?

behaviors now?

Would you like to change some

What are they?

Would you like to be more

successful at changing behaviors and implementing new ones?
If so, why?

What do you consider the. most impbrtant factor in bringing
about change in yourself?

VJhat role have other pepgle played in helping you bring
about change in yourself?

Have other people been supportive

of you? ■ ■ ■ ,

i,
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'
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How often in the course of a day are you aware of your
actions?

How often in the course of a day are you aware

of your feelings?
of yourself?

Is it important to you to be more aware

If so, why?

APPENDIX B

FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE
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APPENDIX B

FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE

/

The Follow-up Questionnaire constitutes the final
interview in this study.

It is composed of questions that seek to provide answers
to the participant's (a) experience in and out of the

workshop; (bl psychological, emotional, and intellectual
states relative to the Workshop; (c) responses on the,

significance of the Workshop; Cd) behavior change as a
result of the Workshop; (e) quality of life rating; and
) responses to the interviev;.
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APPENDIX B

FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONNAIRE

Please circle your answers below.

1.

Did you enjoy the Workshop?

Yes

No

2.

Do you consider the Workshop to have
been a success for you?

Yes

No

3.

Was the Workshop;

^ A.
■

Definitely informative
Somewhat informative

Not at all informative
More informative, than uhinfprmative

B.
^

Definitely helpful
Somewhat helpful
Not at all helpful

More'helpful than unhelpful
4.

Did you try any of the change methods and
strategies outside of the; Workshop?
Yes

No

If yes^ please list: ■ ' ; ■ ■" '

5.

6.

Do you feel that you will use any of
the change methods and strategies in
the future?

Yes

NO

Did you use any of the suggestions,
ideas and techniques outside of the
Workshop?

Yes

No

If yes, please list:
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7.

Do you feel\that you will use any of the
suggestions, ideas and techniques in the
future?

Yes

No

emotional and psychological needs?
More aware of your physical and

Yes,

No

material needs?

Yes

No

More informed on ways to improve
your quality of life?
More informed about high level

Yes

No

Yes

No

8.

What, for you, was the most significant or
beneficial aspect of the Workshop? Please
describe briefly.

9.

As a result of the Workshop are you:
a.

Less aware of yourself?

Yes

No

b.

Confused?

Yes

No

c.

More aware of yourself?
No change?
More aware of your

Yes
Yes

No
No

d.
e.

g-

h.

wellness?

i.

10,

More motivated-—-less motivated
to improve your quality of life?

no change

As a result of the Workshop have you:
a.
b.
c.

Learned new ways to change behavior?
Tried to change a behavior?
Been successful at changing a

Yes

No

Yes

No

behavior?

Yes

No

d.

Been, unsuccessful at changing a
Yes

No

e.

Been successful at changing a

behavior for a short time only?

Yes

No

f.

Been motivated, for a short time
only, to change a behavior?
Improved your Quality of Life?

Yes

No

Yes

No

behavior?

g.

If yes on question g, in what way?

(Please describe
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h..

Learned more about high level wellness?

Yes

No

If yes, please describe briefly;

11.

On a scale of 1 to 10, what rating would you give
yourself on the quality of your life at this time?

('1 is low; 10 is high) '
12.

,

Was the first interview beneficial to you in any way?
Yes

If yes, please describe briefly;

(

.

■.

No

•

■

Thank you very much for your participation and cooperation.
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Participant #1

Personality Profile
Initial Interview

Quality of Life Factors
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^

, APPENDIX €

INTERVIEWS AND CHANGE GONTRACTS

Personality Profile of Participant #1

I am 40 years old.

I own my own business, which is

promoting motorcycle races.

I also own a trophy shop.

I am married with four children.
a week.

I work about six days

I don't have any hobbies.
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^

— Q

rNiTlAL.INTERVIE

Have you ever tried to change a behavior you.con

sidered; uiidesirable? ;
■ -A' ■

■ — Q

A
— Q

■ .A
— Q

Yes.

What, was;,it?

Smoking cigarettes,
Were you successful?

.Yes..,,.; -;:

''

How long did it take?

.A' .'.' A month. V

Q
A

-' Q

A

HOW long did it last?
' Forever.

" '

v



■'

What method did you use?

Weil, let's put it this way—-I did try a couple of

times to do it but I wasn't successful and finally the doctor
told me that it would be a: very good idea.

He impressed me

enough that I just automatically stopped.
Q

You just stopped?

A

Yeah.

It was the authority figure--it made it a

lot .easier.

Q

So that motivated you that some authority said

something that finally motivated you;
it took willpower to do it?
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,

Would you say that

^
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A

Oh, yes.

Q

Okay.

i

So that is the method that you used—

willpower?
A
;Q

Right.
And you have never engaged in the behavior again

since you have stopped.

Okay, now rather than changing the

behavior, have you ever tried to implement a new behavior
or new behaviors in your life?
A

I'm sure T have, but I can't think of any offhand.

Q

Examples would be like an exercise program,

relaxation techniques, meditation--that kind of thing.
A

Yes, I've tried to but I haven't been successful.

I've tried an exercise program.

Q

Okay, how often have you tried to--is that just it-~

an exercise program?

How many times approximately have you

tried to implement an exercise program?
A

Three or four.

Q

Have you been successful?

A

For a period of time and then I stopped doing them.

Q

What method did you use—any particular one?

A

I just tried to do something regular.

Q

Sort of like positive self-talk like saying "I

want to do this . . ."

A

Yes, I want to get in shape because--I used to race

motorcycles and I wanted to get in shape, and I used to
work real hard at getting in shape.

;
Q

. il5 

Do you feel that learning and implementing new

behaviors has changed your life?
A

Not particularly.

Q

Okay, would you like to change some behaviors

right now?
■"A, '

Yes.

. ; 'Q- ' , ■ ■ -.■Like-what?: , ■

A

Not be quite so hyperactive—not fly off the handle

as much as I dp.

I get angry very easy.

Q

Temper?

A

Yeah.,- Tight;.:'': : ' ■ ■ -' ■ \ ■ ■ ■-■ '■ ■:

Q

would ybu like; tO be more successful at changing

■ "■' . ^'■

behaviors and implementing new ones?
A. :

Yes,

Q

Okay, why?

A

Because it would make life a lot easier.

Q

Just for yourself or for your family?

A

For myself and for my family.

Q

And that'e important to you?

■ ■ A-.: ' ■ : 'Yes» . ■

Q

What do yon consider the most important factor in

bringing about change in yourself?
A

I really believe that I need to change—that's

the most important thing.

Q

So really internalizing the idea that "Yes, I really

want to change."

And when you really believe that, then

,
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change is easier.
;/ ■

level?
■

You haye to really believe it at a gut

■ A/ • Yes.

Q

Does that happen to you very often that you really

believe something at a gut level and need to change some-^
thing?
A

Once in a while, yeah.

Q

And when that does happen, then do you always

bring about tbat change?

■ a' ■ No.: ■;
Q

You don't.

. -

SO that still isn't the last word.

-It'-s; the first step.

:

\

■ Yeah.'
Q

/:

"

/.- -l;/- '

So do you think that a particular change program-

maybe like the behavior modification program that's being
presented in the workshop—or awareness, discipline, or
willpower—-any of those-^do you think might be the most
in^ortant?
A

Q

I really don't know.

How important have other people been in bringiug

about change in yourself?

In other words, what role have

Other people played in bringing about change for you?
A

Not very much.

Q

Have other people been supportive of you When you

have wanted to change your behavior?

A

Not particularly. I haven't really told people
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when I've wanted to change, so . . .

Q
I ■

Would you like more support from other people?

Do you think that would be helpful?
A ■ ' -"No. .

Q

You just like to do things on your own?

■■ A-' ■ Yeah. - ;

Q

How often in the course of a day are you aware

of your' actions?"

A

Not nearly as much as I should be.

Q

How bfteh in the course of a day are you aware

of your feelings?
A

Most of the time.

Q

Is it important to you to be more aware of

A

No, but it should probably me more impprtant to

me . . , maybe, it is more importaht to me.
Q

Yeah, cause you said before, "no, maybe not as

much as I should be," so is that an outside authority or
is that you saying that?

A

No, I really feel that I should know--I should be

more aware of what is going on, but I'm npt-

Q

Then you don't think it is vitally important to

be more aware of yourself.

You just\kind of feel that you

should? , ■

A

Q

■ ■ Yeah.

Why do you think that you should be more aware?
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A

I guess.

Oh, because my behavior is not what it should be,

I recognize that.

And I feel that I really don't

understand why I do certain things so I should be more avrare.
Q

I see.

So you are talking again about losing your

temper?
A

Yeah.

Q

Maybe if you were more aware, you wouldn't fly off

the handle so easily?
A

Yeah.

Q

That sure makes sense.

QUALITV OF LIFE FACTORS

,
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, QUALITY OF LIFE FAGTORS (cont.)
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PERSONALITY PROFILE OF PARTICIPANT #2

I'm a female Of almost 38 years old.
have four children, 18 to 8.

"

I'm married,,

I got married very young.

I went to school after I got married and am a nurse in

pediatrics.
children.

When I was young I was the oldest of two

I had a brother that was two years younger than

me and had cerebral palsy and he was very handicappeid.
Maybe that's what really got me involved in helping people
in seeing hOw he was treated and the needs that needed to

be met there.

I love my work; I really like working.

I

only work three days a week, but I really enjoy it.
I was a Catholic from the day I was born, and it's

very important to me.
more meaningful.

And I think lately that it's much

I think their philosophies and views are

much more broad, and the church I have been going to is

very much into being open to people—to know yourself, to
love yourself, before you can really see into other people.

I really think yOu need to be in contact with yourself
before you can take on anyone else.
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INITIAL INTERVIEW

Q

Have you ever tried to change a behavior you

conside:red undesirable?

,

' 'Yes.'
Qa

What was it or what were they?

A

Well, the thing that comes to mind is like in

raising your children~I'm not gping to holler—or in ways
of correcting them, you know you read a better way and you

try and you eventually do, and your thinking changes.
Okay, were you successful?
A

Some of the time.

Q

Was there any specific thing that you changed

that you could tell how long it took to make that change?

•

A

Well, once we were having trouble with our teenage

son, and we were very, very strict with: him, too much so
that we wanted to know where he was and when he came back—

we required too much from him.
away.

He would go out--and he ran

And it really required a lot of soul-searching, and

it wasn't all of his fault.

From then on I Completely let

off and there was much more respect involved.

It was a

learning experience, a very hard one, and I don't ever want

to make that mistake again.

Q

So you really learned from that/

question, how long did it iast?

It

And the next
• ..
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A

Well, he came home in about two days, two or three

days, and the relationship really prbgressed after that.
Q

That's nice to hear.

Well, was there a particular

way that you did it^-did you just-^-well, I'11 let you talk.
How did you do it?
of a Sudden?

How did you make that change,just all

what do you think was instrumental in actually

making you change?

A

Seeing him~you know;how totally upset he was and

how his world was important to him.
changed.

You know,my views

It made-me stop and think when he left that it

was really serious.
have that.

That just did it,

I thought, I can't

Then I really looked into myself and I could

see where both my husband and X were totally domineering
and it was smothering him--ahd I couldn't blame him,

could really see his side after that.
after that, too,

I

And he was much nicer

we didn't really have to set limits

because he was more willing to give then when we weren't so
set.-;

'

Q

When you respected him?

A

Right, absolutely.

Q

So, there wasn't really any particular method in

making that change.

It was an awful way to learn it,

You just'^-rit was like an insight.

Would you say that, is correct, khat it was like an insight

that you had, and that was all that you needed.
A

Yes,, it was coming to a head—too much fussing,

too much arguihg—you knew it had to stop an^ couldn't go
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on.

So when he did that, it brought it to a head and made

us realize that we should stop and listen to him.
Q

Have you ever changed any behavior through a

particular kind of method?

A

No, I stopped smoking, but I just stopped.

I chew

gum:;a',lot.
Q

So that was just willpower then

A

I don't know.

Q

And then as far as respecting your son and listening

.

to him as a person, did you ever engage

'.A

Q

ing,

Once... in..a; while,,;

in the old behavior

i

Sounds like you've done a pretty good job at chang

Rather than changing a behavior, have you ever tried

to implement a new behavior, or hew behaviors, in your life,
like an exetcise program, relaxation techniques and raedita
tion, that kind of thing?
A

put.

I've started several, but I always seem to phase

The Other things always get in the way.

I started

this—it was called a Genesis II program—at our church,
and it was really, involved with people.
year ago.

I was so excited about it.

people, people, you know.



This was about a

It was just people,

You heed people, you've got to be

involved with people--but then other things came in.

I

went to two or three meetings and it was a nine or ten week

course.

That's been bothering me—I wish I hadn't stopped it.

■

■

,

•

-■

ue

Q

You went to just tWo or three?

■A'

Yeah.,^

Q

How often have you tried to maybe implement a new

behavior in your life?

bo you know?

A

Yes, I think I'm probably trying all the time.

Q

Are there any particular methods that you've tried

to look at to help you implement new behaviors?

A

Not getting angry, taking a deep breath; counting

to ten.

■^

^Q
.A

Do--they work?' ■
Sometime

My husband has a terrible temper and;

he•s working on his, too, so I have to give him credit there.
Q

Do you feel that learning and implementing new

behaviors has changed your life?

A

Oh, yes. I What if we hadn't changed with our son?

Probably, he woUld have split.
parents like that.

So would I, living with

My parents weren't that way; they were

very understanding.

Q

5

. Would you like to change some behaviors now?

A

Oh, yeah.

Q

Anything in particular?

A

Yes, I would like to be more in tune with myself,

Q

So, to be more in tune with yourself, this could

involve changing a number of things.
A

Yes, maybe being a little more relaxed at home and

not getting so angry so much of the time. I seem to have

■

^

■■

.

Vll

had more patidnce with the older one when he was growing up
than I do with this littler onei

Q

Maybe there's other stress in your life at this

' time?

'

A

That's what I want to work on so I don't . . .

Q

We change in many different ways with different

children and . . .

A

There's ten years between my oldest and my littlest.

iQ

So Other life influences often come in, too, maybe

to shorten our patience, and maybe there are some ways we
aren't being fulfilled, and it's very hard to take care of

others when we aren't taking care of ourselves.
A

Well, I think that when you are younger, you're

more free—-I really do.

The older you get, the more involved

life is"Or maybe because he was the only child for six years.
Q

Would you like to be more successful at changing

behaviors and implementing nev; ones?
i-A,-V"-Yeah.;i,
Q

Okay.

A

I would be happier.

myself.

Tell me briefly why.

I would be more at peace with

I would be more satisfied with the way I was

handling my life and my children
Q

That's important to me.

What do you consider the most important factor in

bringing about change in yourself?
A

If I were comfortable v/ith myself, if I could do it.

Q

I know, but what-'^is there one thing that you've

ever looked at and thought about

you think it takes to

bring about change?

A

Well, I think you have to have a basic eoncept-

a religious feeling, maybe--and a basic caring of yourself
that you are capable-*-that you are free enough to do it.
So, security in yourself.
Q

And maybe self-esteem?

A.

Yes, absolutely.

you're hot free here.

Q

1 don't think you can cope with the

HOW important have other people been in bringing

about change in yourself?

A

I don't think you can do it if

What role have other people

Well, my folks have problems of their own . . ,

people can help you along.
Q

So you don't really feel that other people have

A

Well, they have helped me take a look at what life

is all about—and I wouldh't like to be like that.

Q

Have Other people been supportive of you when you

have wanted to make a change?

A

Well, yeah, I guess.

But not my folks, no.

They

just think that this is just , . . they are very much against
any of this.

I don't know why.

They are old and they can't

see their problems—a lot of drinking anU taking too many

pills.

But my husband is, pretty much so.

He thinks it's
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basically a good idea.

He's not as enthusiastic as he used

to be.

Q

How often in the course of a day are you aware of

your actions?

A

In the last couple of days, I've been very, very

aware.

Q

How often in the course of a day are you aware of

your feelings?

A

Well, in the last couple of days I have been very

aware, pretty much aware.
Q

Good.

Is it important to you to be more aware of

yourself?
A

Yes.

Q

Why?

A

So I can know myself better and handle things

better, so I can make changes.

QUALITY OF LIFE FACTORS ' ' '
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QUALITY OF LIFE FACTORS (cont,)
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CmNGE CONTariCT

Specific behavior I'd like to introduce or increase:

Going to bed earlier--tiaie to read and exercise
(time for myself)
Forces supporting change in the behavior;
Tired and cranky

Ways, if any, of introducing or strengthening positive
(change facilitating) forces:
Arrange daily schedule better
Exercise

Forces restraining change of the behavior;
Too many activities (kids)

Ways, if any, of eliminating or diminishing negative
(change blocking) forces:
Set priorities

How to know when I have succeeded;

More in tune with myself--feel better.
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Participant #3

Personality Profile
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Quality of Life Factors
Ghange Contract
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PERSONALITY PROFILE OF PARTrCipANT #3

I am a 26 year old married female. I have lived in
this area six months.

I am starting a new job and a new

living situation, making new friends; so many areas that I
am doncerned with aren't resolved because it's a new situa

tion, doing all these social contacts and relatidnships all
over.

out,

They're brand new so they need time to work themselves

I've always been a very strong, determined person who

felt that I could totally change my life if I wanted to.

was up to me to do it,

It

I consider myself a very powerful

person and can usually get what I want,

I'm easily frus

trated though in my marriage relationship as far as not

getting the things T want as easily as you can manipulate
people in the business world.

■flict,; \

That is causing me some con

■

I moved here by my own choice, but I have found that

with this new job, for the first time in my life, I am
experiencing stress and tension that I have never had

before> arid it is now becoming a problem. I found that

out by anger outbursts that I couldn't stop.
outbursts, I continued to feel angry.

Even after the

That scared me, so

I decided to;, do something about it and find ways to reduce
my stress.

■.

'

'

' ■ • i34'

INITIAL INTERVIEW

Q

Have you ever tried to change a behavior you coh

sidered undesirable?

A

Yes.

\ ' '[y''

"Q'i:?What>Wa,S---dt?:'

A

Overeating.

Q

Were you successful?
■ ■Alinost.

.A

•

Q

How long did it take?

A

Two weeks to set the pattern and after that, to

lose the desiired weight, about four months.
Q

Great.

It has lasted since you have done it?

A

It has lasted as far as I have lost 45 pounds and

have gained 10 of them back.

But I don't think I've failed.

Q

So you sort of changed your pattern of eating?

A

Yes, I have definitely changed my pattern of eating.

Q

Was there any pafticular method you used or how

did you do it?
A

I changed my eating patterns as far as the foods

I ate,

'

Q

Okay, and how did you get yourself to do that?

A

I became totally depressed at the bottom and the

only way to go was up.

■

■

'

,
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■

'

Q

13^6

So you haye engaged in the behavior again but not

to the extent that you think it is'a problein now?
A

No.

I still have the same eating habits but I

allow myself more indulgences. ;

0
" .whaty^
-

A

Would you say it was willpower or (determination or
■

■

Putting energy into it/ I did go to Weight Watchers.

I had gone to that previously so I knev? how to change my
eating habits if I wanted to,.lose weight.

So I found that

taking the time to fix the food the way that it was apprb
priate was the thing that had to be done and also I had to
structure my time so I wouldn't have an opportunity to eat.
Q

r see/ so learning new ways of preparing food and

also changing time patterns/ so to speak.

Rather than

changing a behavior/ have you ever tried to implement a new
behavior (or behaviofs) in your life; for example/ exercise
program/ relaxation technigues/ meditation/ that kind of
. thing? ,

A

A little bit after losing weight/ r.then joined a

health club which I had never done before and exercised/
which 1 had never done before.

Q

Was that the Only time that yc>u tried to implement

new behaviors?

A

I tried many/ many different kinds of things, some

of which didn't work for me.
about something I've liked.

I've taken many classes to see

Q

What do you think is key in being able to implement

new behaviors?

A

Having a real; desire to :db it, thinking that the

consequences are worth the trouble you are going throughi

Q; / So you considerthat you iWere sucdessful in'^
impleraenting new behaviors sucfi as exercising?
A

Yes.

'

Q •

Do you feel that learning and implementing new

behaviors has changed your life?
■'■A

Definitely.

Q i
- ,In; what' way? ■ '
A

Well, if 1 would have cQntinued and not have

changed my behavior,;I would have been depressed about
being overweight, which would have affected every realm of

my life. I can tell that by the way it has affected me by
losing weight.

Q

It has really helped in your feelings about yourself

and you're feeling a lot better about yourself?

A
Q

.'Right,
Would you like to change some behaviors now?

' 'A . Yes. ■:

, ' ;

i

Q

'Like .what?\' - ' ■

A

My way of relating with my husband and improve my

way of behaving towards men, my social behavior with people,
I'd like to find a source of exercise Which I Would really
enjoy rather than being a drag.

I'd like to become more

Q

There are a lot of things you would like to change.

Would you like to be more successful at changing?

■ /' - a;; Yes.," ■ '
Q

■

.

Just tell me briefly why you would like to change

those behaviors?

A

I'm not getting out of roy marriage what i want,

so I want to change it so I,get what I want.

I've had

problems in socializing with people. So I would like to have
better communication^

I've had problems with relating with

them as far as being afraid of them, so I would like to get
over that fear.

And I would like to be more creative since

I feel that this was a part of my life at one time that I

neglected and it has gone kind of dead in me.

I have an

urge to get some of that creativity back.
Q

Do you feel that you Would be enhancing your life

a great deal and feel better about yourself if you could
change those behaviors?

- A- ■' ^ • ■Yes,
Q

■

What do you consider the most important factor in

bringing about change in yourself?
A

Having enough of a desire to do it.

Q

How important have; other people heeri in your

bringing about change in yourself?

A

Ushally they aire very supportive.

Of strokes for making changes, .but usu

They give me a lot
I find that the

■

• ' . ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ . •. ■3-39

will to do it comes from within--that I could have done it
even without them.

Q

Have other people been supportive of you when you

have wanted to change?.
. , • ■ • ■ A ■ ■ • ■.■.;Yes.

Q

How often in the course of a day are you aware of

your actions?

A

r have become a lot more aware lately.

Seventy to

eighty percent of the time.

Q

How often in the course of a day are you aware of

your feelings? '. ■ '

A

i have found that I have been blocking those out

quite a bit during work--well, I would say eighty percent of
the time I am not aware of my feelings.

Q

Is it important to be-more aware of yourself?

A

It is important, but in my work situation I have

found that I have been blbcking it ■because it has been
interfering with my work.
Q

You don't think you can be more aware of yourself

and work at the same time?

A

I work in a very emotional setting that if I were

to let my emotions out—^I am supposed to be the supportive
strong one and not be emotional when other people are airing

their grievances or complaining or crying on my shoulder.
Q

But it does affect you?

A

Oh, yeah.
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Q

Why is it important to you to be more aware of

yourself?

A

Because I am building up too much tension and it

is coming out in other areas.

O
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CHANGE CONTRACT

Specific behavior I'd like to introduce or ihcrease:
Improve relationship with my husband

,

Forces supporting change in the hehavior;
Desire for change

' Possible consequences of not changing

Ways, if any, of introducing or strengthening positive
Cchange facilitating) forces:
Setting aside time together
Planning activities
Attend Marriage Encounter

.

,

Forces restraining change of the behavior;
:

Afraid of rejection
His behavior, resistant to change

Ways, if any, of eliminating or diminishing negative
(change blocking) forces:
Discuss desired changes with him

How to know when r have succeeded:

He initiates activities together

Frequency of sex ihcreases.
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Participant #4

Personality Profile
Initial Interview

Quality of Life Factors
Change Contract
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PERSONALITY PROFILE OP PARTICIPANT #4

I am an Anglo male born in 1939,
since I left graduate school in 1967.

I have been v/orking
I have had a variety

of government jobs in policy-making jobs, primarily at the
federal, state, and local levels.

I am becoming increasingly disenchanted with the

opportunities our current culture and social order offer,
for meeting my personal needs and increasingly frustrated
with my inability to fulfill my basic material needs so that
I can spend the majority of my time helping others and

learning about myself'—that's what I think life is all
about.

I think I'm fairly positive and constructive in the

way I approach things.
out of me, yet.

That has not been totally drummed

I'm going to continue to work on it.
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INITIAL INTERVIEW

Q

Have you ever tried to change a behavior you con

sidered undesirable?
A

Sure»

Q

What was it?

A

Talking too much.

Q

Were you successful?

A

No.

There's a lot of behaviors I've tried to
)

change,

some where I've been successful and some where I

haven't been.

Q

Give me one you've tried to change and where you've

been successful.

A

Quitting smoking.

Q

How long did it take?

A

I just did it.

Q

You didn't do a top-dog, underdog thing for a long

time about it?

A

No, I just came to the place after I got out of the

service-—this smoking and lifestyle is all right for the

service but when I go back to civilian life I'm probably
not going to want to do it anymore.

the service I quit smoking.
Q

What method did you use?
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So when I got out of

A

I used wilipdwef. ; The same V7ith drinking--*I used

to-drink ^an awful lot;; <I stopped drinking hecause I
figured it wasn't doing me a whole lot of good and it
interfered with my ability to control my mind.

I still

drink some like I drank last Thursday and I had a hangover

on .friday» ;

0

■

^

As far as the smoking, did you dver engage in

the behayidr again?

'Q

'

So you think you were successful in changing that

behayior.

One thing that I found interesting in doing these

interyiews is that when it comes right down to methods,
eyerybody just does it~they finally just do it~that's just
coming out. ^

A

'

That's it.

are ready you do it.

You just think about it and when you
And if you get compulsive about it and

play these top-dog underdog games, you're just going to
make yourself unhappier and probably are not going to change
the behavior.

Q

I wonder what implications this has as far as

behayior mod techniques.
A

>

That's because most of them haven't done behavior

mod techniques on themselves.

Q

I just wonder when you finally go to do something

you just either do it or you don't do it—that's just all

there is to life—you either do it or you don-t do it.
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A

You usually find rewards for doing it or you slip

back to the behavior and don't talk about the things you

try to do and fail to do.

Like there are some things I

have tried to do for a long time, and they're not that

important and I don't get that many rewards for not doing
them . , ,

Q

So you're not really trying to change them.

A

Well, I'm trying--like talking too much-'-I got

the incentive finally—this guy doesn't like me to talk too
much, and I'll see if that's not enough incentive, and I'll
not talk so much, at least at work,

Q

Were you told at work that you talk too much?

A

That's one of the things that he took a slap at me.

It wasn't only talking too much; it was making too many

suggestions and raising too many issues and suggestions.
Q

Making waves?

A

That's basically what it came down to,

Q

Rather than change a behavior, have you ever tried

to implement a new behavior or behaviors in your life such
as an exercise program, relaxation techniques, meditation,
that sort of thing?

A

Yeah, I suppose some exercise came with the giving

up of smoking.
Q

I just changed the focus of my lifestyle.

Rather than stopping the behavior, have you ever

said, "I'm going to start doing something that I have never
done before?"

.
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A

Oh, sure, when I started meditating, I decided I

wanted to start meditating.

Q

flow did you do it--you just started to do it?

A

Yes.

Q

Have you been successful at continuing it?

A

Yes, maybe I'll miss a session or two a month;

but that's all I missed since I started meditating Over
five years ago.
Q

Do you feel that learning and implementing new

behaviors has changed your life?
A

Yes.

Q

In what Way?

A

I think I am gradually growing more peaceful and

having a lot more inner tranquility,

I know, for instance,

that that guy coming off the wall last Wednesday had done
that a few years ago, I would have been sent into deep
depression and gotten sleepless.

Q

It's of concern to me but—

It doesn't throw you off center.

Are there any

behaviors you would like to change now?
A

Talking too much.

Q

So I would be correct in assuming that you would

like to be more successful at changing behaviors and imple- r
menting new ones?
A

Yes.

Q

And can you tell me why?

A

I always like to be more successful about anything.
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Q/'^' In-, terms,;,
A

Q

'

In terms of you;r, liffe f whj ■

to change

behaviors—you know, look at it from a broader standpOint-
what implications does it have for ypur ^ 1^^^^
A

I figure it would make me more flexible and

less compulsive because behaviors and habits tend to make

you compulsive.

You do things without thought to why you

are really doing them or your interaction with your environ
ment. . .

Q

I agree.

What do you consider the most important

factor in bringing about change in yourself?

A

I need to have an inner feeling that a change in

behavior is needed for me to grow or reach a new stage in
personal development.

Q

How important have other people been in bringing

about change in you?

A

What role have they played for you?

Basically, not that important.

I am very inner

'directed^
.

Q

Have Other people been supportive of you?

A

Some people sometimes, but it's seldom been a

major factor in change.

One thing, I started to cheat a

little on the drinking and my daughter took note of the
fact and that served as a very strong stimulus to extinguish
the cheating.

'■ ■ ■ ■ -isi

Q

Very good> kids are great.

How often in the course

of a day are you aware; of your actions?
A

Maybe 30 percent of the time.

Q

HOW often in the course of a day are you aware of

your feelings?



A

Maybe 40 or 50 percent of the time.

Q

Is; it important to you to be more aware Of yourself?

A

Yes.'- '

;

"" ■ ■ ■ .

,q'; 'Why?- ■ ■
A

Because when I'm nOt aware Of myself, I'm not

really living, just functioning.
being aware.

The human part of you is

'
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CHANGE CONTRACT

Specific behavior I'd like to introduce or increase;
Keeping silent

Forces supporting change in the behavior:
Knowledge that others may turn off
Don't take as much flak

Ways, if any, of introducing or strengthening positive
(change facilitating) forces:

Becoming more sensitive to others'. reactions
Reviewing opportunities for chatter and outcomes
Avoiding circiamstances encouraging ego trips
Forces restraining change of the behavior:
Need to communicate and get feedback
Need, for recognition and respect

Ways, if any, of eliminating or diminishing.negative
fchange blocking) forces:
Search for alternative methods of communicating and
getting feedback.
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Participant #5

Personality Profile
Initial Interview

Quality of Life Factors
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PERSONALITY PROFILE OF PARTICIPANT #5

I am a 30 year old male.
ton.

My home is Seattle, Washing

I'm here visiting my sister who lives in Crestline.

I've been to college in art at Antioch College in Ohio.
Both of my parents are doctors.

Besides my parents, I

have two sisters and one brother.
the family.
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I am the youngest in

INITIAL INTERVIEW

Q

Have you ever tried to change a behavior you con

sidered undesirable?
A

Yes.

.

Q

What was it?

A

My behavior with women.

Q

Were you successful?

A

Successful?

Q

Well, what did you do to change the behavior?

A

You get outside of yourself and take a look at

yourself and criticize and then make . . .

Q

Adjustments?

A

Yeah.

Q

So do you feel that you have been fairly successful

in changing that behayior.

In other words, do you feel that

your relationships with women are more fulfilling to you and
on a better level than before?
A

Yeah.

Q

Now, rather than change a behavior, have you ever

tried to implement new behaviors in your life?

I guess what

you just told me in a way would be implementing a new
behavior.

But I'm thinking of things like an exercise

program, relaxation techniques, meditation—that kind of thing.
157
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A

I've thought about doing that,, but I've never done

it. ■

V

Q
'A:

■

•

Would you like to change some behaviors now?
Yeah. ■ ■ :

'

?

Q

Okay, anything in particular?

A

Yeah, I'd like to start exercising.

Q

Do you have any ideas what might help you start

an exercise program?

A" '■/■Me./, ■„
Q

Okay, then you're saying in a way that motivation

and willpower, then.

Is that correct?

A-

'Yeah.' ■

Q

Do you think that if you could change a behayior

and implement a new one, that it could change your life?
T

A

Sure.

Q

In what way?

A

It could help focus my behavior in a certain

direction.

Q

What do you consider the most important factor

then in bringing about change in yourself?

'

A

Me.

Q

How important have other people been in supporting

you or helping you bring change about in yourself?
A

People have tried to be supportive.

Q

Has their support been effective?

A '

Sometimes, yes. .
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Q

Dp you think then—well, is it important to you

to have people support you?
A

Yes.

Q

How often in the course of a day are you aware of

your actions?
A

Quite often.

Q

How often in the course of a day are you aware of

your feelings?
A

Quite.

Q

Is it important to you to be more aware of yourself?

A

Yes.

Q

Why?

A

To be more aware of myself than yesterday?

Q

Yeah, right.

be even more aware.

I am assuming that you would like to

Is that correct?

A

Yeah.

Q

Why?

A'

Because I think that would make a difference to how

people react to me.
Q

In what way?

A

Well, if I make them feel bashful then . . .

Q

So if you're av/are of how you are coming across to

people,in how your actions are soliciting responses in other
people, then you can change your actions in order to elicit

different responses in people?
A

Yeah, but I don't know if I always want to know
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what response I am e3,iciting.
Q

I'm still not clear on how your awareness of your

actions can change the way someone responds to you.
A

I wouldn't want to hurt their feelings.

Q

Okay, that makes sense.
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Change Contract
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PERSONALITY PROFILE OF PARTICIPANT #6

I am a woman, 36 years old, born in Seattle, an

immigrant's child, which I think has strongly influenced
me.

I am an educator and like that, but have a hard time

V finding good places for me to be, doing the kind of
teaching I like to do.

I'm an optimist and tend toward

getting excited about Utopian ideas.

I get very frus

trated because life doesn't seem to fit. those Utopian ideas,

I expect a lot out Of life and I expect a lot from other
people, and I expect myself to give a lot to other people.
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:

Q

INITIAL INTERVIEW

Have you ever tried to change a behavior you con

sidered undesirable?

'A;'

■.

■

Y&s.

Q

What was it or what were they?

A

Getting into harmful relationships.

Q

Were you successful?

A

Yes.

Q

How long did it take to change the behavior?

A

About three years.

Q ;

Has it lasted?

A

Yes. .

Q

How did you do it?

; A/:. '.Analysis.

Q

In what way—did you ever engage in the behayior
.■

.again?.

A

Not to the point where it hurt me but to the point

where I would catch myself and get myself back out of it.
Q

Rather than change a behavior, have you ever tried

to implement a new behavior (or behaviors) in your life such
as exercise, programs, relaxation
that kind of thing? •
A

Yes. .
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techniques, meditation—
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Q

What?

A

Yoga.

Q

How did you implement the new behavior which li^as

'

yoga?

A

I took a class that got me started on it, and then

it has been sporadic since the class--!'m not constantly

doing it.

So to get back into it, I've used TV programs in

yoga and I've also used the Hittleman 28-day plan.as a
structure for working on.

Q

Do you feel that learning and implementing new

behaviors has changed your life?
A

In the process of.

Q

In what way?

A

I've been given a new perspective on things, a

different way to approach something.

Q

Would you say that you grow by doing that?

A

Yes.

Q

Would you like to change some behaviors now?

A

Several.

Q

Like what, for instance?

A

Getting up earlier, but it seems like it is

sabotaged constantly—not just from me—but from everything.
That's one thing, and part of that gets into—probably the

most important thing for me is creating space for myself,

just time for me to do whatever I want to do, just for me .
and not putting it aside when things get in the way.

Q

Is it real important for you to create space just

'■for your self:?
■A

Q

. - -Yepv.

: Then X guess I would assume that you Would like to

be more successful at Changing behaviors and implementing
new ones.

■

Is that correct?

A-;. , , Yes,. ■ '
Q

■

What do you consider the most important factor in

bringing about change in yourself?
A

Choosing something where I think I'm getting some

where with it.

Q

Sort of making the right choice, then.

A

And the right size to take the steps to get to where

I'ltt going with it.

It goes along with the think small and

succeed idea.

Q



So you say the right size.

taking on too much.

In other words, not

It is an important concept.

How

impdrtant have other people been in bringing about change
'in- yourse-lf? .

A

It depends on the change. I suppose they are

important.

Q
' A ■

They've played an important role in your life?
Yes. ■

Q

Have people been supportive of you?

A

Well, not all the important people in my life are

supportive, but if I chooSe carefully, I have found people
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who could be supportive.

Q

How often in the course of a day are you aware of

your actions?

A

You mean just consciously aware of what I am doing?

Q

Yes.

A

Quite often, I would say,

Q

And how often in the course of a day are you aware

of your feelings?
A

Most of the time.

Q

Is it important to you to be more aware of yourself-

to grow in awareness?
A

I still think I have some growing to do even though

I feel I am aware.

Q

Why is it important to you?

A

Because I still trip myself up a lot by not being

aware of situations I get myself into.

I'm either over-

scheduled so I get frantic—I may be aware of the frantic

ness but I haven't caught myself ahead of time to prevent
the franticness.

Q

So really serves you by taking care of yourself by

being more aware.
A

Yes.
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CHANGE CONTRACT

Specific behavior I'd Tike to introduce or increase:
Getting up at 6:00 a.m. one morning a week (between
,

Monday and Friday)

Forces supporting change in the behavior:

Enjoyment of haying time for myself first thing
in the morning
Bob's strokes/support

; f if any, of introducing or strengthening positive
(change facilitating) forces:

Giving myself fresh orange juice as a reward

Going to bed by 10 so r will have enough sleep
Having area Cliving room) picked up night before
so it's a pleasant place to be

Forces restraining change of the behavior:
Going to bed after 10

Ways, if any, of eliminating or diminishing negative
(change blocking) forces:

Discussing need to be in bed early with Bob.
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Participant #7

Personality Profile
Initial Interview

Quality of Life Factors
Change Contract
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PERSONALITY PROFIX.E OF PARTICIPANT #7

I am 31 years old.

I feel that the last six years of

my life have been very interesting and very challenging.
The early twenties were not a fun period of my life.
The last couple of years haye been professionally demanding

but that's changing.

Now I'm at a point in my life where

I'm interested in what*s happening with me more personally

than what I have to do professionally. /I feel much more

secure professibnally and I don't have to prove myself.
I feel really excited about making some changes.

interested in opening up again.

I'm

I have been very closed;

and focused on my job, and now I'm getting up around

outside the building and seeing what else is going on.
A month ago I wouldn't have felt that»

It's been only

very recently where I come out and say, "Hmmm!"

This is

all ending now, and now there is another chapter.

really feel that, a kind of rebirth kind of thing.
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I

INITIAL interview ;/
Q

Have you ever tried to change a behavior you con

sidered undesirable?

, A■ ' .-Yes, ■
Q

A

■

What was it?

I tried to change compulsive overeating.

From the

time I got out of high school uritil I got married, I was
anywhere from ten to thirty pounds higher than I am now.
In my early college years, I went through the phase of

eating candy bars and cokes in the dorm.

Then I would tell

my mother when I was at home about how terrible the dorm

food was so she'd let me get my strength, at home, and I'd

eat a lot of ice cream with peanut butter On it. I just
overate, but not compulsively, until I moved to California
and I was living on my own. I wanted to lose weight, and
didn't lose weight, and that was the negative cycle where

I enjoyed eating, so I; ate, and then yOu hate yourself.
I used to go on binges of Winchell's donuts where I would

go to all the different Winchell's in town cause I didn't
want to buy too many at one store.

And 1 tried Weight

Watchers and Overeaters Anohymous--I did all of these things

with very limited success, and I tried them for a very short
period of time.

.

■

Then I went to-^this friend of mine was

■ ■■■
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.

into, he was going to ESalen all the time, and I got inter
ested in a lot of the same things.
conference at Berkeley.

I went up to a weekend

They talked about food having an

emotional connotation, so that if you want a cahdy bar or

a donut, don't eat an apple because you will not be satis
fied with whatever that meant for you because you eat your
apple and an hour later you'll be eating your candy bar.
I observed that that was true, at least for me.

Anyway,

so I weighed about 143 pounds, and T went on fad diets like
the HBG shots-—and it was a bother to go and get the shots
because I was definitely afraid of shots--but I was desperate
enough and I gave myself the shots.

worked . . . .

One thing that really

So r lost weight after I got married.

was just a change of my lifestyle.

It

I was really worried

about it because Bob wanted meals with baked potatos and
vegetables and I thought, oh. Gawd, this will be the end.
But instead of gaining weight, since I was eating a healthy
diet, I lost, and I've stayed at 110 pounds for about four

or five years.

I had food poisoning once and lost about

eight pounds in two days, and I didn't gain that back.
Weight is not a problem for me anymore; it was really a

change of lifestyleb

Q

But it didn't make any difference your meeting

your husband and falling An love?
that your thinner?
A

Does he like it 'better

Does it matter to him?

No, not that much.

He likes women that he can

tell they are women.

And I've always been big busted and

I have hips and so on.

And I would probably have to get v/ell

under a 100 pounds to look thin.
Q

That is really a suocess Story.

A

It really is because it was a change of lifestyle.

Q

Rather than change a behavior, have you ever tried

to implement a new behavior or behaviors in your life such
as meditation, exercise programs, and relaxation techniques-
that kind of thing?

A

I've tried to—r get on exercise kicks.

liayei any real regimens.

I don't

I have been in the last two years

so focused on my work and it has required so much energy that
I really have let a lot of other things go.

I feel like

I am coming out of the woods now as far as getting back to
what I heed besides constantly needing to prove myself.
What did you ask?

Q

Just have you ever tried to implement new behaviors?

A

At various times I have gotten into alcohol abuse.

My husband and I are both drinkers and at sometimes it has
been very important to drink.

I'm losing that now; it's

just not that important, I'm very happy to say.

When I

was drinking, a drink of wine after getting home Was very
important.

Bob and I both got into that lifestyle where

we would come home from work and have a drink, wine with

dinner, and sip wine, sometimes compulsively, throughout

the evening and then I'd feel terrible, but Bob wouldn't.

v' - .' ■
Q

/"•

■■

■ m

Do y.Qu think that learning '^and implementing new

behaviors has changed your life?

A

That's not very deliberate,, and I feel much more

than a state Of process.

It's just where I am, and my

life has certainly changed but not because of deliberate
action although if I decide something, then it's,a decision

but it's not a matter of--not putting up unreaiistic goals,
I really feel that that is important to keep in mind,

Q

Are there any specific behaviors that you would

like to change now?

, A

I want to be more physically fit.

I think if I

feel better, I'd want to be more active and if I'm more

active I'll feel better.

differently.

I want to spend my evenings

I'm going to start to do more creative

things with my evenings instead of coming home and going t

through what happened that day and planning for the next

day and week.

Then when Bob comes home around nine or ten,

I have to go Over again what happened to me during the

day.

So much of that time is fbcused on what is happening

at work, and I'd like to try to get away from that.

Q

What do you consider the most important factor in

bringing about change in yourseif?
A

A certain amount of self-determination is going

to have to do it.

Q

It's very easy not to.

Well, do you just have to make a decision that

you want to'do it and then you find that you do put it into
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the works and that it does start to happen or do you have
to set up some kind of schedule?

A

I just have to do it, and I'll feel good when

I've done it.

Q

How important have"other people been in supporting

you when you are going through some kind of a change?
A

The support comes mainly from my husband, and

my best friend moved up to Washington last summer.

I

have a lot of friends, but Bob is always my best friend.

I get more support from him than anyone could ever ask for.
Q

How often in the course of a day are you aware of

your actions?
A

I am very aware of myself most of the time,

probably more so than I need to be.
Q

'

How often in the course of a day are you aware of

your feelings?
A

Most of the time.

Q

I guess from your answer before that you don't
\

feel that you need to be more aware of yourself?
A

I don't think so, no.
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CHANGE CONTRACT

Specific behavior I'd like to introduce or increase;
Better diet--something for breakfast, lunch-o.k./
earlier dinner

Forces supporting change in the behavior:
^

Feel terrible

Wake up early a.m.

Ways, if any, of introducing or strengtheriirig positive
(change facilitating) forces:
Have breakfast together
Have lunch together
Use my evenings creatively

Forces restraining change of the behavior:

Rushed lifestyle so too easy to get takeout food
Enjoy dinners together to review day
1, if any, of eliminating or diminishing negative
(change blocking) forces:

Not organizing my time at work so I can take a
break,^ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

Not shopping for good Stock of food
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Participant #8

Personality Profile
Initial Interview

Quality of Life Factors
Change Contract
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PERSONALITY PROFILE OF PARTICIPANT #8

I am 60 years old.

I've been married twice.

My first

marriage ended in divorce after four years, but I've been
very happily married now for over thirty years.
four children who are gone from the home now.

grandchildren by means of the two daughters.

I have

I have four

But the twin

sons that I have—one is married; one is not married.

Neither have children.

I graduated from college in 1939

and kept taking classes.

In the day that I graduated, only

}

12 percent of the women in the country graduated from

college.

I taught school--started and stopped.

For seven

years after I had the twins, it was a little much, and then

I went back.

I am an only child so I have had responsi

bilities tov/ards my mother to a great extent, which has
been a rather difficult time for me, the past few years

particularly.

She was a very terrific person in many ways

and helped me in lots of ways.

probably detrimental.
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In other ways, she is

INia?rAL INTERVIEW

Q

Have you ever tried to change a behavior you con

sidered undesirable?

■ A , ■ ,'Yes

■

Q

Could you tell

A

So many things, I guess.

Q

Tell me about as many as you want.

. A

what it was?

Well, as a child, particularly, I had a bad temper.

I remember in high school thinking that I really had to
correct that and I made a concerted effort to do so.

think, in general, r corrected it fairly much.

have outbursts of temper anymore.

I

I rarely

I guess I did once in

a while for quite a few years but they became less and

less fx'eguent.

I'm sure in the beginning it wasn't from

uhderstanding myself but as time went on other things

helped me to understand why I was doing this and modify it.
Q

So you really feel that you weie successful in

doing it.

Can you just tell me briefly what you would con

sider the way that you did it--was it willpower or having
some insight about . . .

A

Like I said, in the beginning I just tried to

exert willpower because I didn't know why I did it.

later I had more insight into certain things.

Then
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Q

But in some way you saw that this wasn't a way

you wanted to be?
A

Yeah, I guess

that exact thing.

I did, but I don't really remember

I just remember thinking to myself that,

"I really have to take care of this or I'll do something
terribly violent someday if I don't stop this."

I never

really did anything violent in my life, as far as that is

concerned.

I used to have a great deal of rage.

Now if

whether it was really good altogether to lock that up,
I'm not sure either because sometimes you need to vent.

I became more tolerant of others as I grew older and that
cuts down considerably on your own need to fly off the
handle.

I went into a profession that took a great deal

of patience being a teacher.

I never got violent even if

I got quite annoyed, as I think every teacher has happen
one time or another.

Q

That was a big thing to take on and to overcome.

Rather than change a behavior, have you ever tried to
implement a new behavior or behaviors?
A

Yes, sure, of course.

Q

For instance?

A

Just recently, I felt that I wanted to do something

independently that was creative—'not necessarily anything
that made a difference to the world—-just to satisfy myself.
I wanted to do something that gave me pleasure and satis

faction without any pressure, so I took up china painting
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and enjoy it a lot.

That's an example of something I

deliberately set out to do that I didn't do before.
Q

Are there any behaviors you would like to change

now?

^

"

A

Oh, yes, lots of things.

Q

Anything in particular?

A

I have not been feeling well for about two or

three years, now, so I recognized I would have to make
changes in my environment and myself and what I did,

I

am seeking very much to make changes that will, first of
all, make me feel better.

Secondly,., whatever I can do for

myself—I don't really know what's the matter with me,
besides just getting older.
puzzled, too.

The doctors seem to be

Some things, I know, like I just recently

had an operation that took Care of a situation that
existed.

But other things, I really don't know so I'm

just muddling along trying to make a new life for myself.
Q

What do you consider the most important factor

in bringing about change in yourself?
A

Peliberation and follow-through is a lot of it.

It's easy when you're feeling pretty good to say I am
going to do so and so.

When you feel terrible, you

either have to make yourself do it or quit and rest.
Q

How important have other people been in bringing

about change in yourself?

What role have they played and

have they been supportive of you?

husband is very supportive Of anytbing

that will help me.

I don't think anyone else is particularly

one way or the other.

in my Way.
my.'.family.
-

ip

I don't feel that anyone is standing

Sometimes situations Stand in my way, but not
■

How often in the course Of a day are you aware of

your actions?

A

Freguently, but I-couldn't put a number on it.

Q

HOW often in the course of a day are you aware of

■ your.feelings?\

/■ , A^-." v/A-lot.
Q

Is it important to you to be aware of yourself and

to be more aware of yourself than you are now?

A

well, it is only important in that when I feel

badly, r want to feel bettef and 1 sometimes try to figure
out what is the situation™did I work too hard, am I too ^

inteirspective, what shall I do about it?--that kind of
thing; you know.

Q

Then you are aware of your worrying and wondering

of what you are doing?

Pi • . Yes-.1

' ;■

,

Q

Why do you think it is important to be aware of

A

If you're not, tp some extent, you can get into

habits that are very debilitating^

,
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QUALITY OF LIFE FACT-ORS (cont.)
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CHANGE CONTRACT

Specific behavior I'd like to introduce or increase:
Increase number of blocks (or how far) I walk and

jog each day and follow through on other exercise
,(stretching, etc.)
Start bowling at least once a week

Forces supporting change in the behavior;
Husband's support
Need to lose weight, feel better

Ways, if any, of introducing or strengthening positive
Cchange facilitating) forces:

Schedule bowling and find a companion, if possible,
Call bowling alley and find out about summer
leagues
j
Go walking every morning as a habit-'-do it when I
first get up
Ask husband to go along

Forces restraining change of the behavior:
Being tired so much

Really boring to walk and dgesn't feel good to me
Hard to find someone who wants to bowl privately

Ways, if any, of eliminating or diminishing negative
(change blocking) forces:

Reward myself occasionally
Change my negative attitude
Tell others so feel more compelled to continue.
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Participant #9

Personality Profile
Initial Interview

Quality of Life Factors
Change Contract
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PERSONALITY PROFILE OF PARTICIPANT #9

I am 29 years of age.

apartment.

I am divorced.

I live in an

I am financially independent; therefore, I am

having difficulty deciding exactly what I want to do,

I

have a lot of interests such as athletic, reading, musical.
I have traveled a great deal.

My father was in the Air

Force so I have lived all over the United States and

Europe and I enjoy traveling.

I feel that I^m a sensitive person, a friendly person.
I can be very stubborn and domineering at times.

I also

think that I am a giving person and I do it easily.
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INITIAL INTERVIEW

Q

Have you ever tried to qhange a behavior you con-

OidOred uhdesirable?
■V A

;

Yes. ;

■ .:

Q

wbuid you tell

what it was?

A

Smoking cigarettes, and I was not successful.

Q

What did you do to try to change?

A

I went to Smokers; AhOnymQhs and^^ ^W^

program and I stopped for two, years.

Q

You stopped for two years?

■; AV;/Yes., '
Q

' ■ ./ ■ ■ ■

^ "v:

YouVre smoking now?

,

:v; ■

Is there anything else that you tried to change

and it didn't work?

A

No, usually when I try to change something in my

behavior, it works.

Q

Is there anything that you want to talk about that

you did change?
A

^ 'v-\

This happened many, many years ago, but I used to

be very heavy. I used to eat air the time.

So I just

decided that I was happier being thin than I was being fat.
I had more energy, I had more self-respect.
Q

So you stayed thin cvei^ since you lost your weight?

A

With the exception of about six months of my

ex^husband's fourth year of itiedical school.

It was winter

time and he was on every third night and instead of cooking

for myself, I would take Stouffers and put it in the microwave
and it was always macaroni and cheese, so I got a little

heavy.

I only got up to abeut 120 pounds.

■ Q- \ How'tall- ,are;.yO(U?-V--v

. -.A; 'S'S";.;':

Q;

Rather than change a behavior, have you ever tried

to implement a new behavior or behaviors in your life such
as an exercise program which I guess now with your running
you are or meditation or something like that?

'

A

Exercise—swimming, bowling,

Q

Are you successful when you decide to implement a

new behavior?

A

Do you pretty much stick to it?

For the most part, yes,,but my underdog can take.

over sometimes and give me good reasons why I shouldn't do

something.

It's easy to find excuses not to go and swim ten

laps.
Q

'
Are there any behaviors you would like to change

right now?

A

I'd like to stop smoking, but I'm not willing to

start doing something about it at this point.

Q

What do you consider the most important factor in

bringing about cha:nge in yourself?
A

enough.

Hitting rock bottom, and saying that this is

I've had enough of this.

;

O

then after you reach rock bottom, does it seem

that there is some deeper motivation or stronger willpower :
■

that,follows?

■

A- ; Yes..

Q

.

How important, if at all, have other people been

ih^ bringing about change in yourself?

In Other words, '

what roles have they played and how supportive have they
been? '

A

As far as the time I tried to stop smoking, my

husband was very supportive of me at the time.

He went

Out of his way not to get me in a state where:I gOt
anxious.• ,
Q

■

^

So people have been for the most pert had something

to do with helping yOu go through major changes?
A;■

Yes,' _

Q

How often in the course of a day are you aware

of your actions?

A

.

I'm usually very aware of what I am doing.

In

fact, I think I probably go a little overboard on it.
I'm always analyzing myself; it's terrible.
Q

So you are pretty ihterspective?

A

I think so.

Q

And how much are you aware of your feelings?

A

I think I am very aware--at least, I like to think

I am.

Q
r

I think I really am.

Is it iraportant to you to be more aware?
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A

Not right now.

Q

Why is it important for you to be aware of your

actions and your feelings?

A

Probably right now because I've always been so'

concerned about other people and what they were feeling
or thinking ahout me.

Somewhere along the way, I think I

lost part of me as a person.

So right now I am really

concerned about who I am and what I'm going to do and

how I feel about things.

I feel that I'm not any value

to my friends or family if I don't feel good about myself.

QUALITY OF LIFE.FACTORS

(See Appendix A for lintinq of questions.)

HOW WELL EACH FACIOR IS BEir>lG MET
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QUALITY OF LIFE FACTOHS (cont.)

IMPORTANCE OF QUALITY OF LIFE FflCIDBS
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CimNGE CONTACT
Specific behavior I'd like tb introduce or increase:
v

Bow to say:"no*- without i feiling guilty

Forces supporting chanG^ in the behavior;
More times than not agreeing to do things that I
don't want to do

Ways, if any, of introducing or strengthening positive
(change facilitating) forces:
Practicing behavipr
, _ ^'Reading.
Forces restraining Change of the behavior:
, Guilty feelings--am I hurting their feelings, etc.
Weakness in my personality-'-always wanting to
accommodate people
'

Ways, if any, of eliminating or diminishing negative
(change blocking) forces:

Start considering what I want and need firsts
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Participant #10

Personality Profile
Initial Interview

Quality of Life Factors
Change Contract
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PERSONALITY PROFILE OF PARTICIPANT

I am 25 years old, single, and have a very Glose boyr^
friend who means a lot to me.
relationship-oriented,

I am a person who is irery

I feeil I have to have a lot of

close relationships with people who are close to me and

are important.

I like to spend a lot of time with them

and really know them in depth.
too.

I'm very farid.ly-oriented,

I believe in the family structure.

I guess I just

see how much support it can give because I came from a

large family, and we were all pretty close.

Even now,

when I am so far away,from them-'-they are all in Indiana
or New York or Ohio--r still feel a really close tie and

enjoy writing letters and seeing how they are doing—'that
type of thing*

I'm a physical therapist.

To me that's very important.

The only other job that I had ever thought about being was
a veterinarian, and I decided that this was more practical
for me because I didn't feel I wanted to spend that much

time in school to be^^ a veterinarian and that I wasn't quite
smart enough because in Indiana they have only one veteri
narian school, and it was, awfully hard for girla to get

Accepted.

So I guess that's the practical side of me,,

But i really enjoy,physical therapy and the contact
■ • ■ 201 • ' ■

.
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with people is an outlet for me in a way to be close to
people all day.

This job gives me a chance to touch and

be comfortable with it.

These patients open up to you,

and you feel really close to them.

It's a rewarding kind

of work.

Another big part of my life is physical well-being,
and I hate to be tired.

fatigued or any of that.

I can enjoy life.

I hate to feel worn out, to feel

I want to feel full of energy so

There is so much out there to enjoy—

I like to travel and I like to do exercise and I love

music—don't feel very talented or creative.

It's

important and I try, but I'm not very artistic, I guess you
would say.

Appreciating all of that is very important to

me, and I want to get out there and see it all.

INITIAL INTERVIEW

Q

Have you ever tried to change a behavior you con

sidered undesirable?

'

A

Yes.

Q

What was it?

A

Well, I tried to change my eating habits to eat

less junk food, which T was brought up with, and tried to

eat more healthy things.

I also tried to change my habits

about exercise.

Q

Is there any particular method you used to change

these patterns?

A

One thing that I find is that my willpower isn't

all that strong so I have to make myself want to do it; when
I run, I don't force myself—I just do what feels good.
start out really slow and do what feels good.

I

With eating,

I tried for so many years to just go on a diet, and I'm still
not thin, but I'm better than I used to be.

I find that if

I try to force myself to change my habits, it doesn't work.
So I try to do other things that I like, socially and get

more into my work and exercise.

Then the food is not that

important and I let myself eat junk once in a while and
don't feel guilty about it.

I don't go on crash diets

anymore.
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Q

- That sounds

you just described.

and be Successful.

really healthy approach

seems to be a good way to do it

Have you ever tried to implement a new

behavior like meditatibn/ physical exercise program--! guess
what you described Would be physical exercise--how about
meditation?

A

Yes, in college I took a TM course^-not a course

but just something outside the College.

I really enjoyed

that and that's one thing that didn't stick with me.

thought it was really relaxing.

I

In class the other night,

he was doing some relaxation kinds of things, so that kind

of revitalized me.

I think maybe 1 can do it again, and

I'm trying to do a little bit more because that Seems to
be a big problem since I started working because I have

built up tension.

Q

Would there be any particular way that you would

get into meditation or would you do it pretty much as ybu

described—-getting into running^and Changing your eating
'habits?'

A

Yeah, as a matter of fact, that is on my contract.

Hot just to do that but all kin^s of relaxation technigues
so I don't build up the tension.

It is in ray program to

dither try that or stretching in the raorning.

just recently got breaks.

At work we

The first day I had a cup of

coffee during my break, and I thought this is never going
to get it—that's just going to make me more nervous.

So

V:-'V

'

2m

today I just sat there and tried to relax--thinking about
the muscles I was keeping tight.

Q

That seems like a reaily?go6d way to use your

break time, a really creative v/ay.

you would like to change now?

Are there some behaviors

Is there anything else besides

implementing the meditation that you want to change at this
■time?^ . 'V'

A

The diet and the exercises are ongoing but I am

still trying to improve in those.

Q

What do you consider the most important factor in

bringing about change in yourself?
A

Part of it is trying to be aware of my body and

how I react to things and how people do react to me and

the awareness, I think, is a big thing that makes you want
■ to,change. ^

Q

■

So awareness to you is really the biggest factor

in just discovering what you need to do for yourself?
A;-;"';.T-think'so.v"

Q

Have other people played an important role in

bringing about change for you?
A

I don't think np

Q

Have other people been supportive of you?

A

Supportive,] yeah. If i tell someone I am doing

something, they act all excited and say, "Gee, that really
sounds neat,
you.

if you do that again, I'd like to do it with

But then they never do.

No one really urges me to

■/ ■
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t-ai?e these things but I've always done it by myself.
Q

HOW often in the course of a day are you aware of

your actions?

A

That's hard.

All during work, I'm not that aware.

I think about work and I'm not all that aware of how my body
is feeling. I don't notice any pain until I get off work,

which, is something I'm trying to change, too.
Q

How often are you aware of your feelings?

A

Pretty often.

T guess I don't bottle up my

feelings until the end of the day because.I know if something
has happened like someone is cross to me at work for one
reason or another» at the moment I might not Understand

why I am feeling sad or depressed until I think about it,
and then I realize why.

So I think I am pretty aware of

my feelings.

Q

Why is it important to you to be more aware of

A

It's important to myself to be aware because I

want to improve, so I have to look at myself to see how I
can improve so I try to be aware.

OUALITY.OF LIFE FACTORS:

(See Append ix A for listinq Of questions.)
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QUALITY OF LIFE FACTORS (cont.)
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CHANGE CONTRACT

Specific behavior I'd lilcc to introduce or increase;
Relaxation periods and stretehirig during the day
when tension builds
I

Forces supporting change in the behavior;

Awareness of problem and what brings the tension
It feels better afterwards

Ways, if any, of introducing or strengthening positiye
Cchange facilitating) forces;

Get by myself for 10 minutes during break and 10
minutes of lunch

Stretching before and after running and if

watching TV

,

^

20 minutes in a.m. before work for TM or stretching
Ask for more massages

Forces restraining change of the behavior;
Too much work to do and too little time, so not
time to stop

Same problem at home--too much to do and don't
want to spend time tb relax

if any, of eliminating or diminishing negative ■
Cchange blocking) forces;
Reserve times for stretching and relaxing
10 minutes of TM and IG' minutes stretching in a.m.
Drink decaffinated coffee and herbal tea.
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Participant #11

Personality Profile
Initial Interview .

Quality of Life Factors
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PERSONALITY .PROFILE OF PARTICIPANT #11

I

I am 31 years old, male, and am at a crossroads in

my life.

I am fearful of procrastination.'

I waste enough time to lead another life.

It seems like
I have found

myself somewhat depressed in taking the interview.

There is a big difference between what is important to

me and what is actually happening.

I am at a point in my

life Where I am looking for some changes, really knowing
how to go about doing them but not actually following them
through.
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INITIAL INTERVIEW

Q

Have you ever tried to change a behavior you con

sidered undesirable?

■ \ 'A . ■

Yes.-

'■

Q

Can you tell me what it is?

A

Eating too much and sleeping too late," especially

on the weekends.

Q

So have you been successful in these behaviors?

A

Initially I'll make some progress and then I

will slide.

Q

,

Were there any particular methods you used in

doing this?

A"

Diet—I would follow some specific diets with

results of weight loss of 15 to 20 pounds, and then a few

months later I would gain the weight back.

Then exercise—

as long as I was exercising daily, I felt fine—^but I quit

that.

As far as drinking, I kept a log of expenses.

I cvit my drinking.

Also,

Same thing with meditation. /

6

What do you mean the same thing with meditation?

A

Daily log of when I did or didn't meditate.

Q

So for you, keeping a diary or log of what you're

doing is the method you used?
A

~

Well, not entirely cause in meditation I'll medi

tate at least once a day, but not twice a day like I would

■ ■
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like to and not at the times I would really like to, either.

Q

The method you would use, though, would be a log

or diary.

Have you ever tried to implement a new behavior

such as an exercise program, relaxation techniques—-so I

guess the meditation would be considered a new behavior.
A

Right.

:

Q

Are there any behaviors now that you would like

to change?
A

Yes,

Q

For instance?

A

Nutrition, exercise, meditation.

Q

How do you propose going about changing these?

A

I've tried before with some success like in

meditation.

As far as the eating and nutrition, 1 have

worked on that for the last six weeks and have had some

success with that, but I will continue that.

I don't know.

Exercise-—

I would like to the first thing in the

morning, but I don't wake up for anything in the morning.

With, drinking, I've been limiting myself to "x" amount of
dollars.

Q

What do you consider the most important factor in

bringing about change in yourself?
A

For me—fear, fear of some kind of crisis.

Q

Like what kind of crisis?

A

A threat of a health problem would do it, would

make roe exercise.

■■ ■ "2.14

Q

So fear motivates you.

base of fear?

.■ ■

You. use self-talk with a

'

■ A, . . 'Yes,.^.oftenv-':''-/
Q

How important have other people been in your

bringing about change in yourself?

A

Lately, I would say they have been instrumehtal'^

in information-giving like exercising,^ meditation/
Q

Have other people been supportive of you in

making change?
A

I guess in a scale of 1 to 10:, about 4, 10 being

the best.

Q

How often in the course of a day are you aware of

your actions?
A.

Constantly.

Q

How about your feelings?

A

Not nearly as much as my actions. I would say

again, with a scale of 1 to 10, 4.

Q
. :'A,

'

Is it important to you to be aware of yourself?
Yes>, - it is..

■■

■ Q;'- ■ -Why?.. 
A

I like to have control.

If I'm aware of my actions,

I can control them in my best interests and also what,I do
to other: people and hpw I affect'them.

QUALITV OF LIFE FACTORS. ;
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PERSONALITY PROFILE OF

I am a 55 year old woman who was born in the Midwest;
: I have been married for 34 yearS; and have 3 children, one
32 who is a lawyer in New York.

The secoijd- son is 30 and

is ah artist in Los Angeles, but he teaches so he can make

money,' The third child which is really a second fhmily—^
I was never supposed to have children and wanted to so

very badly.
child.

With- various techniques we had the third

It was a girl which T thought the other two were

supposed to be because their father wanted one and she is
a registered nurse in coronary care.
our children.

We're very proud of

I stayed home and took care of the children

when they were little, but when David was in the seventh
grade, Bruce in the fourth grade, and Terri in kindergartenT
no, Terri was in first grade so the boys were in high schoolI went back to work and I now work for a derinatolpgist.
We love to travel and travel a lot.
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INITI^tL INTERVIEW

Q

Have you ever tried to Change a behavior yeu Gon-

sidered undesirable?

. A,^ ■ • .,^Yes.,;-''
■

^

,

• , '■■

'/.- ■ ■ ■ •

•

Q'^vWhat was it?

A

I have an anger flare/ and I have tried to change;

that and I have been somewhat successful.

Q

Was there any particular method that you tried,

to change that?

Did you just decide you needed to change

that and so you were more aware?
A

Yes, because I felt that itiy behavior then con"

tinued so that in the job where I was—it carried over to
another person and they felt tbat I; was tense about

something.

We see patients very quickly—sometimes thirty

or forty a day—so I can't permit one problem to affect
Itiy care to someone else.

It was rough.

It was very clear

to me by the fact that I got a lot of rejections.

This

•

one lady said to me, "You know, you never hurt me before,
but today you hurt me."

And I thought, "How can this be?"

I started thinking back, and I was angry when I came into

the room, and I'm sure that I useid her as a dartboard,
not meaning to hurt her, but I was too forceful.

always remember that lesson.

I will

It made me more sensitive to
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the fact that if soraeone makes me angry I had better change

my attitude before you start with^ someone: else.

It's

usually a situation where the person is demanding something
that I cannot give them, and I'm frustrated.
Q

So you have really done a lot of work on that, and

it's really an ongoing process.
A

It is, and it's helped my health—it's slowed down

my pulse.

Q

Rather than changing a behavior, have you ever

tried to implement a new behavior such as meditation or
relaxation?

A

Yes, I'm very church-oriented and I brought the

concept of prayer cell out here.

I felt very alienated

when I got here because I came from the Midwest where my

grandparents from both sides had lived.

I had a niche.

I was expected to do certain things by the time I was in
school.

Then in high school I had to follow through, with

what the family had done.

Then my husband was transferred

here and I felt a great relief from leaving all of the
chairmanships and taking care of my grandparents who had
strokes.

I'd seen them all through and their deaths.

When we moved here, my father said to me, "Who's going to
take care of Mother now?"

So when I first came here, I

was very relieved, but I was so accustomed to being pro- >

graramed to do certain things that I found doors closed to
me and I,felt much like the little kid outside of the candy
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store.

Q

Did you have to deal with any guilt?

A

Very much.

I wanted to go back every year, yet

everyone was so abusing.

I wrote my parents everyday for

several years because I felt it was expected of me.
Q

What is a prayer cell?

A

There is a small gi'oup of people who meet.

week you have meditation.

Each

There's no "Hi, how are you?"

You come in and get seated.

They're either saying their

prayers or meditating and then you pray for each one of
these people everyday.

You call them if you feel, and you

get where you have such rapport with these people that you
can tell when someone's having something good or something
bad happen to them.

It's a very supportive group.

W^e

also had a paper we had to read and we had to do these

certain things—'it was a discipline.

We had a main

discipline in that we had to pray for each other everyday,
that we meditated, and when we meditated we listened to

music.

We looked at a beautiful painting and we read the

Bible and we read other uplifting books for a minimum of a
half hour a day.

And I missed that very much when I came

out here, so I started one.

one here in my home.

Until I went to work, I had

It was a very exciting experience.

There's another one going on now but it meets about twice
a month.

Q

Are there any beha\'iqrs that you would like to

change now?

A

Oh, yes.

including myself.

I alv/ays expect top much of other people,

When other people don't live up to my

expectations, I am just crushed.

When I find out that they

have clay feet, I; am just terribly crushed.

It would soeni

going through this many, many times I would learn, but I'm
still learning.

One of the hardest things right now, I am

having problems in my marriage.

My husband doesn't think

there is anything wrong, but I know there is.

him be himself.

I must let

The stress that put me into coronary care

was that I had finally made a decision, and I was going to

ask him for a separation—and I didn't get to act.
Q

How important have other people been in yon

bringing about change in yourself?
A

Yes, this group has b

supportive> and I

have met two people who have been very supportive.

They

have felt that I was'on the road to self-annihilation, which
I'was, ^

Q

What do yOu consider the most important factor in

bringing about change in yourseif?;
A

The enthusiasm of other people.

I really got a

big high—if it hadn't been for the people in this class and
Other classes.

I love to take classes; I love to learn.

The being with people and hearing them—I'm interested in

learning how they got that zest for living.

I used to have

a great zest for living, but it's been gone a long time.
I want it again.

. .

.

/
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Q

How often in the course of a day are you aware of

your actions?
A

Well, I think several times.

I get a lot of

feedback from people at my work~^so, yeah, I am aware of
what I am doing.

Q

How often are you aware of your feelings in the

course of a day?

A

Only when I get feedback from someone, except when

I get angry because I've really been working on this.

Q

Is it important to you to be more aware of

yourself?
A

Yeah, T think so, because that v/ay I can constantly

strive to be a better person.

. QUALITY OF iriFE ;'FACTOfiS

:
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QUALITV Of? LIFE FAGYORS (cont.)
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CHANGE CONTRACT

:

Specific behavior I'd like to introduce or increase:
Delete coffee from my menu

Forces supporting change in the behavior:

Don't go down to lounge at work
Get water heater to make decaffinated coffee at work
Drink coffee black

i, if any, of introducing or strengthening positive
Cchange facilitating) forces:
Feel good—not strung out
Drink more water

Forces restraining change of the behavior:

Giving up socializing with coffee
Strong habit of having coffee while working or
reading or talking with friends
ways, if any, of eliminating Ot diminishing negative
(change blocking) forces:
Eliminate or diminish times I eat out

Order Sanka when going out.
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Participant #13

Personality Profile
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PERSONALITY PROFILE OF PARTICIPANT #13

I'm a 44 year old male who has been married; and I

have a 12 year old child, whom I love very much.

Youth

is important to me but as I get older I find out that there

are many, many advantages to getting older.

The advantages

are letting go of many of those things that were important
to me in my youth.

I'm a counselor and an instructor.

I do have a problem with drinking.

And there are a lot of

people who might think I have a problem with drugs, but I
don't think I do.

Financially, I am doing very well.

probably would be considered upper middle-class.

I

I earn

about $29,000 a year and have a very pleasant home and am

able to provide the support for my child that I think is
more than adequate.
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:

Q

INITIAL rlNTEWIEW

^

'

Have you ever tried to Ghange a behavior you con

sidered undesirable?
h

Yes.

■ ;..What'Was'it?.''

^

A

My drinking and smoking.'

Q

Were you succe

A

To a degreei

Q

How long did it take?

A

Well, once T made up my mind to stpp, I stopped,

but it didn't last for a long period of time.
Q

How long did it last?

A

Well, I've had periods where I've decided not to

smoke and it lasted up to nine months and periods where I've

stopped drinking for up to three and four months, and then
I decided I wasn't satisfying the needs I had so I went
back to what I had decided not to do.

Q

What method did you use to stop?

A

Self-control, and I think that is the oniy one

that-.works.

Q

;

Is there any particular way yOu nsed self-control

like self-talk or some monitoring device?
A

Yes, in the sense that I was disgusted with my
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behaviot and decided I did not like who I was.

The only; Way

to make the change was not a moderation of the behavior
a total stopping of it.

There wasn't a way for me to

moderate it; it had to be either done or not done.

Q

Why did yon Consider your behavior undesirable?

A

Well, I found that in regard to the drinking more

than likely some of the behavior exhibited while drinking ;
was f^offensive both to me and to other people.

And in smok-'

ing it was unhealthy and it Was also offensive to other
people-—that was the motivation to stop.
Q

Did you ever engago in the behavior again?

have already answered thatv

You

Okay, now rather than change

your behavior, have you ever tried to implement a new
behavior (or behaviors) in your life such as an exercise

program, relaxation techniques, meditation?
A

Yes.

■ Q ■ :iWhat were they?

A

■

Well, several years ago I felt that meditation

would be an advantageous thing for me to do and took that

up.

It lasted for a period of years, although I clon't do

it any longer.

I've gone on many dietary kinds of changes.

Some of: them have lasted for years; some of them have iasted
for several months, perhaps.

The ones that have lasted for

seyeral months—-I've stopped them because I did hot think

they were as beneficial as I had anticipated, and they were
inconvenient,

perhaps or v/hatever.

I stopped eating,meat

^
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for several years and found that it made it very difficult,
to go out for dinner.
I do eat it.

Q

Now I avoid meat when possible, but

If I have a choice, I don't.

Do yon feel that learning and implementing new

behaviors has Changed your life?
A

Oh, yes.

Q

If so, in what way?;

A

Well, I think the idea of meditation really changed

my life because it brought about a much more indepth aware
ness of who I am and what my needs were as opposed to just

sort of bouncing around from one thing to another.

Also,

when I finally decided to go into counseling and stuck with

that for a year and a half, that made a lot of Changes.
Basically, the changes have come about through self-

knowledge.

Not that I've learned something fantastically

new or never heard of before, hat it just made it a part

of who I am, allowing it to have a real effect on me as
opposed to having itbe intellectual ideas that I entertain
and put into practice.
Q

Would you like to be more successful at changing

behaviors and implementing new ones?
A

Not really, because I feel that I have that oppor

tunity if r wish to do it.

But obviously my desire to

change usually is momentary, and I may have an incident
come up where I think I shouldn't do it anymore.

An

important aspect of who I am and the philosophy I follow

■

^
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is that I am human, I am going to make mistakes, and I have
to forgive myself for those mistakes over and Over again.

And although I still remain critical of myself, I still
keep that philosophy in the back of my mind.

You can't

be perfect; you're gbing to make mistakes.
Q

What do you consider the most important factor in

bringing about change in yourself?
A

Self-discipline—-will, whatever that means.

Q

Seeing that it is something you want to do and

then doing it.

A

Right, and making the decision to do it.

Q

How important have other people been in bringing

about change in yourself and in your life?

A

F.rom the'Standpoint of getting ideas, having

people offer me; alternatives that X perhaps had Hot
thought abott-:-.! think other people have been very impor

tanti

1*1^ not sure I wpuld have thought about all of

these things on my own,;but it's been one of those kind of
situations where you read something, Or someone says

something to you,^and ypu say, "Wow, I thought of that
before,' but I didn't know anybody else thought about it,"
and it makes a lot of sense to itie.

If someone else has

thought about it, then maybe it is more important than I
thought it was.

Q

How about in terms of support~supporting your .
■■ ■ ■

■

V'- ;
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A

Yeah, I think that that is important to do, and

yet I don't think I have had the support from other people
I would have liked to have had.

People are not supportive;

they tell you they want you ti) change but frequently they
don't.

Q

How often during the day are you aware of your

actions?

A

Well, a lot more frequently now than it used to

be, but still not as frequently as I would like,

I still

have too many instances when it is after the fact that I

realize what it was motivating me to do what I was doing
or saying what I was saying.

But I feel that there are

many more times now—even if it is "Why are you doing
that?"-—that I am aware that I am creating a problem, I'm

being sxich and such, aware what I'm doing and I go ahead

and do it.

Or, I have also found myself being aware--just

like I told you about my brother—there was that thing
about being negative and yet I realized I shouldn't be
doing that.
Q

How often during the day are you aware of your

feelings while they are occurring?

A

I still have a very difficult time distinguishing

between feelings and my intellect/ and when I'm thinking

and when I'm feeling.

I'm not really that in touch with

my feelings.
Q

Would it be important to you to be more in touch

with your feelings?
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A

Only because people seem to think that it is,

not so sure that it is that important.

pretty well on the level that I'm at.

I'm

I think I function

So many people think

that you should be in to;ach with your feelings, so I listen
to all of that, and I think why am I not.
what it means.

I'm not sure

It's very difficult for me when people

start saying, "Don't you want to be more in touch with your
feelings?"

That means, be more aware of my physiology, and

I'm not so sure.

I'm aware when my stomach is uptight and

I'm tense about something—I'm aware of that.

And when

people are upsetting me, I'm very much aware of that.

I'm probably a lot more in touch with it than I'm aware of,
but I don't know how to express it.

Q

Is it important to you to be more aware of yourself?

A

Oh, yes.

nice.

I want to be more aware'—it would be

But in a sense, I think that that could be bad,

because when you're constantly monitoring yourself, how
can you be yourself?

Q

You wouldn't necessarily have to be self-monitoring

yourself—you could be "aware" or have "awareness."
A

I find that difficult to differentiate.

Q

Well, what I am saying is if you can really attend

to the moment, then you can really be aware.
A

Then I think for the most part, I'm pretty well

in touch with that.

Q

If so, why?

A

Why is it important to be aware of myself?

Well,

I don't think

any W

us to grovr—there's np

way for me to grow—how else does one grow unless one
becomes more aware of oneself.

never-ending: process.

And I think that this is a

You will never ■become totally av?are

because we are dynamic beings and we are constantly changing.
I think that the thing that confuses me about myself is
that my feelings change,

r can be with another hiMan being

and feel so loving and warm and desirous of them and wanting

them and very outgoing and affectionate and all this kind
of stuff—and meet them the next day and it's not there.

Not that I don't still care for them, but it's a very
different level of feeling for them.

Q

Don't you think that it is perfectly all right to

change from day to day?

A

Oh, yeah.

And that's one of the things I'm

getting to learn that it is perfectiy ail tight to
honestly say, "I love you" and mean it with every bit of
energy I. have and 30 minutes later not necessarily being

feeling tbhtf

And it\S okay 'to express that, but knowing

who I am, r also have to mention to: them, "po you under
stand that when I say this to you that I mean it now, not

hecessarily 30 minutes from now?"

So that is part of who

I am~wanting to be yery clear and wanting the other personto be very clear of what I mean when I make some verbal
communication or also non-verbal cbramunication that I am
concerned about what it means to them.

.
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PERSONALITY PROFILE.OF PARTICIPANT. #14

I am female, caviGasian, 46 yeiars old.

I have two

childfehj One boy 25 year&iold, arid one girl 28 years
old.

I have been married three times.

I viras divorced

twice,

I* m married now to my third husbarid for fifteeh:

years.

I grew up in Chicago.

I'm going to be a grarid

mother for the first time in Augusts
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INITIAL INTERVIEW

Q

Have you ever tried

behavior thdt you
■

consideredvuhdaslrable:?-^:^'.- ^-

:A,/i-Nb. /

\:^v

''v

Q r jfou have nbver tribd to change a behayior or habit?
.

■A.:' - -'At^h^it?:'-Oh,iyesiv-;'; V'. ' " ■ '
Q

What'"was :it? ; : • 'Wi-r'

f,'

A

During nty divorced days r became very promiscuous,

and after ray third husband and I were raarried I promised
myself that I would not follow that way anyraofe and I
have not followed that.

Q " So you were succdssful in changing; that behavior?
vA^t'.yes/^/iOO^''percentw

Q

How long did it take to change that behavibr?

A

Well, it: didn't take Ibngi once ny Husb^

were married.

So I don't know if you could say during the

ceremony and then on.

.

t;

Q ; Did you use any particular method to change the .
hehavior?

A

in other words, self-talk?

Yes, that is what it 'was--seif-taik, and the pro

and con of what Was going to happen if I didn't follow it.

Q

So what motivated you were the consequences of

your.'betiavior?-'

■

■

, ■ ■

■

^ ■

■■ ■-,. 241

A

Right, and the will to succeed in this marriage,

Q

So would you say the method you used was willpower?

A

Yes, and self-talk. ,

Q

Did you ever take up the behavior again?

A

Well, I've never gone back to what I was--nG, I've

never done that.

Q

Are there any behaviors now in your life that you

would like to change?

A

No.

Would you

call

these anxieties behaviors

that i have now?

Q

I don't know if I would call those behaviors or

not, but you would like to be able to change these anxieties?
A

Yes, and the stress and insecurity.

Q

Rather than change a behavior, have you ever tried

to implement a new behavior or behaviors in your life such
as an exercise program, relaxation techniques, meditation—
■

■

.

things like that?
A

■

.

. .

.

.

,1

A thing that comes to my mind is that I've tried

to change my behavior on eating, so involved with that would

be exercise and changing the eating pattern.
Q
A

Have you been successful at doing that?
I have lost a lot of weight.

I would say I was

successful about 50 percent of the time.
that is that I am still weak.

The reason I say

If I'm offered a piece of

chocolate cake, I usually succumb.

Q

What method are you using for that?

v.

A

,242':

Well, I would sa;^ rigjit how just trying tp stay

out of situations Where, I am eatings—like 1 have out down , .

a lot on going out to eati

find that I am much mpre

successful if I stay away froni the situation^ ;l would

almost call inyself a compulsive eater;.
Q

So you have not really been successful at changing

■your eating-f behavior? ^

A

No. I heve been suGcessful as long ;as: I sbey^^^'^

from situations that are awfully tempting. '

Q

So getting back to implementing new behaviors in

your life, .you mention^3 exercise.
A

Well, two things that I'm doing right how as far

as the exercise which is kind of a byprpduct of eatingwell, with the ea:ting, living alpne now makes it easi.er

but it's not practical for anyone with a family—I have
eliminated all of the food in the house.

Q

Can you think of; eny new behaviors l you have tried

to implement?

A

/''i '

No, I really can't think of ahything that l!Ve

tried which is brand-new.

Q

^

Would you like to be more successful at changing

behavibrs and implementing new ones?

y A:. -rYes.''.^
Q

Well, I think it v/ould help to overcome some of

this other that I haveT-my anxieties.

'■ ■■ '■ ;.

'm3
■

Q

What dQ you GOnsider the most iwpor^

ih

bringing about change in yourself?
-

'A

. Q

, \■Motivatibn.i

How important have other' people been ih-bringihg.

about change in you---as ■far as sUppOrtihg you?

A

Well ^. I am the kind that .1 have to do it ; myseif.

As fan as eating, the most sapppft that I got was from my
son.

'While he was living at home, he always knew: the right

thing to say to me to make me stop eating.

My husband

wouldn't help me, and I would get mad at him; sbmetimes.
Q

How important do you think it is to have people

be:'.:Supportive'',of you?::

A
Q

\ h' ,

I think it is important, but I have to do it myselb.
How often 4uring the day, if at all, are you awane

Of your actions while they are occurring?
A

I am very conscious of myself at all times, I

think partly because of the anxiety attacks, so I try to
keep myself on an even keel.

So I am trying more and more

to be aware of my breathing—and it seems to help eyerything
be more even, things that I do, especially at work.

I try

not to let myself get way out in my thinking, so 1'm very
much-'aware. ;■,

often during the day are you aware of your
feelings when they are occurring?

A

Well, that, tbOf 1 "watch closely 1^ 1

if my feelings are gettihg out of control/ so I will swing
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into breathing or talking to myself.
Q

Are you aware when you are happy and when you are

angry?

A

I, think so.

I'm really passive,

I'm not really very happy very often.

if something really good happens, I

feel that something is going to happen,and change it.
Q

Is it important to you to be more aware of yourself?

A

Well, I suppose it is because I so depend on myself.

Q

Why is it important to be more aware of myself?

A

As I said, because I depend on myself.

I don't

like to depend on anybody else, so I have to depend oh myself
and be more aware.
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PARTICIPANT;#15
INITIAL INTERVIEW

Q

r

Have you ever tried to change a behavibr you con

sidered undesirable?

A

Y&s.

/

Q

What was/it?'.:

A

Dealing with people on a one-to-one basis, lack

of confidence, self-pity--things like that,

I've dealt

with, thein more through a spiritual thing/more than a

Q

Were you successful at changing these behavior

patterns?
A

I would like to believe that I have been.

Q

Do you feel for the most part that you have been

successful?

A

I've come a long way.

Q

How long did it take?

A

About eighteen months.

Q

And has it lasted?

A

So far--who knows/ when you know you're really there.

I feel like I have to continually work on them forever.

.Q

What method did you use~-well, you already answered

that. . You said that you 'worked more v/ith a faith orientation.
A

No—well, maybe, yeah.
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What I tried to do was

■
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isolate myself from everything else and just try to get into

myself more and get into a more honest plane and deal with
myself there.

Q

Why did you consider the behavior undesirable?

A

That's easy--in my v/ork, you have to show a great

deal of confidence and you must shov; a great deal of aware
ness to external things around you.

And yovl^ can't really

do that if you're wrapped up with yourself emotionally.
I was in a whole state of mind that wasn't good,

Q

So you've really been bringing yourself out of

that?

A

Yes, it was really to the point where it was

really tragic for everyone around me.

Q

Have you taken up the behavior again?

In other

words, does it show itself again once in a while?
A

Sure.

When it happens, I go meditate because

I think stress plays on these things.

Meditation relieves

the stress and helps me with my creative intelligence and

brings out things in my mind that I know are good for me
and ways of doing them.

Q

I'm still not very clear when you say that you

used a spiritual orientation rather than a therapeutic.
Can you say just a little bit more about that?
A

my life.

I was brought up in a very spiritual atmosphere all

My mother was in the Jewish faith, and then she

got into other different religions when I was going through
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some heavy physical problems when I was young.

She thought

that the only way I could get over these was through her

faith.

I was really affected by this—through faith-healing

and different other things that supposedly happened when

I was younger.

All I know is that the same things don't

exist today and I know it could have been.
Q

Rather than change a behavior, have you ever tried

to implement new behaviors in your life such as an exercise

program, relaxation techniques, or meditation, which you
mentioned previously—things like that?
A

First of all, I started this whole process a few

years back.

I went through the first introduction to myself

that I think was the vehicle to get to myself—was Carl
Jackson who worked over at the Growth Center.

My first

experience was when they first started before they moved
over there to Iowa.

I went—my wife and I went—-to a

communications class, and that was our first introduction

into solving some of our problems, not just together, but
individually.

After that, we went to the Growth Center

and took some more advanced classes.

Then they wanted us

to get into facilitating different groups, which, didn't

really interest us at all.

We took some self-hypnosis

classes--that was about it.

Q

So you have implemented new behaviors a number of

times in your life.

Can you tell me what method you have

used to implement new behaviors.

So going to classes was
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your method.

So you went to a workshop"and then you imple

mented those techniques into your life?
a;

Yes,

Q

Do you feel you have been successful when you have

wanted to get a new behavipr--how successful do you feel

you have been when you have; implemented new behaviors?
A

it's very hard.

to something new,

I do find myself always going on

I don't practice self-hypnosis anymore,

maybe the principles.
Q

At the offset, though, how did you;learn that? ,

You learn the technique in the workshop.

Is that correct?

."A.
■
■ 'Right-.
■
Q

■ V'-.

Now, how did you Start doing that at work?

Did you set a schedule.for yGurself?
A

No.

What I try to do is in the morning, after I

would do some stretching exercises, then I would sit down—
and really what it was was meditation but I didn't know it
at the time—but just getting to that place I had to set
aside the time that would best fit my schedule in the morning.

Q

Do, you feel that learning and implementing new

behaviors has changed your life?
A

• ■ Yes. ■ ,

Q

In what way?

A

My level of anxiety has almost gone down to the

bottom.

I used to percolate alot and come and go.

I didn't

really know how"to handle myself^ and I began to doubt myself.

After .J gpt into meditation, more than anythingf else, and
yoga/ 1 *ni more into a spiritual plane than I >was before

and that sort of satisfies this thing in my past--it kin^^
■ . ■ ■ofbrings :it- 'back.- ■

Q

Do you have any need to change any behayibrs now

or implement any new behaviors?

- ' -tA- - yYes.Q

;, ■ ■ ■

Please tell me what they are and tell Ine how you

think you might be mote Successful at changing behaviors

'

and implementing new ones?
A

One thirig I want to work.„ on is: my business life;

It's real important to me right nOw.
uncoordihate^ with my work.

Right now I feel very

It's just now getting together,

and it'S;very hard td put it all together.

is a schedule if I want to change that.
Q

So what I need

^

What do you consider the most important factor in

bringing about change in yourself?

A

Having the courage to, above anything else^ above

my relationship with my wife and Other people, to totally

void everything out of my life except my own mind and try to
work back from where I was.

Q

Do you think that takes motivation or willpower or

self-talk or what?

A

For me I had backed my life into a corner--thhre was

no where else to go.
Q

So does it take wiilpower or what?
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A

I think just knowing where you are at.

If you

really believe something inside and you believe you'll find
the answer, the answer will come to you,

Q

How important have other people been in bringing

about change in yourself?
played for you?

A

What roles have other people

.

At first I was rejecting everybody because I was

going through this where I had to purge myself on my own

away from everything.

I didn't want to have any emotional

involvement with anyone until I was able to straighten out

my own act.

So I would shun people who were even trying to

help me, not realizing that they could help me, just not
wanting to share what I was going through until I was sure
of myself.

But people were instrumental later when I began

to realize that everyone needs other people.

Q

When you realized that, have you found that other

people have been significant in any way in giving you the
support to make changes?

A

Maybe not knowingly from them, but not knowing what

they were really doing, I think so.

I was introduced to

meditation through one person and I was introduced to yoga

through another person.

It was kind of by chance that it

all happened. ■ Slowly I found a path that was desirable for
rae.

Q

Has any one person been really supportive when you

wanted to meditate or do yoga?

■

A

No-^-I'll tell you why.

■

25.4"

People are very important

to me, but I really fear dependency on other people, and so
I react to that.

I don't really want anyone there giving

me that kind of support because I fear that I might feel

dependent on them.

It might be nice to have it, but I fear

it at the same time.

Q



How often in the course of a day are you aware of

your actions while they are occurring?
A

That's a very hard one because lately I have had

much, more awareness than I've had in the past.
Q

So you are aware to some degree about your actions?

You're not all spaced out?
A

No, I'm not all spaced out even though I have

little order in my life right now.

The schedule I have had

made out is changing so I have to reevaluate it every couple
of hours.

But I am here, and I am aware I am here right now

even though I want to be somewhere else inside.
Q

How often in the course of a day are you aware of

your feelings immediately after they occur?
A

I'm pretty sensitive to that right now, but it

comes and goes.

Some days . . .

Q

Is it important to you to be more aware of yourself?

A

Yes, it never ends.

Q

Why is it important?

A

Cause I want to live.
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APPENDIX D

WORKSHOP HAND-OUTS

Schedule A

Behavior Monitoring
Frequency

Q)

e
-H

U

O
•H

Xi
0)

cq
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Schedule B

CHANGE CONTRACT
Date;

'

Specific behavior I'd like to introduce or increase:
Forces supporting change in the behavior:
1.
2.

Ways, if any, of introducing or strengthening positive
(change facilitating)' forces:
1.
2.
3.

Forces restraining change of the behavior:
1..

■

2.

Ways, if any, of eliminating or diminishing negative
Cchange blocking), forces:

■ :1.

,

2.
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Schedule C
AWARENESS RECORD

Date

NJ

Q

Behavior

Immediate Feeling

lifter Effect

Schedule D

Wellness-lllness Continuum

WELLNESS'is visually depicted in the Wellness-lllness continuum below:
Wellness

education
PrSMTUPE
XDEAIH

0

i

0

dip,ability synptoms ■ signs

growth

self-actualiz..

0

0

GH

IS

I'JEIIMSS

c>
Traditional

0

Medicine

Neutral
Point

(no disceimible illness
or wellness)

The center of the scale at "0" shows the absence of illness, Msving frcm,the center towards the
left shows a progressively worsening state of health. Msving toward the right on the scale indi

cates an increasingly positive state of health, personal growth, and fulfillment of personal potential.
For exairple, many people have no discernible physical illness yet find themselves bored, depressed,
tense, anxious, or generally dissatisfied with their lives. These emotional signs often lead to
SYit5)toms of physical disease through weakening the body's health and vigor and its resistance to

disease. The sarre signs can also lead to self-abuse through smoking, drinking and overeating.
Traditional medicine has been oriented tcward curing the evidence of physical disease; therefore, it
only brings the "patient" back to the "0" point on the scale where there is no disease.
In wellness, persons go beyond being "patients" (which means "to suffer") and cross the "0" point.

They do this through educating tiiemiselves to an understanding of tiieir"basic emotional and physical
heeds and learning how to get those needs met.

.

..

Schedule D (cont.)

BOW TO GET THEEE

There are three steps in any:growth or learning ej<perience.

EvaLimrioj

EDUGATTON

(PART I)

(PART II)

(3R0WIH

Seeing how you're

Learning iwhat new

presently conduct
ing your life.

options are
available.

I^ing scsTie,of the
options

\

RE-EVALUATiqSI

N)
iO

Schedule E
WHAT IS VJELLNESS?

• Wellness is a way of life~-a lifestyle you design
in order to achieve your highest potential for well
being.

• It has four major dimensions: nutrition, physical
awareness, stress reduction, and self—responsibility.
• It involves your whole being—physical, emotional,
mental, and spiritual.

• It is recognizing that the only thing that is
certain in the universe is change.

Wellness ■is move than the absence of illness.

It ■is more.

than a static state which you attain and then sit back. It
is ■not something another person can "do to you" through
treatment or the application of a "guaranteed method."
Wellness is an ever-expanding experience of purposeful,

enjoyable living—an experience which you create and direct
through;

' • knowing what your real needs are and how to get them
met

• expressing emotions in ways that communicate what
' you are experiencing to other people

• acting assertively, and not passively or aggressively
• enjoying your body through nutrition and exercise
and physical awareness

• being engaged in projects that are meaningful to
you and reflect your most important inner values
• knowing how to create and cultivate close
relationships with others

• responding to challenges in life as opportunities
to grow in strength and maturity, rather than
feeling beset by "problems"
• creating the life you really want, rather than just
reacting to what "seems to happen"
• relating to troublesome physical symptoms in ways
that bring improvement in condition as well as
increased knowledge about yourself

• enjoying a^basic sense of well-being, even through
times of adversity

• knowing your ov/h inner patterns—emotional and
' physical--and understanding "signals" your body
gives you
• trusting that your own personal resources are your

greatest strength for living and growing
• experiencing yourself as a Wonderful Person.
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The Purpose of This Workshop Is;

• to introduce you to factors v/hich, in ways you may
not have realised before, affect your health.
• to allow you to become more aware of the role
those factors are playing in your life.
• to show you ways you can take charge of any areas
in your life which are presently not working well.

• to encourage you to find your own unique path using
a wide variety of resources readily available.
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EIQiT BASIC HUMAN NEEDS (Laswell)

ENIJCTIEM^IENT - knc^^ledge, learn
ing, education, information,
understanding

AFFEKmCM - FRIENDSHIP, LOVE,

loyally, caring for and being
conceiTied about people

SKILL - ability, talent, capability

RESPECT - honor, courtesy, recog
nition, admiration, to be looked
up to

WEALTH - food, clothing, shelter,
incotte, performing a seridce,
property, working

^^,T. FtFTNG - health, happiness,
feeling^~well, contentment

RECTITUDE - responsibility, honesty,
justice, fair play, trust, keeping
one's promises.

POWER ~ decision making,
influence, authority, leadership
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APPENDIX E

WELLNESS QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES
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WELLNESS QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES

A questionnaire was distributed to participants asking:
(a) liow familiar they were with the concept of wellness, and
(b) What they wanted most in the Workshop.
The following is a compilation of the responses;

Knew practically nothing about the concept of wellness - 3
Knew a little about the concept of wellness
Knew a fair amount about the cGncept of wellness

- 9
- 3

Participants wanted the following factors emphasized
in the Workshop:

Response
a.
b.

.

stress reduction
nutrition

'

No. of Responsas
5
5

C,

meditation

3

d.

exercise

3

e.

psychological growth

3

f.

overcoming procrastination and self—

g.
h.
i.

sabotaging

2

problem identification
problem solving
high-levei wellness barometei:

2
2
2

)

j. life style improvement

t2

k. explanation of wellness concepts and terms
■1. -yoga"- . ' '
m. body awareness
n. support systems
,
o. overcoming depressioh
'
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